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ABSTRACT
While much research exists on self-efficacy in music programs, few research
studies have qualitatively examined the impact of vocal performance settings on music
education majors’ self-efficacies and career goals. This collective case study examines
the self-efficacy perceptions of four undergraduate vocal music education students in five
vocal performance and rehearsal settings: (a) voice lessons, (b) studio classes, (c) choral
rehearsals, (d) choral performances, and (e) juries. During a spring semester at a major
university in the southwestern United States, I examined how participants’ perceptions of
their family backgrounds, career goals, lifestyles, peers, and student-teacher relationships
influenced their vocal self-efficacy perceptions and music career goals.
Data collection included observations, individual interviews with participants, and
one focus group interview. Coding methods were used to analyze the interview
transcripts and observation field notes. Triangulation, peer review, and member checks of
transcriptions were used to ensure accuracy.
Findings are documented case-by-case and as cross-case themes. I found that
mastery experiences and family support during adolescence influenced participants’
initial decisions to major in music but had little influence on vocal self-efficacy during
the study. Secondly, self-efficacy changes noted throughout the study influenced
participants’ career goals. Other emergent themes included the role of memory, teacher
feedback, concept comprehension and socialization. I conclude with cross-case themes
and offer ideas for future self-efficacy research.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
As an undergraduate voice major, I often heard peers evaluate each other after
performing solos. I commonly heard compliments followed by the well-intended
criticism, “You are just getting in your own way.” That sentence always mystified me. I
wondered how I get in my own way and how to avoid this problem. Although the
statement continues to perplex me, I have identified “getting in my own way” when
struggling to perform a task due to mistrust in my ability to succeed. I suspected my
struggle was based on my perception of ability than my true ability as sometimes I would
“step out of my own way” and succeed.
When I began teaching as a voice graduate teaching assistant, I found the
confidence I had struggled to develop as a voice student. This confidence confirmed my
decision to pursue a music education career. As I taught undergraduate freshman voice
majors, I noticed many of my voice students struggled with the same confidence issues I
experienced. At times I also noticed my students seemed they trusted my perception of
their ability more than they trusted their own perceptions. As a teacher, I wanted to learn
methods to foster my student trust while simultaneously guiding them to trust their own
abilities.
Determined to solve this mystery, I felt empowered when I learned about selfefficacy in Dr. Draves’ psychology of music course at the University of Arizona. Selfefficacy, a theory developed by Albert Bandura, is “a person's beliefs about the extent to
which she or he can do a task in a particular situation” (McPherson & McCormick, 2006,
p. 323). I believed self-efficacy was the missing puzzle piece, but the topic encompassed
several variables needing exploration if I were to assist others in my field.
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A collective case study of four undergraduate music education voice students
allowed me to investigate how individuals in a university music program construct their
vocal self-efficacy perceptions. Since my self-efficacy was a strong determinant in my
decision to pursue a music education career, I also examined whether vocal self-efficacy
perceptions influenced each individual’s career decision.
Rationale for Study
While much research exists on self-efficacy in music programs, no researcher has
qualitatively examined how vocal performance settings influence vocal music education
majors’ self-efficacy perceptions and career goals. The lack of research for vocal music
education majors is a reason to examine this topic and provide further vocal self-efficacy
insights for practitioners. In the following sections, I provide a topical overview of selfefficacy theory as a component of Albert Bandura’s social cognitive theory as well as
self-efficacy studies in general education. To address self-efficacy in relation to music
education career goals, I provide a section on social identity theory. As self-efficacy is
often examined alongside motivation and attribution theory, I provide overviews on these
topics as a precursor to music-related motivation and self-efficacy studies in Chapter 2.
Self-Efficacy
Bandura in 1986, wrote Social Foundations of Thought and Action: A Social
Cognitive Theory, a study regarding his theory of human nature and causality. Selfefficacy was a key component of social cognitive theory (Evans, 1989). Social cognitive
theory relied on observational learning based on modeling, enactive learning, social
diffusion, predictive knowledge and forethought, incentive and vicarious motivators, selfregulatory mechanisms, and cognitive regulators.
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Bandura developed the concept of reciprocal determinism in which he stated that
since persons and situations interact and influence one another, independent
responsibility cannot be assigned (Evans, 1989). Such interactions occur within a triadic
conception between “B” behavior, “P” cognitive and/or personal factors, and “E”
environmental influences. Bandura rejected the dualistic concept of self as an object
(during self-reflection) and self as an agent (when taking action). Instead, Bandura stated,
“One is just as much an agent when one is reflecting on one's experiences and exerting
self-influence as when one is executing courses of action” (Bandura,1997, p. 6). He
explained that the triadic factors vary in strength and influence for different activities and
circumstances; furthermore, these causal factors do not interact simultaneously. Due to
the “time lag” between cause and influence, the three can be identified and examined
separately.
Bandura (1997) described causal and non-deterministic elements within the
triadic conception. Since human behavior is determined by interacting factors, people are
“contributors” rather than the “sole determiners of what happens to them” (Bandura,
1997, p. 3). Individuals contribute to this process through self-influence, which includes
reflective thought, acquired skill, and knowledge. As a result, environment does not
dictate individual behavior; rather, individuals choose to construct desired results or
refrain from situations. Thus, efficacious people seek opportunity and strategic ways to
circumvent institutional impediments while low efficacious people feel ineffectual when
confronting challenging scenarios.
Bandura (1997) described self-efficacy as a developmental attribute subject to
change throughout one’s lifespan. It may vary considerably depending on an individual’s
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life events, physiological state, self-standards, and environment. According to Bandura
(1997), self-efficacy develops according to four information sources: mastery
experiences, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and physiological states. Bandura
introduced various modes of induction or treatment for each source.
Bandura (1997) asserted that mastery experiences, the number of successful
performance accomplishments or failures, has a cumulative effect that can increase or
decrease an individual’s self-efficacy. Instructive methods that include simulated or
imagined performance conditions can increase efficacy expectations and improve
performance accomplishments.
Vicarious experience occurs when an individual creates self-efficacy judgments
as he or she observes other people perform (Bandura, 1997). Bandura argued vicarious
experience, a weaker, more inconsistent, self-efficacy source than performance
accomplishments. However, vicarious experience can become a credible source with
consistent and predictable modeling.
A person may influence another person’s self-efficacy through verbal persuasion
(Bandura, 1997). Similar to vicarious experience, verbal persuasion is a less reliable selfefficacy source than performance accomplishments as verbal persuasion depends on
whether the individual trusts the persuader’s credibility. If trusted, a persuader can
influence an individual’s behavior effectively through corrective treatment, thus
influencing an individual’s self-efficacy by suggesting options and possibilities not
previously experienced or considered.
Physiological states refer to a person’s physical and emotional health or function
(Bandura, 1997), and the levels of nervous energy, physical stress, or exhaustion are
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physiological conditions that may affect a person’s self-efficacy. In some cases, stress
can cause physically debilitating symptoms such as perspiration, nervous ticks,
trembling, etc. The physiological stimulus may result directly from the task itself or be
caused by other sources (e.g. medications, post-traumatic stress, etc.).
Self-efficacy can significantly influence one’s quality of experience and
motivation (Bandura, 1997), and is directly related to how much effort a person puts forth
including degrees of perseverance, when encountering obstacles or failure. Self-efficacy
influences one’s self-affirming or self-negating thought patterns, stress levels, depression
experiences, and sense of accomplishment. For these reasons, self-efficacy is often
studied alongside attribution theory and motivation.
Self-Efficacy in General Education
Bandura and Schunk (1981) hypothesized and tested that proximal goal setting
influences children's intrinsic motivation, competence, and self-efficacy. Proximal
subgoals are goals obtainable within relatively short time periods. In comparison to
proximal subgoals, "distal goals" are long-term goals. Distal goals are noted for being
“lofty” and "too far removed in time to provide sufficiently clear markers of progress
along the way to ensure a growing sense of self-efficacy" (p. 587). Since self-efficacy
influences task choice, effort, and persistence, the researchers believed the use of
subgoals would enable participants to measure performance, judge effort, and gauge
competence.
Participants included 40 children, ages 7-10, who had deficient arithmetic skills
and little interest in the subject (Bandura & Schunk, 1981). The children were randomly
assigned to a non-treated control group or one of three groups in which they were given
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suggested distal goals, proximal goals, or no goals for solving subtraction problems. Selfefficacy and intrinsic levels were tested before, during, and following subtraction
exercises. As predicted, the proximal subgoal group significantly increased self-efficacy
levels and intrinsic interest compared to all other groups. The proximal subgoal group
also completed problems in less time than the other three groups. Researchers' concluded
that since childrens’ use of proximal subgoals increased self-efficacy, participants
persevered, completed tasks, and quickly developed skill acquisition. These findings may
encourage educators to utilize proximal subgoals for increased self-efficacy, intrinsic
interest, and task competence.
Zimmerman and Kitsantas (1999) examined self-efficacy differences between
outcome goals (result-oriented goals) and process goals during a sentence-combining
task. Participants included 84 females, ages 14-17, enrolled in a parochial high school.
Following a training session, participants were randomly assigned to a control group or
treatment groups providing outcome goals, process goals, or shifting goals (shifting from
process to outcome goals once participants achieved automaticity). Half of the
participants in each treatment group were asked to self-record progress. Participants were
provided sentence-combining tasks and asked to rate their self-efficacy levels
(competency beliefs pre-test), self-reaction (satisfaction post-test), as well as intrinsic
interest for the sentence task compared to other school subjects.
The shifting goals group experienced the highest self-efficacy beliefs, selfreactions, and intrinsic interest (Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 1999). This group was
followed by the process goal group, and next followed by the outcome goal group.
Participants who utilized process goals more frequently attributed deficiencies to strategy
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than did the outcome goal group and control group. Strategy attributions for deficiencies
were significantly related to higher self-efficacy beliefs, self-reaction, and intrinsic
interest. Ability and effort attributions were negatively related to self-efficacy, selfreaction, and intrinsic interest. The researchers concluded that since strategy attributions
preserve students’ self-efficacy beliefs, strategy attributions enhance self-motivation
more effectively than ability and effort attributions.
Hackett and Betz (1989) compared male and female self-efficacy in relation to
mathematical performance, attitudes, and choice in college major. Since self-efficacy is
influenced by thought patterns, behavior, and achievement, the researchers examined
self-efficacy and socialization among men and women. Participants enrolled in
introductory psychology courses at a large midwestern university completed background
and career plan questionnaires, the Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale (MSES), the
Fennema-Sherman Mathematics Attitudes Scales, and the Bem Sex-Role Inventory
(BSRI). American College Testing (ACT) scores were also collected. Through regression
analysis, the researchers found no significant difference between male and female selfefficacy levels. They found self-efficacy a higher predictor of major choice than
performance and achievement. Implications were that educators should pay equal
attention to self-efficacy levels and performance achievement.
Lent, Brown, and Larkin (1984) examined self-efficacy influence on persistence
and success in university science and engineering programs. Participants included 42
college students enrolled in a 10-week career planning course on science and engineering
fields. Participants were asked to rate their confidence and ability to complete 15 field
requirements and duties successfully. The researchers found that high self-efficacy
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participants achieved higher grades and persisted longer than participants with low selfefficacy. The research concluded self-efficacy significantly influenced
educational/vocational behavior.
Schunk, Hansen, and Cox (1987) examined how attributes of peer models
demonstrating coping or mastery skills influenced children's mathematical achievement
and behavior. Mastery skills referred to modeling tasks without error. Coping skills
referred to modeling tasks incorrectly and demonstrating gradual improvement.
Participants included 80 students, grades 4-6, who had below average grades in
mathematics. Participants completed a mathematics pretest, training session, and posttest.
The training sessions included videotapes of peer models solving similar problems as the
pre- and posttest. In one experiment the videos included peer models demonstrating
mastery or coping skills. A second experiment included videos of multiple peer models,
including males and females, demonstrating coping and mastery skills.
Modeled coping skills were more effective on participants’ self-efficacy levels
and performance than mastery skills (Schunk et al., 1987). No significant difference
existed based on the sex of model. The researchers further concluded that participants
who perceived similarities with peer models increased self-efficacy and overcame
difficulties. Identification with multiple models was not as important as perceived
similarity with one model.
Bouffard-Bouchard (1991) examined self-efficacy influence on junior and senior
high school student's self-regulation and verbal concept formation. Participants included
45 junior high and 44 high school seniors. The objective was to identify and replace
nonsense words in 6 different sentences with a single meaningful word. Participants were
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given a session to solve problems and rate certainty. Students were then asked to assess
their self-efficacy of four problems. They were timed as they solved problems orally with
no performance feedback. Regardless of differing grade levels and cognitive abilities,
high self-efficacy levels positively influenced self-regulation variables, such as timemonitoring and persistence. The researcher concluded self-efficacy was not an accurate
indicator of cognitive ability, but high self-efficacy may influence self-regulation and
performance more than cognitive ability.
Zimmerman and Martinez Pons (1990) examined verbal and mathematical selfefficacy and strategy differences between gifted students and typical students.
Participants included fifth-, eighth-, and ninth-grade students from two New York City
Schools. Half of participants attended an academically gifted school while the other half
were enrolled in a regular public school. Participants were administered the Verbal
Efficacy Scale and Mathematics Efficacy Scale and a structured interview to assess selfregulated learning strategies. As the researchers' predicted, gifted students demonstrated
higher self-efficacy and strategy use than regular students. Self-efficacy in verbal and
mathematics corresponded to self-regulated strategies, such as reviewing notes,
organizing skills, and seeking assistance. Strategy use corresponded to less dependence
on seeking adult assistance. The researchers suggested that self-efficacy measurements
could help teachers identify giftedness and better understand learners who lack
motivation.
Self-efficacy has been widely studied in academic research regarding academic
success and motivation. Bandura and Schunk (1981) found math students with high selfefficacy beliefs were more likely to engage in difficult math activities. High self-efficacy
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was correlated with intrinsic interest in learning and writing tasks (Zimmerman &
Kitsantas, 1999). Hacket and Betz (1989) found self-efficacy correlated with choice of
college majors. Lent, Brown, and Larkin (1984) found correlations with perseverance and
course work achievement. Schunk et al. (1987) found students with high self-efficacy
were able to solve arithmetic problems at higher rates than those with low self-efficacy.
Self-efficacy has been positively correlated with student self-evaluation, self-monitoring,
and use of learning strategies (Bouffard-Bouchard, Parent, & Larivee, 1991; Zimmerman
& Martinez-Pons, 1990).
Motivation
Similar to self-efficacy, motivation research encompasses learning processes and
achievement outcomes. Self-efficacy remains a key factor in motivation as types of goals
and self-beliefs influence one's degree of effort and sensitivity to success and failure
(Bandura, 1997). For this reason, researchers often regard self-efficacy as a motivational
source (McPherson, 1999; Schmidt, 2007). Motivation in music education is commonly
researched through the following lenses: (a) attribution theory, (b) achievement goal
theory, and (c) intrinsic motivation theory (West, 2013). In the following section, I
provide a brief synopsis of these theories. Related literature in chapter two includes music
education studies of the three theories in relation to self-efficacy.
Attribution Theory
Attribution theorists study how individuals perceive the causes of their failures or
successes (Weiner, 1972). Comparable to self-efficacy, a person’s attribution beliefs
influence motivation and future actions. For example, a person’s motivation for a future
endeavor might decrease if the person attributes past failures to lack of ability (perceived
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as an internal and fixed attribute) rather than insufficient effort (perceived as an internal,
malleable or unstable attribute).
According to Weiner (1972), attribution beliefs differ between individuals with
high achievement needs and those with low achievement needs. High achieving
individuals attribute success to ability and effort and take greater pride in
accomplishments than individuals with low achievement standards. Those with high
achievement standards attribute failure to lack of effort (perceived as an internal,
malleable or unstable attribute); therefore, they strive to increase effort to succeed in
future endeavors. High achieving individuals initiate tasks, select higher difficulty levels,
and demonstrate greater motivation, work intensity, and persistence than individuals with
low achievement needs. Low achieving individuals attribute continued failure to lack of
ability (perceived as an internal and fixed attribute). Since low achieving individuals
perceive lack of ability as outside of their control, they diminish effort and experience
decreased motivation. Given the integral role of mastery experiences in success and
failure experiences, researchers find value in examining relationships between selfefficacy perceptions and attribution beliefs (Martin, 2012).
Achievement Goal Theory and Intrinsic Motivation
Goals represent a person's cognitive approach and intention to a task (Hruska,
2007). Since goals represent values and expectations, the types of goals teachers set
influence student motivation and academic behavior. Goal theory emerged in recent
decades (McPherson, 2007) with emphasis in two categories: mastery goals and
performance goals.
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Mastery goals—constructed for the purpose of motivating learning challenges and
continuous improvement—are associated with positive learning attitudes, subject interest,
and high aptitude scores (Elliot, 1999). Individuals motivated by mastery goals are often
intrinsically motivated (Hruska, 2007). Intrinsically motivated individuals are those who
engage in tasks because the action is rewarding and enjoyable. In contrast, extrinsically
motivated individuals perform tasks to achieve additional rewards, validations, or
conditional outcomes.
The second category in goal theory is performance or ego goals, which are
constructed to motivate competitive behaviors and superiority (Hruska, 2007). Two
categories existing within performance goals are performance approach and performance
avoidance. Performance approach goals are associated with the motivation to
demonstrate superior abilities. Whereas individuals motivated by mastery goals tend to be
intrinsically motivated, performance approach individuals (who thrive on performance
goals) are often extrinsically motivated. Perceptions of superiority are conditions
achieved as a performance outcome rather than a task-embedded experience. In contrast,
performance avoidance individuals avoid competitive circumstances that might create or
affirm a negative self-image. Performance avoidance, therefore, is linked to low selfefficacy whereas mastery goals may indicate high self-efficacy perceptions and
development. In the following section, I discuss social identity theory to provide further
context to self-efficacy, motivation, and music education career goals.
Social Identity Theory
Social identity theory is based on the premise that individuals identify themselves
and others according to specific groups (Spears, 2010). A component of social identity
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theory is self-categorization theory, which occurs when a person identifies with different
groups according to social contexts and environment. For example, a person may
categorize herself as a "student" in a university setting and as a "teacher" upon entering
an elementary school setting. Researchers have observed music majors categorize
themselves primarily as aspiring musicians or teachers, depending on social pressures
perceived within music programs (Isbell, 2008; Roberts, 1991). Unlike performance
majors, music education majors are often required to develop musician and teacher selfperceptions and competencies. Since music education emphasizes musical and teaching
competencies, whereas performance programs specialize in musical competency,
questions arise as to whether music education majors sacrifice teaching development for
performance mastery or vise versa (Roberts, 1991). Sieger (2012) found students entered
music education programs with great performance experience and underdeveloped
teaching skills. Sieger suggested students achieve “balanced interaction through
awareness of the reciprocity within teaching and performance” (p. 194). Although
musical self-efficacy is rarely examined in social identity theory contexts, the two are
related; a music program’s vocal and teaching competency requirements between music
education majors and vocal performance majors may differ, which, in turn, creates
socially-perceived hierarchies between the two majors, degree standards, and career
goals.
Different competency expectations between performance majors and music
education majors may influence social dichotomies, which social identity theorists
describe as “in-groups” and “out-groups” (Spears, 2010). Once identified with a group
orientation, individuals may differentiate, discriminate, and stereotype members of
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identified groups. In so doing, they categorize advantaged "in-groups" and disadvantaged
"out-groups." In music programs, social perceptions of performance majors as ideal
models and music education majors as inferior musicians are common (Roberts, 1991).
To avoid stigma and diminish peer “in-group” and “out-group” perceptions, music
education majors often feel pressure to be perceived as competent musicians before
striving to become competent teachers (Roberts, 1991). Roberts (1991) proposed the
possibility that students—regardless of major—primarily identify with their instrument,
which causes them to identify as musicians before teachers. This is particularly
challenging for vocalists who do not perceive a separation between the self and the
instrument; therefore, musician and teacher competency perceptions are factors of selfefficacy and social identity.
Austin, Isbell, and Russell (2012) conducted a study of U.S. music students’
occupational roles, career commitments, role models, and experiences. Participants were
undergraduate music majors from three different United States locations. The three
programs represented diverse populations in number of undergraduate music majors,
degree programs, and ratio of music education majors and music performance majors.
The total sample was representative of gender, major applied area, degree program, and
class standing. Participants were administered the Undergraduate Music Major
Questionnaire (UMMQ), a 115-item questionnaire that surveyed musician and teacher
occupational identity, career commitment, and social influences.
Utilizing descriptive analysis, the researchers found almost half of the participants
selected the studio teacher as their strongest musician and teacher role model (Austin et
al., 2012). In contrast to performance and composition majors, music education majors
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cited the high school music teacher and the college ensemble director as their strongest
musician models, and music education faculty as their strongest teacher role models. The
studio teacher remained the most highly cited role model and had a positive influence on
the decision to major in music. Overall, respondents highly valued performance activities,
such as lessons, studio class performances, solo practicing and performance, a finding
resembling results by Roberts (1991). Career commitment, however, was attributed to
having strong teacher and musician identities (Austin, et al., 2012). The researchers also
found no significant identity differences between music education majors and
performance majors. One possibility was attributed to Woodford’s (2002) speculation
that music education majors primarily identify as performers for high status and
socialization purposes.
Although no occupational identity differences between music education and
performance majors were found, the researchers provided several suggestions to integrate
identities and bridge social divisions between music education majors and performance
majors (Austin et al., 2012). One suggestion included music faculty embracing a
multidimensional view of the undergraduate as both musician and teacher, regardless of
major. This concept would include encouraging performance majors to develop pedagogy
and teaching competencies, high-quality applied instruction for all students, and
encouraging students to complete dual majors in music education and performance.
Occupational identity construction in music education remains a complex issue.
Although not frequently cited in music self-efficacy research, social identity and
social categorization factors naturally affect music majors’ career decisions. Social
identity also impacts self-efficacy as social identity encompasses a myriad of emotional
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and psychological responses including the value associated with career aspirations and
skill development. These factors are relevant to self-efficacy perception and will be
discussed in this study.
Purpose
The purpose of the current study is to examine how undergraduate music
education majors construct their vocal self-efficacy perceptions in choral and solo
settings, as well as to examine how self-efficacy perception influences career goals.
Specific research questions were:
1) How do participants perceive their self-efficacies in choral and private lessons?
2) How do participants perceive their teacher-student dynamics in choral and private
voice settings?
3) How does the assignment to a teaching assistant affect the participants' self-efficacies?
4) How do participants’ self-efficacy perceptions influence their career paths?
Given the various performance settings examined in this study, the following related
research includes self-efficacy and motivation studies that include music education
classroom and private lesson contexts.
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CHAPTER II: RELATED LITERATURE

Given the dynamic nature of self-efficacy, I examined it in relationship to
environmental, interpersonal and intrapersonal factors. Four self-efficacy sources—
mastery experiences, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and physiological
experiences—encompass various ways in which self-affirming and self-negating thought
patterns emerge. For these reasons, the related literature includes studies regarding
motivation, practice, and attribution theory. Since my focus is on undergraduates’ vocal
self-efficacies and career paths, I have additionally selected literature regarding teacherstudent relationships and family dynamics.
Self-Efficacy in Music Education
Researchers have revealed the causes and effects of self-efficacy in music
education (e.g., McCormick & McPherson, 2003, 2006; Neilson, 2004). This body of
research continues to expand and emphasize self-efficacy implications in music program
retention and quality of experience. To provide specific views relevant to this study, the
selected music education research pertains to topics such as practice, motivation, and
attribution theory. Additionally, I have also included studies highlighting family
influence and teacher-student dynamics to underscore specific themes addressed in each
case.
Practice
Clark (2013) examined how motivation, practice, achievement, and self-efficacy
impacted four high school string students’ practice behaviors, strategies and thought
processes. Correlational findings between self-efficacy, achievement, and deliberate
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practice—in an earlier study (Clark, 2008)—led Clark to investigate specific practice
behaviors of high self-efficacy students. The purpose was to provide a deeper
understanding of high self-efficacy practice behaviors and commonalities. Although the
four participants had different musical goals and practice priorities, all were identified as
high self-efficacy students who studied privately with expert teachers, practiced
individually, and owned valuable instruments. Data included videos of students
practicing, interviews, and practice journals. Practice strategies associated with high selfefficacy included repeating sections, alternating rhythms, slowing and gradually
increasing tempo, changing articulation, observing interval distances, and practicing large
sections of repertoire without stopping. Clark also noted the four participants practiced at
different times after school or in the late evening. While each participant implemented
different practice strategies, all four high self-efficacy students demonstrated superior
skill in thinking and organization.
Oare (2012) examined novice band students’ decision-making processes in
individual practice sessions. The sample included five band students, grades 7 through 9,
from a suburban Midwestern community. Students were video taped for 20-minute
practice sessions. Following the practice sessions the researcher and student observed the
video together as students described their retrospective thoughts of practice goals,
strategies, self-assessment measures, and self-efficacy perceptions.
Self-efficacy perceptions influenced different practice behaviors, particularly
when participants confronted musical challenges (Oare, 2012). All five students had high
self-efficacy levels with the music they selected; however, each participant responded
differently when encountering difficulties. Two students became frustrated and quickly
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switched tasks, deciding to address the difficulty at a later time. Oare found that one
student equated frustration with boredom. One participant repeated difficult passages and
surrounding measures several times, and upon achieving some success, returned to the
difficult passage. Oare also noted that participants had difficulty focusing eight to twelve
minutes into the practice session. The students in grades 8 and 9 were able to maintain
focus slightly longer than the younger students.
Students identified their self-efficacy levels as positive or negative during selfassessment portions of the interviews (Oare, 2012). Students sometimes noticed problems
but had difficulty identifying exact mistakes. When students were able to identify
mistakes, students had difficulty identifying underlying causes, which affected their
understanding for future improvement.
Data results and prior literature were utilized to construct a strategic practice
model with three implications for teachers (Oare, 2012). Oare suggested teachers
consider the following in future practice: (a) utilizing goal rather than time-oriented
practice sessions, thus providing students opportunities for better focus and
concentration; (b) clarifying practice goals, criteria, and practice strategies, and (c)
providing students skillsets to select appropriate practice strategies.
In a sample of nine- to eighteen-year-old instrumentalists, McCormick and
McPherson (2003) administered questionnaires rating self-efficacy and practice
strategies, and compared the ratings to graded music examinations. They concluded that
self-efficacy was a stronger predictor of success in music examinations than practice
time. The researchers also found two variables—grade level and cognitive strategy use—
as negative predictors of self-efficacy.
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McCormick and McPherson (2006) conducted a follow-up study regarding music
performance examinations and self-efficacy, which produced similar results: a weak
negative correlation between grade level and self-efficacy. These researchers noted as
students progressed musically and developmentally through grade levels, the musical
skills associated with playing an instrument became more challenging. This progression
required additional practice time, emotional persistence, and increased self-regulation of
practice. They further noted that while a student may have the capacity to achieve success
musically, the emotional burden of self-management might shift the student’s desire
away from continuing with further music instruction.
Given the challenges advanced music students encounter, such as self-guidance
and persistent progress, individualized instruction is imperative for creating achievable
goals and positive self-efficacy development (McCormick & McPherson, 2006).
Individualized instruction enables teachers to assess students’ individual abilities,
customize appropriate goals, and monitor progress. Instructors who utilize these
strategies may provide students practical and relevant solutions to challenging
performance tasks, thus enhancing students’ self-efficacies.
Nielson (2004) examined the relationship between practice strategies and selfefficacy among Norwegian students ages 18-43. Students who rated themselves with high
efficacy used more practice strategies than those who rated themselves low in selfefficacy. No significant difference existed between the types of practice strategies
employed between the high and low self-efficacy groups; however, Nielsen found male
musicians used significantly more critical-thinking strategies than female musicians.
Nielson also found male self-efficacy was significantly higher in church music and
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performance programs than female participants. In contrast, female self-efficacy was
significantly higher in instrumental practicing within music education programs.
Nielson (2004) noted self-efficacy as directly related to cognitive practice
strategies (e.g., rehearsal, elaboration, and organizational strategies), as well as
metacognitive strategies (e.g., planning, monitoring, and regulating). These results differ
from McCormick and McPherson (2003), who suggested that cognitive practice
strategies were unreliable predictors for an instrumentalist’s self-efficacy level. Nielson
(2004) further suggested that self-efficacy was related to technical skill, rather than the
assessment of “overall musician” as suggested by McCormick and McPherson (2003).
Practice approach and applied practice strategies remain important factors in
student self-efficacy development. Practice approaches associated with high self-efficacy
levels included cognitive strategies, self-regulation, organizational skills, and specific
goals (Clark, 2013; McCormick & McPherson, 2006; Nielson, 2004;). Although
McCormick and McPherson found the quantity of practice time was less influential than
performance examinations for college level students, practice quantity, persistence, and
self-regulation influenced self-efficacy levels in grades one through eight. For quality
practice sessions, instructors should be aware that both high and low self-efficacy
students may need guidance identifying problematic sections and utilizing appropriate
strategies (Oare, 2012). Participants, through their practice behaviors, not only reflect
self-efficacy perceptions but also provide insights for quality instruction. Practice
research related to student self-efficacy perception and motivation behavior will be
discussed further in the following section.
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Motivation
Practice behavior research remains invaluable when assessing self-efficacy;
motivation is another factor of self-efficacy. When low self-efficacy causes avoidance
and disheartenment, a lack of motivation often follows and becomes problematic
(Sichivitsa, 2007). Instances of low self-efficacy in music performance are often
associated with feelings of shame and guilt. Individuals with low self-efficacy tend to feel
shame when they fail a task because they believe failure is a reflection of talent. To
disguise shame, these individuals may reduce effort, which, in turn, causes guilt.
According to Sichivitsa (2007), guilt as a coping mechanism is easier on an individual’s
self-worth than shame because guilt is associated with lack of effort (a changeable
attribute), whereas shame is associated with lack of talent (a fixed attribute). Shame
associated with low self-efficacy may result in a lack of motivation and effort withdrawal
to avoid humiliation that may be associated with inadequate ability.
McPherson and McCormick (1999) investigated instrumentalists, ages 9 to 18,
and their attributions, self-regulation, and motivation perceptions. Participants were
administered questionnaires before and following a performance exam. Performance
exam results were also collected as data. Items in the first questionnaire pertained to selfregulation, strategy use, and motivational components: intrinsic value (the participantʼs
assigned value to the task), anxiety/confidence, and self-efficacy. Post questionnaire
items referred to internal attributes (effort and ability) and external attributes (luck and
task difficulty). Over 50% of participants attributed performance results to effort.
Another finding was that motivational resources (i.e. intrinsic value, anxiety/confidence,
and self-efficacy) influenced performance ability. Researchers concluded self-efficacy as
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an important factor within a combination of motivational variables that influencing
performance.
In a study examining motivation orientations, self-concept, academic achievements,
and career goals of pre-service music teachers, Schmidt, Zdzinski, and Ballard (2006)
reported that self-concept and motivation attributes were not significantly correlated with
either academic achievement or long-term and short-term career goals. Self-concept
alluded to self-efficacy with Likert scale item statements such as, “I am an excellent
music student” and “I am confident in my ability to perform on my instrument or voice”
(Schmidt, et al., 2006). Self-concept was also not significantly correlated to motivation
orientations. Results pertaining to self-concept and motivation were not significantly
related and did not support previous assertions (e.g. McPherson & McCormick, 2006;
McPherson & Zimmerman, 2002).
Austin (1991) examined competitive and non-competitive goal structures, music
self-esteem levels, achievement, and motivation variables among fifth- and sixth- grade
band students. Participants were randomly assigned to goal structures in a music contest
setting. All were provided pre- and posttest music achievement and motivation measures.
Although no significant differences existed between goal structure groups, participants in
both groups reported they preferred their assigned goal structure for future use. Austin
discussed the implication that when given a choice, children favor familiar goal
structures. Students who self-reported high music self-esteem levels had high intrinsic
interest. This group also placed more importance on effort and affect attributes than the
low self-esteem group. Although the researcher focused on music self-esteem, which is
considered less domain-specific than self-efficacy, results were similar to self-efficacy
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findings in which intrinsic interest and perceptions of effort influenced self-beliefs and
performance achievement (McPherson & McCormick, 1999).
Schmidt (2005) examined secondary instrumentalists' achievement motivation
orientations, self-concept, and attitude towards band. Participants, students grades 7-12,
were administered a survey with items that addressed commitment to band, self-concept,
and motivation variables (mastery, intrinsic, individual, cooperative, competitive, ego,
success approach, and failure avoidance). Solo festival ratings and teacher ratings of
effort and achievement were also collected and analyzed. Factor analysis included three
motivation orientations: learning/task, performance/ego, and individual (reported by the
individual). Learning/task orientation positively correlated with private lesson
experience, practice time, performance ratings, effort ratings, and grade level.
Performance/ego negatively correlated with grade level, practice time, and was not
significantly related to motivation variables. Individual orientation correlated positively
with performance and effort ratings. Students responded more positively to meeting
cooperative and individual goals than to competitive goals. Music education implications
included motivational emphasis on cooperative goals and intrinsic interest rather than on
competitive goals.
Schmidt (2007) investigated intrinsic-mastery and cooperative orientations,
commitment to band, self-efficacy, group efficacy, and entity-incremental theory in
relation to a hypothesized higher-order factor of motivation. This study was designed to
examine relationships between group and individual efficacy in an instrumental music
context. Entity-incremental theory is based on whether individuals perceive their abilities
or others’ abilities as a fixed entity or malleable (i.e. incremental). Intrinsic orientation
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was associated with instrumental students’ self-regulation, self-assessment, and
cooperative orientations. Competitive-ego or performance orientations were associated
with external evaluation and validation.
Since intrinsic orientation is associated with many variables, Schmidt (2007)
utilized a survey to determine whether a higher-order intrinsic factor existed within the
intrinsic orientation framework. The survey also addressed relationship factors between
motivation and students’ grade level, sex, music experience, instrument, and self-reported
practice time. The sample included 456 middle and high school students from various
demographic locations, and had high means for self-efficacy, group efficacy,
commitment, intrinsic-mastery, and cooperative orientations. Overall, the sample had an
incremental view of ability, which meant self-efficacy was subject to change over time.
Schmidt used this finding as well as significant correlations found among all motivation
and efficacy variables to support the view that self-efficacy, collective efficacy, and
entity-incremental theory variables function as a higher-order factor of motivation.
Self-efficacy has been studied as a factor of motivation (Schmidt, 2007;
McPherson & McCormick, 1999). High self-efficacy and motivation levels have been
correlated with mastery goals and cooperative learning in contrast to competitive goals
(Schmidt, 2005; 2007). As related to motivation behaviors, self-efficacy perceptions are
malleable, often in accordance with perceived effort, performance goals and outcomes. It
is therefore useful to examine specific goals and outcome expectations when assessing
self-efficacy levels. Low efficacious students often believe their efforts will not lead to
successful outcomes (Sitchivitsa, 2007; Austin, 1991) and students may withdraw efforts
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and appear to lack motivation. The following literature pertaining to attribution theory
further examines individual perceptions of self-efficacy and motivation.
Attribution Theory
A topic related to motivation, practice, and self-efficacy is attribution theory.
Attribution theory is the study of causes people attribute to their success and failure
experiences (Weiner, 1972). Music education researchers have investigated attribution
theory beliefs to further examine self-efficacy, practice, and performance behaviors
(Schmidt, 1995). The following music education research studies include attributions
from Weiner’s (1974) attribution theory model such as (a) ability, an internal/stable
attribute; (b) effort, an internal/unstable attribute; (c) luck, an external/unstable attribute,
and (d) task difficulty, an external/stable attribute. Some attribution researchers examined
additional attributions such as parental support, emotional response, and strategy.
Schmidt (1995) applied attribution theory to the perceptions of secondary choral
students with regard to teacher feedback and beliefs about success and failure. The 120
participants were enrolled in a non-auditioned summer choral music camp sponsored by a
large university. Participants completed a questionnaire with items addressing grade
level, gender, and success and failure attributions in vocal music.
To qualify differences between internal and external attributions, Schmidt utilized a
framework based on Weiner’s (1974) model: “(a) internal-stable (ability), (b) internalunstable (effort), (c) external-stable (task difficulty), or (d) external-unstable (luck)” (p.
316). No significant differences were between teacher feedback and internal/external
attributions.
Asmus (1987) investigated gender difference and attribution beliefs among vocal,
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instrumental, and general music students. Students, grades 4 to 12, were asked to write
open-ended responses listing five reasons why students do well and five reasons students
do not do well in music. Female participants more frequently cited internal-stable
attributes for success. As grade levels increased, there were greater increases in internalstable attributes (ability) and decreases in internal-unstable attributes (effort). Asmus
discussed the implication that young students equate success with effort, but as they
mature, students attribute success to ability. Implicit in this study is that teachers should
encourage effort attributions to increase motivation.
Martin (2012) surveyed the musical self-efficacy and attribution beliefs of middle
school band students. The sample included 45 students from 14 suburban schools
enrolled in an outreach band program. Martin measured self-efficacy utilizing Schmidt’s
Self-Efficacy Scale (2009), an adaptation of Hendrick’s Self-Efficacy-Scale (2009), and
the Asmus Motivating Factors scale. Using descriptive analysis, Martin reported a strong
positive correlation between Hendrick’s and Schmidt’s self-efficacy test scores. The
weakest relationship existed between "effort" and SSE, while a much stronger
relationship existed between effort and HSE. Martin explained that the SSE design
addressed generalized capability perceptions, whereas the HSE addressed specific task or
skill needs to execute a successful performance. Musical ability received the highest
mean score from the AMF subscales, closely followed by effort; students equated success
with ability, followed by effort. A strong relationship also existed between self-efficacy
and musical affect. Martin suggested that high self-efficacy students believed their
feelings contributed to performance success.
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Martin (2012) utilized questionnaire results to select interviewees representing
grade level, sex, and highest and lowest self-efficacy scores. Interview questions and
coding methods addressed Bandura's (1997) four primary self-efficacy sources: (a)
mastery experiences, (b) verbal persuasion, (c) vicarious experience, and (d)
physiological experiences described as somatic experiences. Following interview
transcriptions and coding, Martin found low self-efficacy students referred to mastery and
failure experiences more often than high self-efficacy students. High self-efficacy
students, however, cited successes more frequently than low self-efficacy students. Both
low and high self-efficacy groups more frequently cited somatic experiences than any
other self-efficacy source, which Martin attributed to heightened emotional states
frequently experienced in early adolescence. Martin also found that low self-efficacy
participants frequently cited discouraging teacher remarks as a verbal persuasion source.
Students with high self-efficacy cited parental encouragement more frequently than low
self-efficacy students. Martin concluded that examining self-efficacy sources provided
more substantial differences between high and low self-efficacy students than
correlations between self-efficacy levels and attribution beliefs. Martin further stated that
researchers should continue to examine the four self-efficacy sources and their causes.
Vispoel and Austin (1995) performed a critical incident methodological study of
junior high school students' attribution relationships. Critical incident methodology "asks
participants to evaluate naturally occurring instances of success and failure" after an
event (p. 378). Traditional and non-traditional attributions were examined, such as
performance outcome and subject area differences. Participants included 211 junior high
school students enrolled in four subjects (English, Math, General Music and Physical
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Education). Music teachers administered to each student, one of two randomly distributed
questionnaires. Questionnaires had 105 items, 5 of which addressed demographic items,
and 4 items on course grades. Remaining items were identical except that half addressed
failure and half addressed success.
Utilizing descriptive analysis, the researchers found effort the most highly ranked
attribution in failure and success categories followed by interest, teacher influence of
ability, and task difficulty (Vispoel & Austin, 1995). Internal attributes (ability and
effort) were more pronounced than external attributes (luck and difficulty), meaning that
students took personal responsibility for successes and failures. The researchers labeled
the tendency not to blame parents or teachers for failures as “the altruism effect.” Students
regarded 75% of their critical tasks and activities within subjects as not test-related. The
researchers interpreted this to mean that participants varied when determining critical
incidents depending on subject area, attribution category and subject. Students were not
inclined to evaluate reasons for failure, blaming lack of interest if they associated failure
experiences with emotions they resisted such as shame, guilt, or frustration. The authors
further concluded that attributions of success and failure do not necessarily reflect each
other; students who attribute success to ability, for example, may not attribute failure to
inability, and vice versa.
Vispoel and Austin (1992) performed a situational examination of failure
attribution feedback based on ability, effort, and strategy in junior high school music
students. In a situational methodological approach, participants analyze hypothetical
scenarios and determine attributions that cause the hypothetical character to succeed or
fail (Vispoel & Austin, 1995). Students (grades 5-8) were randomly assigned to 1 of 9
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hypothetical scenarios and asked to complete a 35-item questionnaire. Each scenario
featured a male music student character "Bill," his music teacher "Mr. Smith," and a
performance in which Bill failed. Each of the 9 scenarios differed based on the goal
structure Mr. Smith provided Bill. Goal structures examined were competitive goals (i.e.
superior achievement compared to others), individualistic standards (i.e. achieving a set
generalized standard), or individualistic progress (i.e. improvement based on one's past
achievement record). Questionnaire items addressed Bill's affective response to his
failure as well as his future performances, effort, strategy, risk taking, support, and
attribution feedback. Participants were to mark whether they agreed or disagreed with
each item. Participants responded most constructively to strategy attribution feedback
compared to non-strategic effort or ability attributions. The findings on classroom goal
structure and its effect on motivational response and decision-making were inconclusive.
Implications were that teachers propose practice strategies rather than encouraging effort
alone.
Vispoel (1998) examined relationships between seventh-grade studentsʼ attribution
beliefs, self-concepts and achievement outcomes. Participants were from a midwestern
town, enrolled in a music class and had completed 2-3 years of music study. For this
study, participants completed a questionnaire that included items from Schmidt's SelfEsteem of Music Ability and items that addressed traditional and non-traditional
attributions. Participants also completed Colwell's Music Achievement Test, which
included aural discrimination, visual discrimination, and instrument recognition. Subject's
final grades for classroom music were also collected and analyzed.
Utilizing descriptive statistics, Vispoel (1998) found teacher influence as the most
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highly ranked success attribution, followed by peer influence, family influence, luck,
effort, strategy, interest, and task difficulty. Family influence was also the most highly
ranked failure attribution followed by ability, luck, and persistence. A high correlation
existed between attribution beliefs and music achievement test scores. Students with high
self-efficacy and achievement scores attributed success and failure to two separate
causes; the high self-efficacy group attributed success to ability (an internal cause) and
family influence, yet denied these attributions as causes for failure. This finding was
consistent with Vispoel and Austin (1995). The high self-efficacy group attributed failure
to external causes, task difficulty and/or bad luck. Participants who had low self-efficacy
and low achievement scores, however, attributed failure to low ability and family
influence. These findings highlight different attribution perceptions between low and
high self-efficacy students as well as distinctions within both groups.
Legette (1998) examined how students’ attribution beliefs influenced motivation
and achievement. Participants were 1,114 elementary and secondary public school
students enrolled in music. Participants were from two neighboring city and county
school systems in north Georgia. Participants were administered Asmus's (1986) Music
Attribution Orientation Scale (MAOS), which included 35 items addressing effort,
background, classroom environment, musical ability, and affect for music. Students rated
importance of each item. Gender and school system attribution differences were analyzed
through a t-test for two independent samples. For all student responses, ability was the
most important attribution cited followed by effort. These two internal attributions
increased according to grade level. Gender differences noted were that females placed
more importance on ability and effort than males. Legette found differences between city
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and county school students. City students rated ability and effort as more important,
while county schools students placed more importance on class environment. Legette
noted differences in ethnic makeup between the two systems as a possible reason for this
finding.
Legette (2012) replicated his 1998 study with in-service music teachers. The
research questions focused on the causal attributions teachers assign to their students’
success and failure. The sample included 309 elementary, middle school, and high school
music teachers in a southeast state. From the sample, 44.7% had taught for more than 15
years. Participants selected ability and effort as the most important causal attributes for
student success and failure. No significant differences existed between gender groups or
school levels.
Hedden (2007) conducted a survey to determine differences between children
who participated or did not participate in a choral festival. Variables examined included:
(a) vocal self-efficacy perceptions; (b) enjoyment of singing; (c) involvement in music
activities or lessons; (d) gender, and (e) attributional influences. The sample included
187 participants from 11 elementary schools in a midwestern state who either participated
or did not participate in a choral festival.
Based on survey results, the choral festival participants enjoyed singing, received
more parental encouragement, and were more positive about their voice quality than
nonparticipants (Hedden, 2007). Nonparticipants sang along with CD’s and radio music
more than the choral participants, which researchers thought reflected nonparticipants’
privacy preference compared to the public-social choral environment. Additional reasons
nonparticipants chose not to participate in the choral festival included scheduling
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conflicts, and low parental, peer, and teacher influences. Choral participants cited internal
(music enjoyment and high self-efficacy) and external (teacher, peer, and parental
support) attributions. Hedden discussed unknown specific causal relationships between
self-efficacy and music enjoyment, but suggested teachers and parents foster children’s
musical self-efficacy perception.
Rosevear (2010) examined high school students’ self-efficacies and attributional
beliefs about success in school subjects and activities apart from music. Participants
included 282 ninth- and tenth-grade high school students in metropolitan Adelaide,
Australia. The sample included students enrolled in music as a school subject and
students not enrolled in music. Participants completed the Survey of Musical Experiences
and Self-Concept.
Participants identified subjects in which they felt most competent and provided
reasons for their selections (Rosevear, 2010). Coding categories included enjoyment,
ability, effort, family, task value, task difficulty, and tangible outcome. Enjoyment was
the most frequently selected category among all participants, followed by ability and
effort. Females selected enjoyment and effort more frequently than males, while males
selected ability slightly more frequently than enjoyment. Rosevear discussed enjoyment
as an outcome of effort, appropriate challenge, and an incremental view of ability.
Rosevear suggested that music teachers provide students a variety of appropriate music
challenges to enhance student engagement and increase achievement opportunities, and
suggested teachers promote an incremental view of ability to increase student motivation,
self-efficacy, and music class enjoyment.
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Attribution research in music education reflects categorical performance
perceptions that influence self-efficacy levels. Parental support, emotional response, and
strategy attributions (through teacher feedback) were among some of the non-traditional
attibutions that influenced self-efficacy levels (Hedden, 2007; Martin, 2012; Rosevear,
2010; Vispoel & Austin,1992). Participants cited effort and ability, internal attributes, as
the most important traditional attributes for performance success (Asmus, 1987; Legette,
1995; Martin, 2012; 2012; Schmidt, 1995; Vispoel and Austin, 1995). Distinctions,
however, existed between the two attributes; effort was more prominent in children,
while older participants tended to rank ability over effort (Schmidt, 1995). Martin (2012)
found middle school band students ranked ability higher than effort, while Schmidt
(1995) found secondary choral students ranked effort followed by ability as important for
singing success. Legette found female participants and county school district participants
ranked ability and effort higher than male and city school participants. Ability was
selected as the cause of success for high self-efficacy students and cause of failure for
low self-efficacy students (Vispoel, 1998). Another finding was that among high and low
self-efficacy groups, success attributions did not necessarily reflect failure attributions
(Vispoel, 1998; Vispoel & Austin, 1995). Relationships between attribution theory and
self-efficacy are complex and may vary according population, gender, and age group.
From attribution research, teachers may understand perceptions students assign to
their success and failure experiences. With such understanding teachers may provide
students proactive strategies and constructive performance evaluations to enhance selfefficacy perceptions. While this body of research provides some generalizable insights,
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qualitative distinctions can be further examined in studies highlighting Bandura’s four
self-efficacy sources (Martin, 2012).
Family Influence
McClellan (2011) examined relationships among parental influences, selected
demographic factors, academic achievement, music educator self-concept, and the
decision to major in music education. Rather than self-efficacy, self-concept was used to
encompass a broad description of one’s self-perception, including ability, attitude,
knowledge, appearance, and social standing. The Parental Influence on Self-Concept as a
Music Educator (PICAMES) was constructed and used to determine parental
involvement and influence on the participant’s decision to major in music education as
well as the participant’s self-concept as a future music educator. Participants were
undergraduate music education majors in Idaho and North Carolina.
Participants utilized memory to answer questions regarding parental influences
and self-concepts during their adolescence (McClellan, 2011). Results were examined via
descriptive, stepwise multiple regression, and correlational analyses. McClellan
concluded that parental influence contributed to participants’ self-concept development
during adolescence, decision to major in music education, and concepts as future music
educators.
In an eighteen-month case study, Borthwick and Davidson (2002) examined the
differing levels of responsiveness a mother—a professional violinist—directed toward
her two sons during their violin lessons with her. One researcher was integrated into
family activities fortnightly and kept a diary to record developments. Semi-structured
interviews were conducted with each family member at two-month intervals. The
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researchers utilized Smith’s (1996) Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis technique to
analyze transcripts and categorize emergent themes.
The mother showed greater enthusiasm for her older son’s ability than her
younger son’s ability (Borthwick & Davidson, 2002). This occurred despite the fact the
older son had three years more experience than his sibling. The musical bond between the
mother and older son left the younger son feeling excluded, less confident in his musical
abilities, and over time less motivated to practice. Although the parents pressured their
older son to practice more than their younger son, they perceived the older son’s talent or
musical ability as an innate gift independent of practice. The researchers concluded the
following,
…the parental perceptions of children can become prophecies to fulfill, an
expectation becoming a fact, shaping the progress of one specific child, and the
paths of the remaining sibling too (Borthwick & Davidson, 2002, p. 132,).
While acknowledging the results were specific to this case study, the researchers stated
that qualitative techniques allowed them to reveal specific family dynamic influences on
motivation and self-concept.
Lucas (2011) investigated male attitudes regarding self-efficacy, self-concept, and
peer perceptions in a middle school choral setting. The sample included 101 adolescent
male choral members from six participating schools. Research questions included the
following: (a) factors that influenced choral enrollment; (b) peer perceptions of male
choral members; (c) teacher, coach, and administration support; (d) family support, and
(e) perceptions of singing ability and choral singing. Participants completed a two-part
survey. The first section included questions about age, grade, band enrollment, and music
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instrument experience. The second section included Likert-scale items pertaining to
research questions.
Lucas (2011) found that enjoyment of singing influenced participation more than
peer pressure. Perceptions of high singing ability also influenced choral enrollment.
Choral students enrolled in band reflected more positive attitudes about their singing
ability and the choral class than non-band choral members. Perceived support from
family members, principals, and non-music teachers also increased male participation.
Participants perceived less support from coaches than other non-music teachers. Lucas
highlighted the importance of enjoyment, family and school community support, and
self-efficacy perception in choral settings based on study results.
Sichivitsa (2003, 2007) surveyed university choir students in the United States to
assess internal and external influences upon self-efficacy. Participants in the 2003 study
included 154 choral music majors enrolled in a large university, located in the southern
United States. Participants in the 2007 study included 130 non-music major choral
students in a large university, located in the United States. In both studies, Sichivitsa
found students with high self-efficacy would most likely (a) have parents with high selfconcept of ability; (b) have parents with higher levels of musicianship and support for
music; (c) have more prior musical experiences; (d) be more easily integrated into the
choir academically and socially, and (e) place a higher value on music. Music majors
valued social integration more than non-music majors. The choral director influenced
social integration whereas parental influence impacted how participants valued music.
Sichivitsa found self-evaluation and peer evaluation played a more substantial role than
parental support as students approached adolescence.
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The relationship between parental influence and self-efficacy remains complex
and inconclusive. Sichivitsa (2003, 2007) reported a correlation between children with
high self-efficacy and self-concept and parents who supported music, had musical
backgrounds, and had high self-efficacy levels in music performance. While parental
attributes could influence a child to pursue music, Borthwick and Davidson (2002)
concluded that these attributes did not guarantee a child’s high self-efficacy. Musical
parents who expressed disapproval of a child’s performance, for example, could
potentially hinder the child’s self-efficacy, despite the attributes listed above.
Furthermore, sibling rivalry may also affect a child’s musical self-concept and selfefficacy. Families’ nuanced behaviors and cultural dynamics may be too complex for
generalizations regarding self-efficacy predictors. Lucas (2011) found family support—in
addition to school community and singing enjoyment—influenced male self-efficacy
levels in middle school choir.
Teacher Influence
In classroom settings, teacher influence upon peer socialization and musical
values affected students’ self-efficacy (Sichivitsa, 2003, 2007). Participants felt an
instructor who exhibited musical knowledge and professionalism generated a supportive
atmosphere in the music classroom, which enabled students to pursue musical challenges
without fear of repercussions due to mistakes.
Mills (2010) investigated how choral participation influenced six adolescents’
musical identity perceptions. The sample included six adolescents, ages 12-13, who
participated in a Midwest community children’s choir. Data collection included
individual and focus group interviews. Mills found participants had rich choral
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experiences but lacked strong self-concepts as singers. They did not consider choir a
means to develop individual musical skills. The choral director attempted to encourage
singers to embrace "musician" labels and use facial expressions to portray musical
expression. Students rejected these notions stating they did not agree that facial
expressions increased musicality. Secondly, they did not want the "musician" label to
distinguish them from their non-musical peers. These findings conflict with other
research (Sichivitsa, 2003, 2007) in which the teacher feedback influenced social
integration and musical self-efficacy.
Schmidt (1995) found gender differences in teacher feedback perceptions of
secondary school choral students. Participants were asked to identify the most important
reason for student success and failure in vocal music. Following the questionnaires,
participants listened to a stimulus audiotape of critical and positive teacher feedback from
a freshman college-level voice major's voice lesson. Participants rated responses as
though they were the student in the lesson. In contrast to male participants, female
participants rated teacher approval based on improvement (i.e., comments on
improvement) and control (i.e., comments on how a student should perform) with a
higher value than male participants. Additionally, female participants were affected by a
teacher’s personal praise (e.g., “I like your voice”) and a teacher’s ‘person-approval’
(e.g., “you sing beautifully”). Another finding revealed males rated teacher disapproval
significantly higher than females.
Duke and Henninger (1998) studied the effects of teacher feedback upon student
attitude and performance with a sample that included 25 college undergraduate students
and 25 fifth- and sixth-grade students. Each student—all of whom had no prior
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experience with the recorder—recieved private recorder lessons with the same instructor.
The instructor used the lessons to provide corrective feedback through positive directives
to a control group consisting of one-half of all students (one half undergraduates and one
half elementary students) and corrective information through negative feedback to the
experimental group (Duke & Henninger, 1998).
Duke and Henninger (1998) found no significant differences in student attitude
and performance between those who received negative feedback and those who received
positive directives. This was true among the fifth- and sixth-grade students and among
college undergraduates, with only slight differences between the two age groups.
Positive self-efficacy resulted from accomplishing performance goals and was unaffected
by feedback quality. It should be noted that more positive statements were given to the
negative feedback group than negative statements. The author also acknowledged that the
teacher’s negative feedback was through language alone without the use of facial
expressions or gestures that might communicate frustration or aggression.
Gaunt (2007) qualitatively examined conservatory vocal and instrumental
instructors to determine the extent to which private instructors affect a student’s selfconcept and self-efficacy. Utilizing a purposive sample of 20 string, wind, brass,
percussion, and vocal volunteers from a UK conservatoire where the researher taught,
Gaunt administered semi-structured interviews, providing prompts and allowing
participants to provide their own particular interests and ideas within the topics of
teaching, learning, and teacher-student relationships in one-to-one instruction. Interview
transcriptions were coded for emergent themes, and then examined through descriptive
analysis.
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Among the results of the study, instructors under examination believed it their
responsibility to assist students in becoming confident performers, but many also
acknowledged the importance of teaching students to work toward independent thinking
and responsible behavior (Gaunt, 2007). One teacher expressed the desire for her students
to act “more adult,” but acknowledged feeling personally responsible for her students’
development (Gaunt, 2007, p. 225).
Some instructors advised their students to use audio and/or video recordings to
obtain insight regarding personal technical process (Gaunt, 2007). Through offering such
alternative perspectives, instructors felt these methods could help students objectify selfperception; specifically, instructors believed these methods could help students enhance
self-efficacy, develop self-evaluative skills, and overcome feelings of inadequacy. Some
teachers, however, disagreed with this practice, asserting that results of audio/video
assessments can be counter-productive, causing students to experience “external selfconsciousness” and detract from “the sense of proprioception (kinesthetic awareness), of
inner space” (p. 227).
Relationships between teachers and students varied among conservatory
instructors. Some instructors felt it appropriate to assume a parental role (Gaunt, 2007).
Others felt comfortable interacting socially with students, while still others felt a need to
distance themselves from the students. One instructor described the relationship between
teacher and student as a doctor-patient relationship. The amount of distance or social
interaction was determined by the teacher, which, in turn, indicated the teacher’s amount
of control within the relationship’s power dynamic. These issues raised questions
regarding the appropriateness and degree of student dependency fostered in one-to-one
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teacher-student relationships and its direct affect on individual self-concept and selfefficacy development.
The degree to which teacher feedback in classroom settings affects individual
self-efficacy is inconclusive. In Schmidt’s (1995) study, female and male participants
rated teacher feedback as a motivational influence. Female participants sought instructor
approval while male participants were motivated by negative feedback. In contrast, Duke
and Henniger (1998) found the nature of feedback failed to deter students from
accomplishing performance goals. Mills (2010) found teacher feedback failed to
influence choral singers’ musical self-concepts and musical self-efficacy. This finding
contrasted Sichivitsa’s (2003, 2007) findings in which college participants reported the
choral director’s influence on classroom environment and self-efficacy levels. The
varying results from these studies are reasons to consider teacher feedback influence
alongside variables such as age group, gender, and performance outcomes (Schmidt,
1995; Duke & Henniger, 1998).
Applied instructors may feel a greater responsibility to empower individual
student autonomy and self-efficacy development than those who teach large ensembles.
In Gaunt’s (2007) case study, voice and instrumental instructors reported pressure to
instill student confidence, self-evaluation, and responsible behavior. Some instructors felt
the methods that helped students develop self-evaluation skills (i.e., mirror techniques
and video recordings) reinforced external self-consciousness, thus hindering self-efficacy.
In addition to methodology, the interpersonal correspondence between instructor and
student was an aspect of student-teacher relationship influence on self-efficacy.
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Summary and Rationale
The subject of self-efficacy encompasses various categories and subcategories in
educational psychology. Music education scholars have researched self-efficacy
implications in numerous domains. Categories reviewed and discussed included the
effects of practice strategy, motivation, attribution theory, parental influence, and teacher
influence in relation to self-efficacy.
In the context of practice, self-efficacy was influenced by grade level, motivation,
and strategies employed (McPherson & McCormick, 2003, 2006; Nielson, 2004). The
importance of individualized instruction highlighted in McPherson and McCormick’s
(2006) research leads to questions regarding how instructors can effectively asses student
self-efficacy, and how instruction and practice strategies can be individualized to meet
students’ specific needs.
Self-efficacy is often considered a motivational factor in music education research
(Schmidt, 2007; McPherson, 1999). Low self-efficacy corresponds to lack of effort;
therefore, students may be task-avoidant and lack motivation (Austin, 1991; Sitchivitsa,
2007). High self-efficacy, however, is associated with motivational behavior, mastery
goals, and cooperative goals (Schmidt, 2005; 2007). Since self-efficacy levels are
malleable, examining goal and motivational strategies may be a continual process.
Attribution researchers recognized the importance students place on ability and
effort (Asmus, 1987; Legette, 1995; 2012; Martin, 2012; Schmidt, 1995; Vispoel and
Austin, 1995). Students, however, may not apply the same attributions to success as they
do to failure (Vispoel, 1998; Vispoel & Austin, 1995). Non-traditional attributions, such
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as parental support, emotional response, and strategy attributions also influenced selfefficacy levels (Hedden, 2007; Martin, 2012; Rosevear, 2010; Vispoel & Austin, 1992).
Parental influence—through support, responsiveness, and projection—may
strongly affect a child’s self-efficacy (Borthwick & Davidson, 2002; Sichivitsa, 2003,
2007). Music instructors must consider personal and ethical boundaries when addressing
parental influences and worldviews that affect students’ self-efficacy. Nevertheless,
cultural and familial beliefs about the nature of talent and musical ability are key in
shaping a student’s self-standards and efficacy expectations (Borthwick & Davidson,
2002; Vispoel 1998).
Teacher influence has been shown to affect students’ academic integration, social
integration, and musical experiences (Sichivitsa, 2003, 2007), yet the quality of teacher
feedback in musical self-efficacy remains inconclusive (Duke & Henninger 1998;
Schmidt, 1995). The degree to which instructors can psychologically assist a student’s
transition to more competitive and challenging instruction levels remains questionable
(McCormick and McPherson, 2006; Schmidt & Andrews, 1996). Teachers, however,
should remain cognizant of the impact their personal beliefs or perspectives on talent and
ability may have on student self-efficacy. Teacher influence is particularly relevant at the
college level when instructors may have a greater impact than parents on an individual’s
musical experiences (Sichivitsa, 2007).
In summary, the magnitude of self-efficacy in research encompasses challenging
and important educational and sociological considerations. The importance of selfefficacy in music education has been emphasized in various research studies based on
performance (McPherson & McCormick, 2006; McPherson & Zimmerman, 2002) and
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retention (Sichivitsa, 2007; Schmidt & Andrews, 1996). The lack of research on music
education vocal students’ self-efficacy perceptions, undergraduate and graduate teaching
assistant relationships, and vocal music education career goals supports the purpose of
this collective case study. Implications of instructor feedback and specific approaches
that foster self-efficacy are further reasons for research investigation. Specifically,
findings should support relationship dynamics that foster motivation and result in high
self-efficacy. Finally, self-efficacy is a field of psychological and sociological
perspectives, student-teacher interactions, familial dynamics and corresponding nuances;
such research impacts all educators interested in assessing and benefiting student ability,
motivation, and development.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY

Researcher Lens
Based on my experience and understanding of American university vocal
programs, a freshman undergraduate’s audition determines the student’s instructor
assignment: a graduate teaching assistant, adjunct instructor, or university professor.
Depending on the program’s requirements, freshman vocal music education majors may
be placed with teaching assistants only, or may also audition for private study with
professors. In some programs, the music education major is initially assigned to a
graduate teaching assistant but may be allowed to “earn” placement in a university
professor’s studio in future semesters. In many cases, the music education undergraduate
will likely experience multiple teachers throughout the undergraduate career due to
frequent turnover of graduate assistants.
Studio placement assignments often coincide with the undergraduate’s transition
from high school adolescence to young adulthood—a pivotal period in self-efficacy
development. Following studio assignments, the professor or graduate teaching assistant
will, in all likelihood, encounter challenges with regard to guiding students towards
performance successes. For students with low self-efficacy, the instructor may feel the
need to address self-efficacy issues through model behavior, verbal persuasion, emotional
arousal, practice performances, or other approaches.
As a music education instructor, former voice graduate teaching assistant, and
private voice teacher, I am personally interested in understanding how self-efficacy
develops in undergraduate vocal music education majors. I am interested in learning how
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teacher-student dynamics and environment contrasts between secondary education and
university music programs influence self-efficacy beliefs. My aim is to enrich my
understanding of this topic to help educators and voice students develop self-efficacy
awareness and create satisfactory singing experiences.
Design
The purpose of this study was to examine how undergraduate music education
majors construct their self-efficacy perceptions in private lessons and choral rehearsals as
well as how self-efficacy perception influenced career goals. Research questions were as
follows:
1) How do participants perceive their self-efficacies in choral and private lessons?
2) How do participants perceive their teacher-student dynamics in choral and private
voice settings?
3) How does the assignment to a teaching assistant affect the participants' self-efficacies?
4) How do participants’ self-efficacy perceptions influence their career paths?
This was a collective case study in which more than one participant or cases were
examined. This collective case study included a purposive sample of four undergraduate
music education majors. Data collection consisted of semi-structured individual
interviews, one focus group interview, lesson observations, choral rehearsal observations,
choral concert observations, and studio class observations. Analysis included individual
case and cross-case findings, provided in subsequent chapters.
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Setting
The setting was a large southwestern university in the United States. The
university enrollment included nearly 40,000 undergraduates per year. Approximately
300 undergraduates were enrolled in the music department. Participants were students of
one choral conducting faculty member, five voice faculty members (during juries and
auditions), and one of two vocal graduate teaching assistants.
Vocal music education and vocal performance majors were required to participate
in one of seven choral ensembles. The four participants were enrolled in the premiere
undergraduate mixed ensemble. The choir was directed by one of the choral conducting
faculty members, and included 45-50 music majors and non-music majors with advanced
musical skills. Rehearsals, 50-minutes in length, were five days a week (Monday through
Friday). Audition requirements included sight-reading excerpts and solo singing.
Applied voice requirements varied between music education and vocal
performance majors. All vocal music education and vocal performance freshmen were
required to audition for a studio placement at the beginning of their first semester. Other
requirements included one individual voice lesson per week, one studio masterclass per
week, and one jury examination graded by the voice faculty at the end of each semester.
Music education majors were required to take seven semesters of applied voice for two
credits per semester. Vocal performance majors were required to take eight semesters of
applied voice for four credits per semester. The 2-credit requirement consisted of 30minute lessons, whereas the 4-credit requirement consisted of 60-minute lessons. Unless
a student demonstrated exemplary vocal skills during the initial audition, music education
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majors were assigned typically to graduate teaching assistants. Vocal performance majors
were assigned typically to voice faculty members.
Formal admission into the music education program required music education
majors to complete and pass an entrance exam—typically completed at the end of their
freshman year. Exam prerequisites included the following: (a) passing the Introduction to
Music Education course with a grade of C or higher, and (b) outstanding performance in
classes, assessed by professors and reflected in the student’s GPA score. The exam
included three sections, all of which had to be passed to obtain program admission and
enroll in junior- and senior-level music education methods courses. Students were
expected to dress and speak professionally. For the first section, the student was expected
to prepare a two-minute introduction speech pretending to be a new teacher speaking to a
parents’ group. The faculty evaluated the student’s communication skills, music program
philosophies, and teaching strengths. The second section consisted of a junior high-level
sight-singing sample to test pitch and rhythmic accuracy. The third section was an error
detection test that included four 8-16 measure examples, played twice, with 4 errors per
example. Students were asked to detect errors that were rhythmic-only, melodic-only,
rhythmic and melodic, as well as rhythmic and harmonic. If students failed to pass the
exam the first time, they were allowed to retake the exam a second time.
Participants
Participants studied voice with graduate teaching assistants. Three were assigned
to the same male graduate teaching assistant and one was assigned to a female graduate
teaching assistant. Based on Stake’s (1995) criteria of seeking participants to provide
meaningful data, vocal graduate teaching assistants provided information supporting my
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selection of potential undergraduate participants—undergraduates who might provide
insightful, rich information. Additional selection criteria included (a) participant and site
availability, (b) undergraduates in their first year of study, and (c) mixed gender
representation.
To represent similar experience levels and gender diversity, my initial criteria
were set for two male and two female freshman vocal music education majors. Due to
limited participants available, I narrowed the selection to include three male freshmen
and one female junior music education major. One male participant was a double major
in vocal performance and music education. This participant had one-hour voice lessons,
while the other three participants had one half-hour voice lessons.
Procedure
To recruit participants, I visited a music education class and one voice studio
masterclass early in the spring semester of 2012. Two students in the voice studio class
approached me in person immediately following the class to express their interest and
then confirmed their consent through email. The other two participants corresponded with
me via email to express their interest. Following their consent, I met with each participant
individually to provide consent forms (see Appendix A). I further explained the study,
confidentiality, and guidelines for voluntary participation.
Data collection took place over a 12-week period— March to May—during the
spring 2012 semester. Data included field notes from observations, four interviews with
each participant, and one focus group interview. Multiple sources of data allowed me to
examine cases individually and collectively. Observations included three video
recordings of private lessons per participant, two choral rehearsals, two choir concerts,
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and three studio class observations. Observing participants in classroom, performance,
and private voice settings allowed me to examine participant interaction with peers and
instructors within familiar environments. These multiple settings also allowed me to
compare and contrast my field notes with interview transcriptions as well as choral and
solo singing behaviors.
I observed two 50-minute Monday choral rehearsals and three 50-minute
Thursday studio masterclasses. For choral rehearsals, choir concerts, videos of lessons
and studio class observations, I wrote verbal and non-verbal signs of confidence and
discomfort (e.g., posture, fidgeting, talkativeness, visual focus, and facial expressions)
and teacher-student dynamics. I also noted teachers’ verbal and non-verbal instructions to
analyze methods of vicarious experience and verbal persuasion. I compared my field note
observations with participant citations of performance behavior, teacher feedback, and
self-efficacy perceptions.
Interviews took place on- and off-campus based on the participant’s preference.
On-campus locations included an office in the school of music, a library conference
room, and outdoor benches. Off-campus locations included outdoor benches and a coffee
shop. The focus group interview took place in a School of Music library conference
room.
The four individual interviews were approximately 30 minutes in length. The first
three interviews were scheduled during March and April 2012 with one to two weeks
separating each interview. The focus group interview occurred at the end of April, one
week prior to juries. Participants completed a fourth individual interview to discuss their
jury results in early May.
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Private and focus group interview questions addressed the four self-efficacy
sources (i.e., mastery experiences, verbal persuasion, vicarious experience, and
physiological experiences) (See Appendix C). To address mastery experiences, I selected
interview questions that addressed the participant’s practice routines and music
experiences prior to music program enrollment. Verbal persuasion questions included
topics such as family influence, teacher influence, concept comprehension, and peer
support. Vicarious experience questions addressed peer perceptions and teacher
modeling. Physiological experience questions addressed health, lifestyle, performanceanxiety symptoms, and physical awareness in singing tasks. Additional questions
addressed each participant’s current or past perceptions of failure, success, and effort. I
asked participants to identify their self-efficacy perceptions in lessons, choral rehearsals,
performances, and before and after juries. Themes that emerged from field observations
and interview answers informed subsequent interview questions.
The vocal graduate teaching assistants allowed me to utilize my laptop (Mac OS
X, Version 10.6.8) as a video recording device during student voice lessons. Since
lessons took place within teaching assistant and/or voice faculty offices, I was not
physically present during recordings to facilitate a more comfortable, natural, and private
setting. Individual and focus group interviews were audio recorded utilizing the same
computer. For the choral rehearsal observations and studio classes, I sat in a chair located
to one side of each classroom and as inconspicuously as possible took hand-written notes.
I attended choral performances as a typical audience member and discreetly jotted
handwritten notes. Observation field notes informed subsequent interview questions.
Transcription occurred as soon as possible following data collection.
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Data Analysis
Emergent themes resulted from a coding system (See Appendix E). The coding
system to analyze the interview transcripts and observation field notes included in-vivo
codes, which resulted from my interview questions and included key words the
participant stated. Additional codes included themes that emerged from the data. Codes
were dropped following the open coding process to focus on recurring themes. A sample
of coding is provided in Appendix D. I wrote memos in a notebook to compare themes
and triangulate data from interview and observation transcripts. This allowed me an
inductive approach to identify emergent themes within each case.
Triangulation through peer review, field notes, and member-checks of
transcriptions ensured accuracy and trustworthiness. Members were provided interview
transcriptions for approval. Transcription changes requested by participants were
immediately completed to ensure credibility. Pseudonyms were used to protect all
participant identities. Different data including observation field notes in multiple settings,
individual interviews, and the focus group interview helped confirm accounts. Peer
review included qualified individuals who reviewed coded data, checked for bias, and
overlooked themes, or offered suggestions for other findings.
Qualitative case studies offer music educators insights into a complex system of
variables that cause or affect one particular issue, subject, or phenomenon. While
qualitative research results are not generalizable, such findings may provide music
education researchers and practitioners topic awareness and evoke critical questions and
discussions that may be transferrable to similar cases.
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In the following section, I provide brief participant profiles. The participants who
volunteered for this study represented diverse background experiences and vocal abilities.
Each had a unique perspective to add to the self-efficacy body of research. In the
following chapters, each participant’s case is examined in two parts. Part one includes the
participant’s background, career goals, pre-jury developments, and post-jury outcomes.
In part two, I provide my analysis of participant’s self-efficacy development and
conclude how each participant defined success.
Participant Profiles
Sara
Sara, age twenty, was a vocal music education major in her third year of college.
She came from a large family of singers who lived in a location within the same state as
the university. Sara was living apart from family for the first time, sharing an apartment
with a friend near campus. Sara’s nineteen-year-old brother, James, was also in the music
program and studied with voice faculty member, Professor Chrome. Sara’s and James’
parents had been music education majors at the same university and her father had
studied with Professor Chrome. Sara was one year behind those who had been her
freshman peers. Despite academic setbacks she felt confident as a choral officer in Dr.
Emory’s choir. Her career goal was to become a middle school choral director. At the
time of the study, she was in her second semester of voice with vocal graduate teaching
assistant, Felix. Before Felix, she had studied with another voice graduate teaching
assistant, Cindy.
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Evan
Evan, age nineteen, was a sophomore music education major. He grew up in the
northern part of the same state as the university and was college roommates with his
older sister. His sister was a senior in another program and taught Zumba and spinning
classes. Their parents lived in another state on the west coast. Evan’s family supported
him even though he was the only active musician in their family. He switched majors
from nutritional sciences to music education in the middle of his second year at the
university. Evan often traveled around campus on his skateboard. He had participated in a
rock band during his teenage years and daydreamed about becoming a famous music
producer or “beat maker” (a computer software music device). Evan had no prior vocal
training, and following his voice audition, the voice faculty placed Evan in the music
education program. The spring semester of the study was his first semester of choir and
voice lessons with graduate teaching assistant, Felix.
Lincoln
Lincoln was a twenty-year-old double major in music education and vocal
performance. Lincoln was in a country Christian band during high school alongside his
father and two sisters. He entered the music program as a vocal performance major, but
he quickly changed majors to business after deciding a music career was not a practical
career choice. After recovering from an unexpected debilitating nerve disease, Lincoln
decided to return to the music program. Lincoln auditioned for the performance program,
but since he was not interested in singing opera, the voice faculty placed him in the music
education program and assigned him to study voice with graduate teaching assistant,
Fiona. Lincoln then decided to pursue a double major in vocal performance and music
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education. He spent much of the semester under study trying to gain the voice faculty’s
approval so that he could study with voice faculty member, Professor Argon.
Frank
Frank was a nineteen-year-old freshman music education major who came from a
family of immigrants. He was fluent in Spanish and English. Frank’s adolescent singing
experience included high school choir and singing Mexican folk songs at family events.
His high school choir director inspired him to major in music education—a decision his
mother and sisters vehemently opposed. His father, uncle, and aunt supported his
decision. Since Frank’s father had to forgo his own career ambitions to support his
family, he encouraged Frank to think positively, follow his dreams, and never quit
pursuing his goals. Frank aspired to become a high school choral director and later earn a
Ph.D. in music education. Frank was in his second semester of voice lessons with
graduate teaching assistant, Felix.
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CHAPTER IV: SARA

When I met Sara, she was a twenty-year-old vocal music education major with
aspirations of becoming a middle school choral director. She had been in the music
education program for five semesters, but considered herself a sophomore since she
needed two more years to fulfill credit requirements. Although she appeared shy and
cautious in our early interactions, Sara quickly became comfortable verbalizing candid
descriptions of her opinions and experiences. Sara believed her family upbringing and
high school experiences strongly influenced her self-efficacy. Sara’s case details a young
woman who related her self-efficacy beliefs and values in her perceptions of her family,
teaching assistant, faculty members, and past experiences.
I present Sara’s experiences in the following sections, using her voice to illustrate
her self-efficacy beliefs. First I discuss how Sara's background and past experiences
influenced her vocal self-efficacy beliefs, career goals, and perceptions of teaching
assistants, Cindy and Felix, and choir director, Dr. Emory. Second, I discuss self-efficacy
developments and events that occurred prior to her jury. These include Sara’s choral soloduet audition and performance; reasons why she procrastinated practicing solo repertoire,
and contrasting self-efficacy descriptions prior to her jury. Following these
developments, I discuss Sara's jury outcome.
For further analysis, I examine how Sara's perception of others influenced her
self-efficacy. I will utilize Sara's interview responses to support my assertions and
questions about Sara's case. In the concluding section, I summarize my interpretations of
Sara’s self-efficacy.
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Background
Sara recounted growing up in a large, poverty-stricken family deeply involved in
music (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). She and her nineteen-year old brother, James,
were music education majors in the same program in which their parents had been
enrolled. Sara’s brother studied voice with Professor Chrome, who had also taught Sara’s
father when he was a student. It was not uncommon for family members to sing hymns in
four-part harmony at family gatherings. As Sara said, “Happy Birthday is not a normal
event; you have to sing it well.”
Sara believed her family background experiences strongly influenced her vocal
self-efficacy and general self-efficacy beliefs. Two experiences, one regarding her
brother's talent and the other involving her high school solo achievements, gave Sara the
impression that too much success, or rather high self-efficacy, will ultimately work
against an individual (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). In the following quote, Sara
described James as a gifted musician who used his talent as a reason not to practice.
He plays the violin. Well, he hasn’t played it in two years, but I’m pretty sure he
can pickup the violin and still be a pro. James takes two seconds to listen to
something and has it. So he’s just like, ‘I really didn't practice because I already
know my music.’ (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Although Sara expressed mild envy of her brother’s talent, she seemed to disapprove of
his carefree mindset. While Sara noted a connection between her brother’s talent and high
self-efficacy, she believed this combination made him lazy and hindered his work ethic.
Sara believed James used his innate talent and high self-efficacy as reasons to avoid
practicing.
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Sara believed her own success “worked against” her in her high school choral
experience. She said, "At a certain point, after you’ve reached getting all the solos all the
time, you realize: people don’t like me anymore, and I know it" (Sara, Interview 1, March
1, 2012). Following her high school solo experience, Sara concluded the attention she
received for her choir accomplishments made her unlikable among her choral peers.
Sara only discussed her vocal self-efficacy in relation to other people, such as
choir and family. When asked to describe her vocal self-efficacy, Sara instead referred to
her personal preference for choral singing and her parents' confidence in her:
Well, I don’t really like singing by myself. I prefer to sing in a choir. My parents
said I could do anything I wanted, but all I ever really wanted to do was sing in a
choir. I really love the choir feel, like making harmony with other people. I
just…I eat that up. (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Sara’s description was consistent with my observations of her. Sara appeared confident
and prepared in choral rehearsals, always focusing her attention on Dr. Emory, the choral
director. Based on her confident, focused manner, I suspected she had high choral selfefficacy. I told her this and she did not disagree. Separate from her enjoyment of choral
music, she provided another reason for her high self-efficacy in choir. She believed she
had high self-efficacy when she felt accountable for other people.
Probably because I come from a large family that I have—If I don’t succeed then
no one else will succeed. The idea that I will cause everyone else’s failure is more
disconcerting to me than if I caused my own failure. (Sara, Interview 1, March 1,
2012)
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Sara believed she succeeded when her performance influenced other people. She
discussed personal accountability and choral singing during our second interview,
explaining why she felt less nervous in choir than as a soloist.
I feel like it means that I’m more comfortable with the group. I like singing in
choir [rather] than by myself. I draw support from my fellow choristers or being
loud and boisterous, knowing that other people are relying on me and I’m relying
on them. It’s a community. I feel less personally accountable, but also more
personally accountable for the music that we are making. (Sara, Interview 2,
March 8, 2012)
Sara related her self-efficacy to her accountability for other people. She believed her
large family influenced her strong accountability for others, and that this belief increased
her self-efficacy as a choral singer.
Career Decision
Sara believed her family background and accountability to others influenced her
choral self-efficacy as well as her music education career path. She distinguished herself
from female performance majors, not based on vocal ability, but based on the
environmental stresses her parents created. Unlike her performance major peers, she
resisted entertaining herself with fantasies of becoming a "ballerina" or future opera
singer (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012). Her family's low-income needs made her feel
obligated to be a family provider first and a musician second. “Your past makes you who
you are. I had a stressful past, so it’s going to affect me the way I am now. You can’t just
ignore things. You could but that would be bad” (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012).
Sara believed her stressful past influenced her self-perception and obligation to others. In
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the following response, Sara described how these factors influenced her career decisionmaking process.
I’m kind of a martyr, so before I think about how this is going to affect me and
how it’s going to change my life, I think about the people in my life. Step one is
how will this affect the people that I love, and then I think: Is this a good decision
for me? Is this what I need? I think I came to this degree program initially because
it was my dad’s degree program and he wanted someone to finish, not necessarily
because I wanted to be a conductor. Since I was like four I wanted to be a
pediatrician, and until my senior year of high school I changed my mind to
become a professional musician. (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
As a self-described martyr, Sara first considered how her career decisions would affect
people she loved, and secondly considered how her decisions would affect her life.
Fulfilling her father's wish was consistent with her primary desire to assess how her
decision would affect others. Although Sara provided a two-step process for decisionmaking, she did not explain how she assessed the second step or how she determined
what was a good decision for her.
Teaching Assistant Relationships
Before taking lessons with Felix, Sara had taken one year of voice lessons with
teaching assistant, Cindy. Sara had many criticisms of Cindy. She felt misled by Cindy’s
excessive praise, but rather than discredit Cindy’s teaching style—an argument Sara said
Cindy’s students could refute—Sara attributed Cindy’s flaws to her stereotypical
behavior as a “prima donna” or “soprano,” and “not the type of soprano” she wanted to
be (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). In addition to these differences, Sara’s primary
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issue was that she believed female instructors impeded her success more than male
instructors. Sara confessed: "Yeah, and I don’t like women [laugh]. We’re a fickle breed.
The instructors I have had and succeeded with the most have been men." When I asked
Sara if she could identify why she felt this way, she explained:
This will sound funny. Women are more self-concerned than men. Even for Felix,
who is gay, and very self-concerned about his own progress, I feel like with men,
even if it’s putting on a show, it’s more serious. They put more effort to putting
on a show than some girls do to make you feel welcome. I feel like there are
always so many other things for women. There is always something going on, like
they’re on their period, or something, etc. It creates a different dynamic than with
a man. I don’t feel like it’s always true in other practices, like trying to have a
conversation with a man is not always fun because they get distracted easy, but I
feel like when they have to put the nose to the grindstone, they do it better than
women. (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Sara disapproved of women because she believed they were self-centered, fixated on
frivolous details, and demonstrated poor work ethics. Although Sara specifically
criticized Cindy’s feedback, she attributed her pedagogical approach to her gender. For
the reasons she listed, Sara believed she was more likely to be successful with a male
instructor than a female instructor.
Sara’s positive description of Felix contrasted her critical view of Cindy. Instead
of the “cheap tricks” that Cindy offered, Felix provided Sara detailed, pedagogical
information (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). In contrast to Cindy's general and
excessive praise, Felix provided Sarah specific feedback. Sara respected that Felix
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highlighted her vocal potential, while acknowledging her choice to practice and develop
it.
I remember the first lesson this semester he [Felix] warmed me up in a way, and
got me singing in a way, and was like, ‘If you want to do this as a profession. If
you wanted to sing you could. You totally could, but that is the level of focus, the
level of intent, the level of practice that [you] would have to put in to become that
person.’ (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Unlike Cindy who, according to Sara, relied exclusively on verbal persuasion or
excessive praise, Felix provided his analysis and guided Sara to observe her vocal ability
through direct experience. He also acknowledged that she needed to apply effort for
further development.
Sara appreciated that Felix acknowledged her potential, yet was disconcerted that
he never appeared disappointed or angry when she entered lessons unprepared. She
explained this issue when I asked her if she would change anything about Felix.
Well, sometimes if he showed a little more emotion. It’s encouraging because
then you’re not vying for his reaction in your lessons, instead of doing something
well to get Felix to be excited for you. It creates self-motivation, but sometimes I
need people to be mad at me [laughs]. It’s okay for people to be mad at me ‘cause
then I work harder for them not to be mad at me anymore. (Sara, Interview 4,
May 7, 2012)
While Sara appreciated that Felix’s objective attitude encouraged self-motivation, she
addressed her “need” for him “to be mad” at her. She believed accountability for other
people’s emotions motivated her work ethic. Sara equated his relaxed demeanor with
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relaxed expectations. Sara believed if Felix responded emotionally to her performance
quality, she would feel accountable for his emotional state and work harder.
Relationship with Dr. Emory
Unlike her comfortable dynamic with Felix and discordant dynamic with Cindy,
Sara revered Dr. Emory as a powerful leader with high expectations. In the following
quote, Sarah discusses how Dr. Emory exhibited power through her keen memory,
attention to detail, high expectations, and knowledge of Sara's abilities.
I was in honor choir in high school and she [guest] directed me. She knew my
name when I came and auditioned for the university . . . She remembers me. She
knows how far I’ve come and how much I potentially have to give. Sometimes I
feel like in Dr. E’s eyes I’m not fulfilling my full potential 'cause I don’t talk very
much in conducting. I prefer to listen than partake in the conversation. Sometimes
I feel like she thinks I could do more. (Sara, Interview 2, March 8, 2012)
Sara was concerned about Dr. Emory's perception of her. Despite the respect she felt
towards Dr. Emory, Sara sensed Dr. Emory wanted her to trust herself and perform
confidently. Sara described the verbal and non-verbal ways Dr. Emory communicated her
high expectations: “Like, looking at me if there’s a lull in the conversation, like ‘do you
have something to say’ but not saying it. Looking my general direction to see if she has
an opinion... (Sara, Interview 2, March 8, 2012). Sara believed Dr. Emory strongly
influenced her self-efficacy. This became evident in Sara's choral solo-duet audition and
performance that spring semester.
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Developments
The Choral Solo
Sara signed up for a choral solo-duet audition at the beginning of the semester.
She panicked the day before the audition because she had procrastinated learning the
music. The night before the audition, she emailed Dr. Emory to apologize and ask if her
name could be withdrawn.
I felt like, if I had auditioned, then I would have made a fool of myself, like I
wouldn’t have brought myself to the standards she would expect of me. She sent
me an email me back, ‘I really wanted you to audition. Could you please
reconsider?’ I wrote, ‘Well, I have an hour before choir. I guess I can try.’ She
wrote, ‘Good, I would like that.’ So I was like, so I guess I can do it, I think. I
don’t know. When I got in there…The way she auditions things is she will listen
to everyone sing it and then put the two people who she thinks might do it, so
when I got pulled down to the third down or two, I was like, ‘What?’ [laughs] I
was on cloud nine, and then she said, ‘We’re going to go with Sara and Laura.’ I
was like ‘What?’ [laughs]. (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Sara was shocked by the results. She only considered the possibility she would be
successful when Dr. Emory requested that she audition.
Although she received the solo-duet, Sara's nerves quickly reemerged when she
realized how much effort she would expend learning and practicing her part.
It caused me more trouble than I had expected, learning of the thing. I put a lot of
time into learning that music. Honestly, I have not spent that much time learning
studio music let alone music for choir. So I spent three or four lessons getting help
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on it, working on breath and trying to work through all the stupid melismas. (Sara,
Interview 2, March 8, 2012)
Although Sara’s self-efficacy might have been high upon earning the solo, she quickly
learned that accurately executing details such as melismas and breath control would
involve more effort than anticipated.
Sara admitted that she was motivated by a desire to please Dr. Emory. She
described her nervous symptoms and concerns: "My hands were numb. I couldn’t feel
them. I was more nervous about disappointing Dr. Emory than disappointing anyone in
the audience." Since Dr. Emory remembered Sara as a high school student, Sara was
concerned that Dr. Emory would never forget if Sara made any mistake. Sara described
how her nerves affected her rehearsals with the orchestra.
I kept messing up like the stupidest rhythm, like a tied sixteenth note. 'I can sing a
tied sixteenth note! I know I can!' Then every time we got into rehearsal with the
orchestra, I stumbled over it again and again (Sara, Interview 2, March 8, 2012).
Frustrated by her rehearsal errors, Sara invested a significant amount of time practicing
the duet. "I practiced, and practiced, and practiced, like the coloratura at the end. It was
just so dominant" (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012). Despite her practice time
investment, Sara described every other rehearsal or coaching session with Dr. Emory as
either "perfect" or problematic. She related the frustration she experienced following an
unsuccessful rehearsal with the orchestra: "I went home and cried. I was like, 'I put so
much effort into this, and I just ate shit right now'" (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012).
Since Sara did not want to disappoint Dr. Emory, she was receptive to her counsel
on the matter:
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Dr. Emory had told me that there are two Sara’s that she sees: the Sara who
doubts herself, and the second who guesses herself, and trips all over herself, and
the Sara who is like, ‘I’ve got this.’ So she like inspired me to be the person who
got it, so then I got it. (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Although Sara described herself as having more "gray area" in her self-efficacy than what
Dr. Emory perceived, she credited Dr. Emory for increasing her self-efficacy during her
choral solo-duet performance (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012).
Sara said: "For the performance it worked out" (Sara, Interview 3, March 22,
2012). Sara performed the duet successfully on two different performances a few weeks
apart, mid-semester. Aside from knowing she had sung the correct notes and rhythms,
Sara referred to Dr. Emory's non-verbal feedback to determine whether she had
performed successfully.
If I see it physically that Dr. Emory is pleased, then I have succeeded. Not
necessarily if I see she’s upset, I’ve failed, but if I see in her face, like during the
concert during that time, she looked at me and smiled at me after I completed the
part I was having so much trouble on, and I was like, ‘sweet deal! Awesome!
Moving forward!’ (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Witnessing Dr. Emory’s approval provided Sara relief from her impending performance
anxiety and increased her self-efficacy for future performances.
Practice Procrastination
Mid-semester, Sara invested a significant amount of time practicing her choral
solo-duet, hoping to satisfy Dr. Emory's high expectations. During that time, as well as
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the few weeks following the choir concerts, Sara did not devote time to practicing voice
lesson repertoire (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012).
In interviews following the choral performances, Sara's attitude toward practicing
solo singing vacillated between indifference and resentment. I asked if her disinterest in
solo singing was because she aspired to be a music educator, not a performer. She
quickly disagreed with the notion that her career choice meant she should not care: "No,
that’s a common misconception. I feel like that goes with the 'those who can do; those
who can’t teach' but that’s wrong" (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012). She claimed her
priorities influenced her lack of motivation to practice:
I just feel like my self-motivation and me wanting to become a better soloist is not
as strong of a drive as it is to become a better musician—like as part of a choir,
piano, or being a conductor—just being a musician. (Sara, Interview 3, March 22,
2012)
Although Sara felt more motivated to develop as a “musician” rather than “soloist,” she
said she was interested in learning about vocal pedagogy. She specified that her "interest"
was different than her "passion," and concluded: "Vocal pedagogy is not where my
passion is" (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012).
In addition to her musicianship priority and minimal passion for solo singing,
Sara provided the following reasons for not practicing: (a) reliance on her high sightreading self-efficacy; (b) reliance on her high vocal self-efficacy; (c) reliance on her high
self-efficacy mentally practicing or analyzing concepts; (d) low investment of others
(Felix and the voice faculty), and (f) discomfort feeling exposed in the practice room.
This list of rationalizations is provided in the right hand column of Figure 1.
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Rationalizations correspond to three of Sara’s practice avoidance perceptions, listed in
the left hand column: Perceived strengths/High self-efficacy beliefs, Low investment of
others, and Experience.
Reliance on High Self-efficacy
The first three rationalizations related to Sara’s perceived strengths. Since she was
able to sight-read her repertoire and sing successfully, she accomplished Felix's lesson
objectives without practicing beforehand. She recognized she relied on her high selfefficacy as a singer and sight-reader as reasons not to practice.
I think that’s a fallback I have. I am a good sight-reader. I am good at voice,
without trying to sound to pompous or anything. I think I’m pretty good. I rely on
those things instead of pushing myself forward. (Sara, Interview 3, March 22,
2012)
While Sara considered herself "good at voice," Felix taught Sara specific techniques that
required additional attention. To address these techniques and avoid solo singing, Sara
practiced mentally.
Every time I go in there though . . . I conceptualize things. Like before I go to
sleep when I can’t fall asleep I keep thinking, thinking, thinking . . . I will usually
think about the breath exercise we did or how to sustain a note the way we did.
I’ll think about it, conceptualize it. I’m just not perfecting it vocally. Like coming
in we worked on something last week and I had trouble conceptualizing it. Like
we did one thing where the diaphragm just pushes up and your air is like a
balloon. During the lesson I didn’t get it. Then I was thinking about it. I talked to
one of his other students who was working on the same thing. Then it was like,
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“Oh, okay now I get it.” When I went to my lesson, it was like “light bulb”, I get
it. (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Sara took pride in her ability to conceptualize content. She discovered her ability to
conceptualize served as a substitute for practicing aloud.
Low Investment of Others
The fourth and fifth rationalizations related to her perception of other people's
(i.e. Felix, voice faculty, peers) invested interest in her performance. We revisited the
topic of Felix's relaxed demeanor in voice lessons. She felt conflicted by the fact he did
not pressure her or get upset when attending lessons unprepared.
We are adults, so we should hold ourselves to a higher standard, or the standard
we want to be set at, not need mom to say ‘we’re going to ground you if you don’t
do this’ kind of influence. But it is good to know that somebody else is relying on
your self-reliance. So I know I will be wasting his time if I go in unprepared, not
only my time. That’s kind of how I get out of practicing in my mind. It’s just my
time. I’m wasting my time. It’s my voice. It doesn’t really matter to anyone but
me, but it’s good to know that whoever I’m being taught by or whoever is in this
with me cares as well. (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Sara initially described herself as not needing an external pressure to hold her
accountable. She admitted, however, that she rationalized not practicing because it did
not matter to anyone but her. In the following quote, she explained that Felix only cared
about her vocal development as long as it pertained to him as a teacher. She further
described how the voice faculty and most other people did not care about her solo voice.
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Voice lessons are for me. No one cares. That’s kind of a cynical idea, but Felix
cares and I care, and probably my dad, but that’s about it. I don’t sing a
performance for that. Nobody is going to see me sing any of this music. It doesn’t
matter to anybody except for my personal development, Felix’s development as a
teacher, and my parents . . . like, no one cares. (Sara, Interview 3, March 22,
2012)
Sara believed the voice faculty did not care about her because she majored in music
education. "My jury [last semester], I had two T.A.s and only one teacher, and no one
cares. I’m going to pass because I’m in ed; they’re not going to fail me" (Sara, Interview
3, March 22, 2012). Sara admitted she could not attest to how the faculty responded to
performance majors, but in her experience, the jury's body language indicated how little
they cared for music education majors. "They’re like, 'Okay, you’re education right?'
You’ll be like, 'yes, ma’am.' They’re like, 'Okay.' They fall back in their chair" (Focus
Group Interview, April 30, 2012). I asked Sara how she would expect the jury to respond
to her had she been a performance major. "I feel like they would sit up and listen and pay
attention. I’ve seen Chrome actively play on his phone in the middle of my juries . . .
Yeah, he texted someone in the middle of my piece" (Focus Group Interview, April 30,
2012).
Due to perceived jury disinterest, Sara felt less motivated to practice for voice
lessons than for her choral solo-duet. Sara justified practicing her choral solo because she
believed her performance would matter to the choir director and audience.
The difference between my jury music and the Bach was all of my loved ones
were going to be there. All the people I care about. Strangers were going to be
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there, not that I care about strangers, but people were going to see it. It was going
to make a difference to me because people were going to see it. (Sara, Interview
3, March 22, 2012)
Rather than practice for the jury faculty members who appeared not to care, Sara was
willing to invest in her choral solo because she believed the concert audience would value
her performance. Her personal accountability and self-efficacy interest depended on
whether (and to what degree) she believed her audience cared.
Practice Discomfort
She frankly admitted that she had an assigned practice room, which she only used
the half hour before her weekly voice lessons. In the following response, Sara described
her sixth rationalization, the fear of exposure that she experienced in the practice room.
When I go to practice I plunk out the notes or I start playing piano and get
distracted by the piano part instead of my own voice part…I prefer to singing in
like a choir and stuff, so being part of something rather than by myself. So
working by myself makes me feel exposed, I guess. Practicing is always a little…
I like plan to practice for half an hour and then I get distracted and then I go up
stairs. (Sara, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Sara described her sense of exposure in the practice rooms and lack of interest in solo
singing. She thus implied feeling less efficacious singing alone than in the presence of
others.
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Last Minute Stress and Focus
In our private interviews, Sara seemed unencumbered by the approaching jury
date and rarely stated regret for not practicing solo repertoire. In the focus group
interview, a week before juries, she displayed a different attitude. Suddenly, she
described herself as "anal", "O.C.D.," organized, and as having higher standards than her
peers (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012).
Sara, the person who believed in holding herself accountable only if it affected
others, began making statements about being solely accountable for her own interest. She
implied personal accountability was her typical behavior: "I live like every day is test
day, so like the pressure that I build for myself to hold myself accountable is what I use"
(Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012). In another response, she described her personal
accountability as a lesson she had learned:
I hold myself to a high enough standard that I feel guilty if I don’t do it now. I’ve
learned my lesson and I know I need hold myself to a certain accountability. Even
if I don’t hold myself to a certain accountability, I don’t try and think anymore. I
go into the room, ‘Okay this is what I did. Sorry. Let’s make the best of it’ (Focus
Group Interview, April 30, 2012).
Sara stated she felt guilty when she did not meet her standards, yet did not mention the
standards of others. Later in the interview, however, she discussed her fear of
disappointing Felix in addition to herself.
I’ve had two juries before. I know what to expect. I want to hold myself to a high
standard, not for the voice faculty, but for myself and for Felix. I don’t want to be
a disappointment for my teacher. I am really behind. This is going so bad. I feel
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like I’ll do well enough to pass but not well enough to succeed according to my
own standards. (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
Sara never described her personal standards. She only expressed concern that she had not
met her standards, and, therefore, did not feel prepared for her jury.
Jury Outcomes
Sara was very satisfied with her jury outcome. She described it as "...Great! It
went great! I was really excited when it was done." She said, "It was the best time I’ve
ever done in juries, like preparation-wise and actually singing-wise" (Sara, Interview 4,
May 7, 2012). Prior to the jury, she had felt confident about her music memorization and
very nervous about her text memorization.
Sara's accompanist, Ms. Y, was instrumental in her jury success. Ms. Y was a
teaching assistant who also happened to be Sara's piano instructor at the time. Since Sara
could not afford an accompanist early in the semester, she hired Ms. Y a week before the
jury. They only met to practice three times before the jury, including the hour before.
My Italian, I probably wouldn’t memorize as quickly if she hadn’t been there to
help me because she was like: ‘Okay, put the music down. What is the first one?
What is the second one? Now you know what it is.’ And you’re like, ‘Okay,
thanks, Ms. Y! You rock!’ (Sara, Interview 4, May 7, 2012)
Sara was very grateful to Ms. Y for helping her memorize the text and for offering moral
support.
Sara described a moment in which she resolved her anxieties before the jury. This
occurred twenty minutes before her jury, after the final practice run-through with Ms. Y.
Sara said: "I sat down and she asked, 'Tell me what you want to do.' I said, 'I want to sit
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here for a minute and collect myself and ready myself for the process that is going to
come'” (Sara, Interview 4, May 7, 2012). Sara explained she had felt her semester's
culmination of stress on that particular day "...so I just needed a moment to collect myself
downstairs and then when I was ready to go, I was ready to go. I didn’t need to run it
again. I didn’t really care…" I asked Sara if she no longer felt stressed. "Well, not
necessarily the stress is gone now, but what is is. I have prepared myself as much as I can
for this moment. Take it or leave it." Once she accepted responsibility for her music
preparation—or lack thereof—Sara felt prepared to confront the jury.
Sara revealed low self-efficacy when stating that her luck aided her success
(Sara, Interview 4, May 7, 2012). She felt satisfied with her opening piece, and felt
fortunate that the jury—which included Dr. Iron, Dr. Cobalt, Professor Chrome,
Professor Argon, teaching assistant, Fiona, and teaching assistant, Felix—selected the
piece she wanted them to select.
When I did my first one there was kind of a laid back look about them. It was like
[in an apathetic tone], ‘Okay, here we are for juries.’ And then they’re like, ‘Sing
Jubile’s Lyre.’ Then I was like, ‘Thanks sweet baby Jesus!’ I sing it fast to begin
with, like [hums] that’s my normal tempo versus the slowish tempo, which is
apparently normal. Ms. Y was really nervous for me, and I was really nervous for
me, so I sped it up again. When she started playing the intro then all their faces
were just like, ‘Whoa! That’s really fast! That’s kind of fast! Whoa.’ They
watched in awe as I ran through the melismas. (Sara, Interview 4, May 7, 2012)
Sara had not expected the jury to show so much interest in her, but given her selfimposed accelerando, she understood why she commanded their attention.
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Sara was relieved that Felix was satisfied with the performance. She had been
worried before the jury ever since he expressed his concern during her final lesson.
He told me that he was worried about the German one that I had worked on. He
was nervous for me for that. Because over the course of the semester we had
worked on getting my high, bright range into my middle range, and I had
achieved that to some extent in my jury apparently. He was most proud of me for
that. (Sara, Interview 4, May 7, 2012)
Although Sara had been more worried about text memorization than technique, she was
pleased that Felix observed improved technique.
Although Sara believed the jury was apathetic towards music education majors,
they provided Sara compliments and constructive criticism (Sara, Interview 4, May 7,
2012). Compliments included: “Very connected to text. Lovely vocals” and “An
attractive timbre. A singer who should be encouraged to deepen her study of singing.”
Constructive criticism included: “Maintain release of jaw,” and “Keep vowel through
runs.” Sara was mildly surprised by Dr. Cobalt's attention: "Cobalt actually, like, watched
me. Um, and it was interesting because it actually looked like she was paying attention,
and her comments suggest as much as well."
I asked Sara whether her jury performance met her expectations. She said, "A
little bit yeah, cause they don’t really care. So Iron said I have a good voice and my
intonation was okay. Fiona said the Handel was too fast" (Sara, Interview 4, May 7,
2012). Other than the fast tempo, Sara said the performance met her expectations.
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Confirming that Others Cared
Sara often described herself as feeling accountable to others. She was unwilling to
invest herself in a performance unless she could first ensure that those who mattered to
her cared. She referred to Dr. Emory, Felix, and her family as people who cared about her
performance, yet suggested that needed confirming evidence. Confirmation that others
cared factored significantly into her self-efficacy perception and motivation.
The email exchange provided Sara confirmation that her judge, Dr. Emory, cared
which enabled the belief she could audition successfully. Three key features of the email
exchange increased Sara's self-efficacy: (a) Dr. Emory’s desire for Sara to audition, (b)
the implication that Dr. Emory (aware that Sara was unprepared) would lower her
audition expectations for Sara, and (c) the mutual respect communicated throughout the
emails. In the first email exchange, Sara received Dr. Emory's confirmation that she
wanted her to audition. Dr. Emory’s request reinforced Sara’s desire to feel valued as a
performer. The request also put Sara in a position to feel accountable for Dr. Emory’s
interest. In her response, Sara felt assured that by informing Dr. Emory she would
audition unprepared (unprepared rather than unable or incompetent), Dr. Emory would
likely lower her audition expectations and be receptive to what Sara could prepare in a
short amount of time. This allowed Sara some manipulation of “task difficulty,” which
performers often perceive as a stable attribute outside of one’s control. Throughout the
exchange, Sara reiterated that she held Dr. Emory in high regard despite inadequate
preparation for the audition. She informed Dr. Emory of nervousness about auditioning
underprepared because she cared about Dr. Emory's judgment. Establishing mutual
respect and interest with Dr. Emory increased Sara’s self-efficacy. This confirmation
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exemplified Bandura's (1997) notion that individuals seek tasks in which they believe
they can be successful.
Although Felix stated he believed in Sara’s vocal potential, his objective approach
caused Sara difficulty discerning whether—or to what extent—he cared about her
performance. Sara described Felix as someone who was invested in her vocal
development, or—at the very least—as someone willing to help her to the degree that she
was invested in her vocal development. In stating that she could achieve vocal success if
she so desired, Felix expressed belief in her potential while allowing Sara the decision to
pursue it. As long as she met his baseline expectations for lessons and the jury, Felix
appeared unaffected when she seldom practiced. She believed Felix had good intentions,
but his impersonal manner impeded her perceived need to be accountable to others.
During the study, following the post-jury confrontation, Felix never followed up
with Sara on whether she had learned her music or practiced. Consequently, Sara
continued procrastinating her text memorization. Sara's attitude suddenly changed the
week before juries. We later learned that Sara's transformation in the focus group (i.e.
from disinterested to highly accountable) occurred after her final lesson when Felix
expressed concern about her text memorization. Upon observing his concern, Sara likely
realized (a) she would fail her jury unless she started to care, and (b) Felix would, in fact,
care and possibly feel ashamed before the voice faculty if she failed. Realizing Felix’s
concern about her lack of preparation initiated Sara’s incentive to care about her
performance outcome and question her self-efficacy. She then attempted to learn her
music and increase her self-efficacy as quickly as possible.
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Although Sara attested to her own need to be accountable for others, her
performances and interaction with others resulted in the same outcome: Sara became
accountable for her successes and failures. The moment before her jury and the moment
before her choral solo audition, Sara accepted responsibility for whatever outcome she
would receive. In her words, "I didn’t really care" (Sara, Interview 4, May 7, 2012).
Following this, she described her pre-jury thoughts, "I have prepared myself as much as I
can for this moment. Take it or leave it."
Those Who Did Not Care
Since Sara sought group acceptance and wanted other people's feelings to
motivate her desire to care, those who appeared not to care caused frustration. Aside from
disruptive peers in choral rehearsals, she expressed particularly bitter feelings towards the
voice faculty. Although the voice faculty graded music education and performance major
juries, Sara believed they treated music education students as inferior to performance
students. From a social identity theory standpoint, Sara perceived the performance faculty
and students as the "in-group" (i.e., advantaged group) and the music education students
as the "out-group" (i.e., disadvantaged group). Sara said: "There is a very sincere feeling
at this educational system of those who can do; those who can’t do teach." Sara supported
this claim with the following: (a) impersonal email exchanges with voice faculty who
never addressed her by name; (b) "fluff" or unsubstantial comments on her jury sheets;
(c) body language, including her experience of Professor Chrome text messaging on his
phone during her jury, and (d) assigning music education majors one half-hour lessons
instead of the one hour lessons performance majors were assigned. Although Sara
provided arguably good reasons why she, as a music education student, felt unjustly
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treated, her conclusion that "nobody cares" was how she rationalized not caring for her
performance.
Prior to the jury, Sara confirmed that Felix cared about her performance, but
beyond him, she still viewed the voice faculty as apathetic. To resolve her inner conflict
that she would be performing for both a person who cared and others who did not, Sara
explicitly stated she only felt accountable for Felix and for herself: "I want to hold myself
to a high standard, not for the voice faculty, but for myself and for Felix. I don’t want to
be a disappointment for my teacher" (Focus Group Interview, April 20, 2012). While
admitting she feared disappointing Felix, Sara utilized personal accountability to arm
herself against caring about “in-group” voice faculty member opinions.
Conclusion
Sara’s perception of other people’s interest in her performance influenced her
motivation and self-efficacy. Sara identified herself as a martyr who prioritized other
people’s interests and feelings above her own. She believed her family background was
the primary reason for this belief. Referencing hers and her brother’s talent, she believed
high self-efficacy for one’s own sake was not valuable. Although Sara had high selfefficacy in many vocal and musical tasks, as a soloist, she was extrinsically motivated to
reference other people’s feelings. She consequently preferred choral rather than solo
singing and decided to pursue her father’s former career path in music education.
As in the case of Cindy and voice faculty members, she grouped individuals
according to stereotypes and collective identities that she believed the individuals
represented. She perceived intentional dichotomies between in-groups and out-groups,
such as those who cared and those who did not care. Since she desired other people's
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interest to motivate her performance preparation, she tested and analyzed others'
responses and expectations.
Sara identified those who cared based on their emotional expression, belief in her
ability, and set expectations. When Felix appeared emotionally detached to her
performance outcome, Sara procrastinated practice sessions and relied on high selfefficacy to meet minimum lesson standards. She acknowledged that Felix and Dr. Emory
believed in her ability, yet when they expressed concern whether she would meet their
expectations, her self-efficacy decreased and her motivation increased.
Since Sara had convinced herself that the voice faculty members cared more
about performance majors than music education majors, she tried not to care about her
jury and solo singing in general. Although Sara viewed success and failure through her
interpretation of other people's responses, she ultimately took responsibility for her own
performance outcomes.
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CHAPTER V: EVAN

Evan was a nineteen-year-old music education major in his second year of college
and first semester in the music education program when I first met and interviewed him.
After changing his major from nutrition to music education, he remained indecisive as to
musical career options. "I didn’t know what I was doing until now...I still don’t know
what I’m doing" (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012) While uncertain of future career
goals, Evan was determined to develop musical skills, develop self-awareness, and
discover suitable career options.
Evan’s background information included descriptions of his outgoing and
ambitious family, positive teenage rock band experience, and his eclectic, informal music
background. His music education journey began with changing his major and adopting
open-minded expectations and questions about a future music education career. Evan’s
journey brought forth many self-efficacy challenges including choral rehearsals,
introduction to concepts, skill development, peer teaching experiences, and risk-taking
performances. His case concludes with his increased self-efficacy and newfound
dedication to become a future music educator.
I present Evan’s experiences in the following sections, using his voice to illustrate
his self-efficacy beliefs. First I discuss Evan’s background, self-efficacy perceptions and
events that influenced music program enrollment and career goals. I describe how his
perceptions of teaching assistant, Felix, and choir director, Dr. Emory influenced his selfefficacy. I then discuss pre-jury developments that influenced Evan’s uncertain selfefficacy. These included his practice procrastination, hiding and following tactics during
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choral rehearsals, music education entrance exam, and limited solo opportunities.
Following this section, I provide a section titled Exceptions to highlight instances when
Evan appeared more efficacious than the previously described scenarios. Following these
developments, I discuss Evan’s jury outcome and self-efficacy conclusions.
Background
Evan's family shared health and fitness interests, but each member varied in
lifestyle choices. His mother and father—a yoga instructor and stockbroker,
respectively—enjoyed competitive fitness sports such as basketball and tennis. Evan
lived with his twenty-two year old sister who taught spinning classes and Zumba while
finishing her final undergraduate semester as a dual major in physiology and
anthropology. "She’s a badass," he said, "She’s going to graduate this semester, move
out. I’m going to get a homie in with me as opposed to 'my mother.' She keeps tabs on
me. She’s my older sister" (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). While Evan admired his
sister, he did not envy her work ethic. "Whereas I’ll go to the gym or I’ll do sets on a bar,
my sister will go to her classes and stuff and kill herself teaching all those classes," he
said. His sister taught fitness classes while completing her coursework. He shook his
head in disbelief and said, "She’s got a way overloaded schedule, like eighteen to
nineteen units." Evan respected his sister's dedication, but did not relate to her ambitious
lifestyle.
Evan's family appreciated music in varying degrees. His father was a first chair
trumpet player in high school, and his mother enjoyed singing as a hobby. Evan said,
"They’re both really talented, but neither of them have really pursued it" (Evan, Interview
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1, March 1, 2012). Since Evan's family did not actively sing or perform music together,
he explored music on his own.
Evan had eclectic musical interests and explored music informally before college.
As a teenager, he performed in a rock band, and during that time, had some experience
playing drums, piano, guitar, ukulele, and rock singing. Although the rock band
composed music, Evan had no formal training reading notation prior to his university
theory classes.
Since Evan lacked classical vocal training prior to entering college, his past vocal
self-efficacy experiences were limited to high school rock band performances. His rock
band triumphs included performing, writing music, booking local performances, and
inspiring people.
It feels like a long time, but it was probably a year we were in a real, legitimate
band with cover songs we knew, were writing and stuff. We made some money
even. I planned a show with my mom at a venue, a local venue. My homies—I
had some friends that were also in a band, they were in sort of a competing band.
My band I felt like inspired a lot of people to start their own thing, and I really
liked that. We played in a bar one time and a fundraiser and some stuff. It was
pretty minor but it sounds legitimate. (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Evan was proud of his rock band's project development, financial achievements, and
ability to inspire people. He did not, however, feel confident about his past vocal
performances. "You go back and watch the footage and I’m pretty stiff. I’m a nervous
person...I guess I wasn’t comfortable" (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). He perceived
himself as a follower rather than a leader. "I could do the head-banging. Our guitar player
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was the one guy who was loose. Really, he was the leader. I was never good at being the
front man." Despite the enjoyment and pride he had experienced, Evan's performance
discomfort, nervousness, and lack of leadership were probable indicators of his low selfefficacy.
Self-Efficacy
Although lacking confidence as a performer, his desire to improve his low selfefficacy beliefs served as motivation. "That’s why I want to do this vocal thing. I don’t
feel that confident in my vocal skills. I know it’s good to get out of my comfort zone, and
get up and sing in front of people and be scared" (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). The
peer teaching lessons in his Introduction to Music Education course also inspired him to
confront his performance fears. He enjoyed the challenge of performing well-planned
music lessons before his peers. "I always come into those things feeling rewarded. I
always feel afraid as hell when I go into it, and then I come out thinking, 'I’m happy I did
that. It was not so bad.’"(Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012) He considered his peer
teaching lessons as performance experiences. The fear he said he felt before his lessons
and satisfaction he felt afterwards inspired him to continue challenging his low selfefficacy performance beliefs.
Evan was convinced the classical solo technique he used was incorrect and, with
time and effort, could be improved. He said, "I know I don’t really have any idea what
I’m doing with correct vocal technique" (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Evan
believed his informal training set him back. "I’ve sung for a long time. I’ve always loved
it, but I never did it correctly, I don’t think." He described his vocal challenges in the
following response.
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Tightening up here (pointing to his neck)…I don’t know. I have no range at all. I
really need to work on that. Using my breath. I need to work on breath support
and stuff. Less throaty, tightening up here, which is the way I know how to sing,
but it is apparently not correct. (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Evan identified tensions and habits that affected his vocal technique and decreased his
vocal self-efficacy.
Since Evan had high self-efficacy regarding his aural skills and past experience
learning various other instruments, he believed he could utilize current musical skills and
knowledge to develop vocal technique. He optimistically stated, "I know I can do it. I
have the talent, I think. I have the ear. I think it’s going to take a lot of work to get me to
sing with correct technique." Evan had low self-efficacy regarding his current vocal
ability and high self-efficacy regarding long-term vocal development. He perceived his
current vocal ability not as a "fixed" state, but one that could improve with time, effort,
and proper instruction. In contrast to current vocal ability, Evan implied he perceived his
listening skills as an innate ability (e.g. "I have the ear"). He believed he could utilize this
ability to correct technique over time. With time and effort, he believed his high musical
self-efficacy would help him correct and develop his vocal technique.
Evan described conflicting self-efficacy perceptions in choir. He claimed he was
“good” at choral singing, yet he also stated that Dr. Emory criticized his technique. Since
he was a new baritone with a limited vocal range, he felt uncomfortable projecting his
voice and manipulated his technique to blend in and not "stand out."
I’m pretty tentative in choir cause I know I’m new and stuff. I’m a new baritone
and I don't have any range really. I try to cover or just try to blend really well with
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everybody, so I don't stand out. That’s the last thing I want, right? So I’ll sing in
falsetto a lot in choir sometimes, or soft singing. Fake singing sometimes. That’s
bad. Dr. Emory gets on me for that. (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
To avoid “standing out,” Evan applied “fake singing,” but Dr. Emory was aware of the
ploy. When I asked Evan what he or Dr. Emory meant by "fake singing," he responded:
Well, she has me singing as a bass right now. I’m not a bass, I don’t think, and
neither does Felix. There are parts that are just like way, way down there. I either
have to try and not sound good and sound throaty and growly, or just not. (Evan,
Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Since Evan was singing in an uncomfortable range, he equated “fake singing” with vocal
strain and lack of resonance. While Evan agreed he engaged in "fake singing," he did not
agree with Dr. Emory's assessment of him as a bass-baritone. He referred to his own
experience and Felix's opinion to support his argument. Although he noted Dr. Emory
criticized his technique, Evan conversely believed his ability to blend his voice with other
singers meant he was a "good" choral singer. "I think I’m really good at choir. I blend
really well with people." Evan believed he achieved a good choral technique i.e.,
blending his voice with others while performing what Dr. Emory described as improper
technique or "fake singing."
Evan's peers strongly influenced his vocal self-efficacy. Evan utilized his aural
skills to confirm he blended with his peers (thus making him a “good” choral singer), and
noted the way his choral peers responded to his voice and one another's voices. Since his
peers never responded negatively to his voice, he believed he sang well. He remained
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tentative, though, rather than confident. He explained how his peers’ sensitive responses
to one another's mistakes made him self-conscious.
…I think it’s really everybody else around me. Cause your voice influences
everyone else’s so much. If you’re singing a pitch that’s flat, you’re going to
screw everyone else over. In that choir people like…if you’re off at all, they’re
like ‘wait a sec, what are you doing…’ It’s not usually me, but I’ve seen other
people. (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Evan was aware how his voice influenced those around him and how musically sensitive
his peers were to each other's mistakes. He based his choral self-efficacy belief that he
was "good" at choral singing on his aural feedback (i.e. he heard his intonation and
ability to blend) as well as his peers' lack of response toward his singing. He achieved
this belief, however, not through confidence, but cautious awareness of aural and visual
feedback.
According to Bandura (1997), self-efficacy judgment depends on one’s
knowledge of task demands. Since Evan had ambiguous concepts of correct and incorrect
vocal technique, he had difficulty discerning his self-efficacy. At the beginning of the
study, Evan believed he did not sing "correctly," yet he had difficulty clarifying his
concept of "correct" singing. "I need to learn how to sing correctly" (Evan, Interview 1,
March 1, 2012) His understanding of correct choral vocal technique differed from correct
solo technique. Evan viewed choral singing as easier than solo singing, stating, "It’s
harder when it’s just my voice I’m hearing." He had difficulty, however, clarifying choral
and solo concepts.
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Career Decision
Initially, Evan did not mention music education when I asked why he selected
music as his major. "Why?" he asked, "Because I love it. I love music and all around. I
don’t know what else I would do. When people say, 'Do what you want to do.' That’s
what I want to be doing is music most of the time" (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
When I asked him about his future career goals, he responded:
I want to become a producer. Well, I mean I don’t really know. I’m apparently
going to become a music teacher, and I’m going to love that too, I’m sure. My
dream is to become a beat-maker, a rapper. I have a lot of beats I’m making on
Logic Pro. (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Evan loved music and had music career ambitions outside of education. He fantasized
about becoming a producer or mainstream performance artist, yet believed he could be
content as a music teacher.
Evan, in fact, did not initially choose music education as his major. The voice
faculty evaluated Evan's entrance audition and decided he should be an education major
rather than a Performance major. Evan said, "I sang in front of people— this guy, Dr.
Iron, right? He said, 'You’re good. You got into music education'" (Evan, Interview 1,
March 1, 2012). I asked Evan specifically how he felt about becoming a music teacher.
He immediately recognized he had not previously envisioned a future as a music teacher.
This is something I should think about as a potential future educator . . . I think . .
. ah . . . I don’t really know, but I’m interested to find out how I feel about that.
Am I really going to like teaching a bunch of little kids that probably don’t care
that much about what I’m showing them? I mean, hopefully they will care . . .
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maybe that doesn't sound that much fun after all, I don’t know or it does sound
like a lot of fun. I’m sure I’ll love it and hate it probably, like most jobs. Or I’ll
love it all the time. I got to think that me planning lessons and stuff that just
sounds like fun . . . I don’t know. I guess the music education thing was just a way
to apply that would work with capitalism with me getting money. (Evan,
Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
While Evan did not know how he felt about a future teaching career, he was curious how
his university experience would influence his feelings. He admitted he viewed education
as a financially-practical means to have a music career.
I asked Evan if he would prefer a producing career if given a secure position and
salary. He responded:
Yeah. Or a rock star or a pop star. Although I think there are a lot of negatives to
that stuff, but yeah everybody wants that, I think. I think some of my stuff is good
enough. I’d like to think that some of it is. I listen to some of the stuff on the
radio, and think, ‘I could make a beat that’s that good.’ You’ve got to know the
right people. (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Evan had high self-efficacy as a popular music composer, especially when he compared
his music to that he heard on the radio. While he believed popular music audiences would
enjoy his music, he did not say whether he would pursue a pop or rock career. He stated
there were "a lot of negatives" and that he could only launch a career if he knew "the
right people" in the business.
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Teaching Assistant Relationship
In our first interview, Evan revealed reservations about T.A., Felix, since they
previously had few lessons and interactions. Evan further admitted not understanding the
audition process and how students were assigned to voice teaching assistants. The week
before juries, I learned he did not know Felix was a teaching assistant or how teaching
assistants differed from faculty. The first time Evan described Felix, he said, "I don’t
really know him that well. I think he knows what he’s doing a lot" (Evan, Interview 1,
March 1, 2012) Evan was concerned that his lack of experience would make Felix's job
difficult. "I think, as I said before, it could get tough. It’s going to be a struggle for both
of us. I think it’s as frustrating for him as it is for me if I’m not going home and doing the
exercises he tells me." Although unfamiliar with Felix at the beginning of the semester,
Evan predicted his lessons would be challenging and require significant attention and
practice investment.
Contrary to his prediction that Felix would have a difficult and frustrating
teaching experience, as the semester progressed, Evan described Felix as "casual" and
"relaxed." "He’s pretty casual. He never is like, 'Work every day. Do an hour of practice
every day'" (Evan, Interview 3, March 22, 2012). He assumed Felix was relaxed because
it was Evan's first semester.
The fact that he’s so relaxed about it, I’m like, ‘Okay, I guess I’m on track.’ It’s
my first semester, so I think he’s like, ‘Oh, you’re starting out.’ I don’t think I’m
even singing in masterclass this semester, which I’m fine with (Evan, Interview 3,
March 22, 2012).
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Evan interpreted Felix's "relaxed" disposition to mean he was "on track" or meeting
Felix's expectations. While Evan appreciated Felix's relaxed attitude, he believed more
structure and self-discipline was warranted. " . . . I could probably use a little more
structure, like if I knew more of what I should be doing on a daily [basis]. I probably
don’t practice singing on a daily [basis]" (Evan, Interview 3, March 22, 2012).
Following lessons, Evan struggled to remember Felix's exercise sequences and
objectives. He was also unclear as to Felix’s expectations of length and frequency for
practice sessions. Evan admitted he did not practice regularly, partly due to uncertainty
regarding specific guidelines.
Evan also had difficulty comprehending concepts Felix described during lessons.
To explore this issue, I played video footage from Evan's last voice lesson. Felix loudly
spoke exaggerated vowel sounds in his upper range and then instructed Evan to echo him.
Felix then asked Evan what he felt, explaining that the sensation was "sympathetic
resonance." I asked Evan if he understood what Felix was trying to communicate. "I un—
ye—kind of. I never really know exactly what he wants. Well, he demonstrated. Yeah, I
don’t really know about what he . . .."(Evan, Interview 2, March 8, 2012). I asked Evan if
he understood Felix's objective in that exercise.
Opening up. Trying to get me away from that singing thing, you know how he’s
always talking about it should be closer to my speaking voice than it is. It’s not—
what he’s always trying to do, and that’s just trying to get me to do it right. To do
it correctly—I don’t know. (Evan, Interview 2, March 8, 2012)
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Rather than define "sympathetic resonance" and the sensation Felix had asked him to
identify, Evan only understood his singing tone should more closely resemble his
speaking voice than it did. I then asked Evan, "Do you have a concept of what 'right' is?"
Not really. I mean except by the way he’s demonstrated, but I don’t really—I
have trouble understanding what he’s talking about or what any of the vocal
teachers I’ve seen. They’re always dropping the jaw and lifting the palate and all
that stuff that doesn’t really mean anything to me. That doesn’t help me really—
but what else can you do? There’s only so much you can say. (Evan, Interview 2,
March 8, 2012)
Evan did not understand Felix's explanation of proper vocal technique. He did not feel
confident learning through demonstration alone, but had no solution or alternative
suggestion. Evan said, "I mean I know what he wants in the moment," which suggested
he thought understood Felix’s instruction during lessons (Evan, Interview 2, March 8,
2012). "I don’t really understand why—I don’t know. I never questioned it before. I just
figured he knew what he was doing, that we were doing it right." Since Evan said he had
never "questioned it before," he never considered why he misunderstood instructions. He
also never considered if there were any alternative ways to learn vocal technique. I asked
Evan if Felix knew of the lack of understanding his objectives. "Yeah, ‘cause I feel like I
express to him that I really don’t understand what he means, but I’ll try anyway." Since
he could not understand Felix's objectives, he decided he might learn through trial and
error.
Evan explained he had difficulty experimenting during lessons because Felix
often interrupted him. "He hasn't even really let me sing for him, the pieces. He’ll stop
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me, usually, before I can get anything done, and fix what I’m doing wrong or something"
(Evan, Interview 3, March 26, 2012). Evan complained that since Felix constantly cut
him off to correct his technique, he was never able to perform a whole piece for him.
Although Evan thought Felix prevented him from experimenting in lessons, he said Felix
encouraged him to experiment when practicing. "What he told me last time was to
experiment. Sing these songs, but like try singing it like [exaggerated voice] a big burly
man. Try different things like that; so that’s a smart thing" (Evan, Interview 3, March 26,
2012). Felix verbally encouraged Evan to be experimental, yet Evan felt discouraged
when Felix interrupted experimental attempts during lessons.
Choir Director Relationship
I asked Evan whether he believed Dr. Emory liked his voice. He first responded:
“Yeah. I hope so. I think she trusts that I’m a decent musician cause she knows that I…
but I don’t know" (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). He paused to think about the
question, and said, "I think she has more important things to worry about than—um, yeah
she let me in. I was surprised she let me into the choir, so apparently she likes
something." Evan seemed reluctant to answer whether he thought Dr. Emory liked his
voice. He was not exactly sure why she accepted his audition, but concluded that Dr.
Emory was only concerned with his individual voice as long as it benefitted the choir.
To discover how Dr. Emory influenced Evan's self-efficacy, I asked if she evoked
confidence in him. He responded:
Not me. I think other people. I mean she has stronger relationships with other
people than me in the choir, [such as] the people who are much stronger singers
than I am. But no, I’m usually pretty afraid to sing. She’ll say, ‘Just basses.’ I’ll
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often cut off for that part too cause I don’t want to get, I don’t want her to be like,
‘Evan, you sing it.’ She—I saw it one of the first days I came in, nobody was
meshing well—the tenors weren’t meshing well—she had like two people singing
these things at once in front of the whole class and everyone’s looking at them.
That would be so scary for me. What if you were the one singing the wrong
thing? What are you going to do? She’s going to kick you out? Obviously not,
but—it’s scary. (Evan, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Evan was afraid of singing for Dr. Emory in choir. He was afraid she would hear him
sing incorrectly and have him sing solo in front of the choir. He saw himself differently
from the choir members who had "stronger relationships" with Dr. Emory. He believed
she evoked confidence in those individuals because they had “stronger voices.” Unlike
his peers—who Evan perceived as having greater experience, skill, confidence, and
rapport with Dr. Emory than himself—Evan thought if Dr. Emory had asked him to sing
a solo for the class, he would have been ridiculed.
Pre-jury developments
Practice Procrastination and Guilt
Evan believed he needed external pressure to do his best work, and explained why
he relied on extrinsic motivation.
I’m not very studious. I don’t do that much. I definitely procrastinate. I hate
testing. I hate pressure. I hate stress. But I think pressure is important for me
because I’m pretty happy with myself, and I don’t feel like I would have that
same motivation if I didn’t have classes and deadlines to meet, things that I have
to be ready for. (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
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Evan described himself as a happy person who needed performance goals (e.g. testing
and pressure, which he hated) to be motivated. This dynamic interplay between his happy
disposition and the obstacles that challenged it caused him uncertainty but also engaged
his attention.
Evan valued external pressure and performance goals and stated he did not
practice singing as much as he should.
No, I don’t have a typical routine. I go to the piano a little bit—sometimes mess
around with melodies I need to know for my class or I listen to Youtube versions
of the songs I’m supposed to be singing. That’s really a lot of my practice. I don’t
do as much singing as I should. I’m starting to. I want to now that I’m involved in
this thing: a vocal emphasis. (Evan, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Evan described guilt about not practicing while expressing a desire to sing more often.
He admitted he did not practice everyday but said, "I mean I’m hoping to do it everyday,
but honestly, probably twice a week, three times a week" (Evan, Interview 3, March 22,
2012). While Evan experienced guilt for infrequent practice, he also observed why he
liked his current circumstances.
I mean I’m in college. I like—I would probably do better with a little bit more
structure. If he had those plan things, deadlines to meet and stuff, but I like it. I
like that I don’t have deadlines. I have plenty of work to do besides my singing
stuff. Yeah, I could use a little more structure (Evan, Interview 3, March 22,
2012).
Evan was conflicted between enjoyment of autonomy with no deadlines and little
structure; he believed he would be more successful if given objectives and deadlines. Not
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having objectives and deadlines contributed to uncertain practice expectations, which, in
turn, promoted procrastination and feelings of guilt.
Since Felix was "casual" and never provided deadlines, Evan's guilt or ideas about
how often he "should" have been practicing originated from his peer observations (Evan,
Interview 3, March 22, 2012). The two to three times per week he did practice, the
practice sessions were fifteen to twenty minutes in length. Again, while these short
practice sessions may have been limited because of his uncertainty regarding how to sing
(e.g., "I didn’t know what I was doing until now. I still don’t know what I’m doing"
Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012), he judged his practice behavior in comparison to
peers, rather than Felix's feedback. I asked Evan if he believed he was expected to
practice more often, and he responded: "I mean because of those other people—that’s
sort of a—yeah. Kinda. But by Felix, not really. He doesn’t expect me to be in a certain
place. There’s no specific plan, I guess" (Evan, Interview 3, March 22, 2012). While
Evan compared himself to his peers, he also believed they had achieved a standard he
could not obtain.
I think there are kids in this program who are very studious and work very hard at
what they’re doing. But I also think there are some people who’ve been playing—
I’m always using this example—I think there are kids who have been playing
violin and classical music since age three. Or any of these people who hear
dictation and say that’s what it is, and I am just starting to look at sheet music.
(Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
Evan recognized some peers as having strong work ethics while also noting many of
them had been immersed in classical music since early childhood. In contrast, he
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observed he had just begun learning how to read music notation and felt guilty and
inferior for not demonstrating the same work ethic, background, and ability.
Hiding Uncertainty
Evan continued following and hiding behaviors to disguise his uncertain choral
self-efficacy. During our third interview, I restated Dr. Emory's quotes from my choral
observation field notes: “You are accountable,” and “no followers, only leaders,” and
asked Evan whether he would describe himself as a follower or a leader. He responded:
I think it’s really good. I’m not a follower, but I'm always one of the people who
waits for someone else to start the pitch so I can of hide behind them. I don’t
know. Followers not leaders . . .. If the piece is in the piano, I usually wait to
come in to hide behind people. In that way, I’m kind of a follower, I guess. Then I
can—usually when a piece just starts. I’ll fake it. Just following people. (Evan,
Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Evan’s description of himself as “not a follower” corresponds to Bandura’s (1997) notion
of self-deceptive self-efficacy, which occurs when an individual ignores disconfirming
evidence. Evan provided the disconfirming evidence when admitting he waited until
others sang opening pitches before he sang. Although confessing himself a follower, his
initial resistance to the concept indicated a struggle to maintain a positive self-perception.
He believed Dr. Emory's intention was to encourage high self-efficacy. "I think she’s just
encouraging us to sing as opposed to being afraid of doing it" (Evan, Interview 3, March
22, 2012). When he said, "I'll fake it," he admitted he pretended to appear confident.
Since his pretended confidence was self-deceptive rather than self-affirming, Evan's selfefficacy seemed uncertain.
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Although self-deceptive self-efficacy indicated low self-efficacy, Evan noticed his
confidence pretense improved his vocal performance when compared to hiding his voice.
Although he noticed this improvement, he struggled to maintain high self-efficacy beliefs
among his musically advanced choral peers.
They’re such good musicians, and good listeners, the last thing I want to do is like
desecrate their sound. I don’t know. I think I add a lot when I do it. And I’m much
better singing confidently, but if I’m trying to stay behind everybody, it’s usually
pretty [pause] blah. (Evan, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Evan hid his voice when he feared he would "desecrate their sound," yet believed he
contributed positively to the choir when he sang confidently. He was aware that his selfefficacy influenced his performance, but since he measured self-efficacy according to his
ability to match his advanced peers' abilities on music selections of varying difficulty, he
struggled to maintain a high self-efficacy level. When uncertain about his ability to match
his peers, he chose to follow and sacrifice his vocal quality.
The Music Education Entrance Exam
The music education exam also involved peer influence on Evan’s self-efficacy as
well as his music education career goal. Unlike the two other freshman participants,
Frank and Lincoln, Evan passed his music education entrance exam on the first attempt.
According to the participants, the exam requirements included a prepared speech, sight
singing, and error detection. Unlike Frank and Lincoln, who had high self-efficacy before
taking the exam, Evan had low self-efficacy before he took the test. In the focus group
interview, I asked the participants if there were others who did not pass the exam.
Lincoln: Oh yeah, a lot.
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Frank: I didn’t pass it either.
Lincoln: Evan passed it.
Frank: Evan passed it.
Evan (bashfully): Miraculously. (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
Evan modestly admitted passing the exam only after Frank and Lincoln acknowledged
the fact. Lincoln had previously expressed his disappointment in not passing the exam.
Although passing the exam was a noteworthy accomplishment, I suspected Evan did not
express pride in this achievement in deference to Lincoln's negative feelings about his
failure to pass the test.
In our final private interview, Evan described his low self-efficacy before the test
and conflicted feelings about his results. "Obviously it was reassuring that I could do it,
but I didn’t expect to pass it. Honestly, I had full expectations to fail..."(Evan, Interview
4, May 11, 2012). Evan said he was proud he passed: "I have that letter nailed up on my
wall right now because it’s something to be proud of," yet he did not feel more deserving
than his peers who had failed.
I think they worked very hard. I worked really hard for that thing too. I had my
speech down. I messed up my sight singing. I was shocked that I was cool. I
couldn’t land an octave. I kept singing it like ti-do as opposed to do-do. I don’t
know how I got away with it, but I kind of needed to. I kind of needed to do that
because I’m already way behind in terms of that stuff, so I don’t know how I felt
about it. (Evan, Interview 4, May 11, 2012)
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Evan said he had "worked really hard" preparing for the exam and "needed" to pass.
Since he had low self-efficacy prior to taking the exam and made mistakes during the
exam, he felt conflicted that he passed when his hard working peers failed.
This event highlighted Evan’s motivation orientation towards cooperative goals or
individual (as defined by the individual) rather than competitive goals. Although his
peers’ superior achievements intimidated him, Evan was not interested in competing with
them. The following quote was the participants' dialogue about peer comparison during
the focus group interview:
Evan: Comparisons are never a good idea.
Lincoln: That’s how I function.
Frank: Yeah, that’s how I function too.
Evan: I think that’s how a lot of people do. (Focus Group Interview, April 30,
2012)
Rather than engage in comparison and critical judgment, Evan seemed to prefer “winwin” situations, such as his teenage metal band experience with peers working together
and inspiring others to “do their own thing" (Evan, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Another
such example occurred when Evan passed music education exam that many of his peers
failed. While proud of his accomplishment, he felt uncomfortable at simultaneously
exposing his success and his peers' failures.
I didn’t like the way that we got physical letters in class that day because then
everyone opens it up. If a lot of people pass and they’re over there celebrating and
you’re the one that says you didn’t, that sucks! How would that feel? I was
dreading that . . .. (Evan, Interview 4, May 11, 2012)
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Evan’s empathy for his peers further illustrated his rejection of competitive goals. He was
proud of passing the exam; however, succeeding apart from peers did not contribute to
his sense of achievement. He wanted to earn success alongside peers rather than be
excluded himself through comparison or competition. Evan’s orientation corresponded to
studies in which achievement and self-efficacy were correlated to individual or
cooperative goals rather than competitive goals (Schmidt, 2005; 2007).
Limited Performance Opportunities
Evan was the only participant who did not have numerous solo performance
opportunities. On more than one occasion during the study, Evan said Felix decided he
would not perform in the studio masterclass that semester. Although Evan initially said
he did not mind not singing in masterclass, he later described how his lack of
performance experience affected his self-efficacy. "Um, man, it’s tough because I’m still
just starting—so I don’t really have—I haven’t performed anything. I haven’t sung solo. I
would hope the work that I put in would show the outcome" (Evan, Interview 3, March
22, 2012). With few performance opportunities, Evan had no reference for evaluating
performance skills improvement.
Evan was eventually permitted to sing his opening jury piece in Felix's final
masterclass, which was the first time Evan sang a solo before his peers. I noted an
energetic and lively performer. Evan had neither the vibrato nor the stiff, controlled poise
that many classical performers his age often exhibit. Rather than the nervous and
encumbered singer he had described himself as being in choral rehearsals, he smiled and
gestured enthusiastically. I was entranced as I observed him become increasingly
animated and uninhibited throughout the performance. Although atypical as a classical
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performer, he appeared to enjoy himself immensely. Afterward, his peers told him he
needed to control himself and act more "poised." Felix addressed Evan's over-pronounced
diphthongs and jaw tension. Evan seemed excited following the masterclass, despite
receiving critical feedback.
Evan later explained how his final masterclass performance increased his selfefficacy. A week before juries, Evan described his self-efficacy progression since the
beginning of the study:
How do I feel about it now? I feel better about my singing for sure, especially
since I’ve sung in front of masterclass for the first time ever. I actually did that!
Yeah, I know my production is not good, but I know my music, so I feel more
confident in that realm, I guess. Still not as much about performing in front of
people. I’m still scared. I think it’s always going to be scary. (Focus Group
Interview, April 30, 2012)
Although he still felt "scared" to perform in front of people, his masterclass performance
fostered a greater sense of confidence. He expressed excitement and increased selfefficacy following the performance, not as a result of praise (his peers and Felix offered
more criticism than praise), but because he proved to himself he could succeed. "I feel
better about my singing for sure, especially since I’ve sung in front of masterclass first
time ever. I actually did that!" (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
Another example included his increased self-efficacy after his re-audition for Dr.
Emory.
I did my re-audition for Dr. Emory on Friday. I sang, I Attempt from Love
Sickness to Fly because I felt like it. It wasn’t my strongest piece. I did it anyway.
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I kind of messed up on the first two notes. She was impressed. She was like,
‘Wow! That’s a huge improvement.’ I was like, yeah! I couldn’t have gone up and
sang for her at the beginning of the semester. Not even close. It felt pretty good.
That’s empowering! (Evan, Interview 4, May 11, 2012)
Although he noted his mistakes as well as remarkable improvement, Evan was extremely
satisfied that he developed the courage to sing for Dr. Emory, a challenge and
accomplishment not previously imagined. Addressing his uncertainty provided a
heightened sensation of success because for Evan’s ability to prevail over his uncertainty
was reward.
Exceptions
Although Evan described himself as someone who was "not very studious," he
demonstrated discipline and observed curricular connections between voice and his music
courses. When discussing his motivation to practice singing more often, he said, "I’m
definitely more motivated also because it ties into everything else. It ties into my
dictation test on Monday, my singing test on Wednesday. It’s really relevant to my theory
course" (Evan, Interview 3, March 22, 2012) Rather than practice singing more often for
its own sake or for his applied voice grade, he now understood he needed to improve his
voice to improve his theory grade. He also practiced his university choral music for an
upcoming aural skills exam.
I’ve been working a lot. They gave me a CD for the Mozart that we’re doing.
They gave me a bass CD that has all my bass notes. I’ll follow the score. The
rhythms are a little screwy on the piano sometimes, but that’s—once again—
that’s to get good at the songs, but that’s also for dictation, for my test coming up.
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I’ve got to think it would help to just follow scores and stuff. (Evan, Interview 3,
March 22, 2012)
Evan studied his choral music to improve his aural skills and perform his own error
detection with the incorrect rhythms he noticed, and he also chose to study the Mozart
score with the CD because he believed it would help in preparing for the dictation test.
Combining the two ("I've got to think it would help...") revealed his academic initiative
and resourcefulness.
There was an exception to Evan's uncertain self-efficacy: when not focused on his
instructors' and peers' concepts and expectations, he proved more knowledgeable than
uncertain. As described above, Evan had uncertain self-efficacy and difficulty
comprehending Felix's notion of "correct" vocal technique, yet had no difficulty
answering the question of how he determined his success as a singer.
When it feels free. When I hit notes that I probably wouldn't be able to. When I
get some vibrato going. Yeah, if I’m not straining. I feel like it’s really unpleasant
to see a person sing something that’s like out of their range or they’re pinching
up, like I kind of do. Nobody wants to see that. You want to see you relaxed, and
just like open. It comes out easy. It’s just hard to do. Yeah, I think that is how I
would know. (Evan, Interview 3, March 22, 2012)
Evan can be considered an outlier in this study since he was the only participant who
determined his success rather than confirming through his voice instructor or choir
director's feedback. This was also the one time he did not question his certainty and
attempt to describe what he thought his instructors' expected. Instead, he provided his
"correct" vocal technique description, which included his notions of incorrect technique
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as well as vibrato, range extension, and "relaxed" and "open" characteristics. He referred
to his own sensory experience and perception to describe measures of success. Although
he did not refer to Felix's lessons on "sympathetic resonance" and sensory experiences,
Evan’s description was congruent with Felix's instruction. This was the same concept
Evan had not understood when I replayed his voice lesson video during our second
interview. Lastly, Evan trusted his perception of success, a striking contrast from the
participant who often said, "I don't know."
Jury Outcomes
Evan said that when walking into the jury room, he felt "nervous," "selfconscious," and "insecure" (Evan, Interview 4, May 11, 2012). He viewed these feelings
as typical: "I’m always nervous in those situations." Although he had not previously sung
a jury, Evan compared the experience to his music education peer teaching lessons: "It’s
part of the music education thing too, I think. Peer teaching. I’m always afraid when I’m
up there." Although Evan expected to experience discomfort beforehand, he was willing
to proceed: "I was ready to do it. Afraid, but down to try." Evan felt nervous and insecure
as predicted, yet felt ready to approach the jury.
Although experiencing nervousness, Evan said that the jury members "seemed
pleasant" throughout his performance (Evan, Interview 4, May 11, 2012). "When I first
came in they asked me how I was doing. I said I was nervous and they said, 'don’t
worry.'” The jury members helped Evan feel supported. "They were pretty supportive. I
really like all those people somehow. I get good vibes from them, from the vocal people."
Since he had a positive first impression of the jury, he was surprised when they cut him
off before he finished singing a piece. "They cut me off early in the middle of Sente nel
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core. They just cut it off, like they heard enough, and I don't know if that was a good
thing or bad thing." He then decided he was glad they cut him off early, "I didn’t mind it.
I don't sing that one well anyway. They heard the A and the B section, and they were
cool." Although uncertain of the jury’s approval of his performance, Evan trusted they
had good intentions.
Not having seen his jury sheets, grades and feedback before our final interview,
Evan remained uncertain about his jury performance.
I got through it. I don’t know. I never know what to talk about because I don’t—I
didn’t feel like—I mean, obviously I don’t know what I’m doing, as I’ve always
said with the production stuff. I think I did my notes well and stuff. (Evan,
Interview 4, May 11, 2012)
Aside from singing the correct notes, Evan remained uncertain in determining
performance success, and reflected how low self-efficacy beliefs about his vocal
technique and knowledge.
After reading the jury's comments, however, he gradually felt encouraged. At first
he thought some comments were "a little harsh" and did not understand some feedback.
“The wooden sound” I don’t know what that means. Aside from not understanding
comments such as "mechanical" and "wooden," he decided, "I feel encouraged. They all
seem fairly positive. I got good grades. I’m okay with it." A moment later, he not only
felt "okay with it," he decided vocal performance was "fascinating" and that he would
consider double majoring in music education and vocal performance.
Yeah I think what Lincoln’s doing is really cool. I think it makes sense. It makes
sense. I want to learn more about it. I want to keep studying the voice for as long
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as I can. I think it’s about that. It’s about getting really good at a lot of things. I
mean you have to be good to teach. To be good at what you’re teaching. I’m
realizing more and more that if I’m going to be an educator, I best get on my
chops with like piano, guitar, and all these things, voice. (Evan, Interview 4, May
11, 2012)
In contrast to his uncertain self-efficacy at the beginning of the study, Evan began feeling
higher self-efficacy and confidence as he experienced performance, jury feedback, and
grades in the collegiate setting. His peers also were influential: he admired Lincoln who
aspired to excel in both performance and education, and confirmed his beliefs that
performance skills would enhance his teaching ability.
Socialization Influence
Although difficult to determine whether Evan’s self-efficacy played a role, there
exists a correlation between his social relationships and his self-efficacy. Evan felt more
socially included among his peers following his jury than during the weeks prior, when
he felt uncertain about his self-efficacy. As previously described, Evan felt
uncomfortable during comparisons to peers, yet these comparisons determined his selfefficacy. He likely recognized how comparison made him feel separated from others.
Prior to his jury, Evan reported he felt socially different than his peers. "I mean I’m not
peppy and happy. I also just don’t talk much so people think I’m tired" (Evan, Interview
3, March 22, 2012). Following his jury, Evan reported feeling more socially connected to
his peers. In our final interview, I asked Evan if he had made new friendships over the
course of the semester.
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Absolutely! Absolutely, Frank is a friend of mine for sure. He helps me out with
tests. We study. Whenever I see him now, it’s cool. And Lincoln and all those
people now. I definitely have community now, which is cool. Choir, I did not feel
close to any of those people and I feel like I’m in now, which is awesome. (Evan,
Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
I asked Evan which class had been the most significant in creating those bonds. He said,
"Music Ed is a big one because we have a Facebook group and everyone is posting stuff,
"liking" stuff. Everyone knows who you are" (Evan, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). It is
unknown whether Evan would have had the same social developments had he failed his
music education exam and voice jury, thus decreasing his self-efficacy. Social media and
time together might have played a greater role in developing Evan's social network than
self-efficacy. It is worth noting, however, that Evan felt anxious among his peers when he
had uncertain self-efficacy, which was likely not conducive towards building social
relationships.
Conclusion
At the beginning of the study, Evan was unaware of his vocal self-efficacy and future
career goals. Inspired by his high school rock band's achievements and eclectic music
interests, Evan quit his Nutrition major and auditioned for the music program. Following
his audition, the voice faculty determined he was fit to be a music education major. Evan
then decided music education would be a practical music career goal even though he had
not envisioned himself as an educator. While Evan had high self-efficacy in his aural
skills, he had low self-efficacy as a classical vocalist and as a soloist. He was determined
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to discover how his vocal self-efficacy and career goals would evolve as he progressed in
the program.
Although Evan believed he would successfully develop his vocal skills with time
and effort, he felt uncertain how to begin correcting his technique. He initially worried
that mistakes made would aggravate Dr. Emory, Felix, or his choral peers. His
relationship with Felix evolved to become more "relaxed" and less "frustrating" than
Evan had predicted. Evan, however, became anxious and stressed because he did not
know how to practice and had difficulty clarifying Felix's specific instructions. Evan
concealed low choral self-efficacy through attempted blending, hiding his voice, and
utilizing techniques Dr. Emory criticized. Agreeing with Felix's decision to avoid singing
in studio masterclass, Evan shied away from solo performance opportunities.
Towards the semester's end, however, Evan increased his vocal self-efficacy and
clarified his music education career goal. His initial reluctance, uncertainty, and “fake
singing” ploy were replaced slowly and incrementally under Felix’s guidance as Evan
prepared for juries. Upon performing in masterclass one week before juries, Evan became
much more confident about his upcoming jury. Although he had low or uncertain selfefficacy before his music education exam and first vocal jury exam, he passed both
exams and felt inspired to continue his vocal and music education development.
Through encountering new experiences that challenged his uncertain selfefficacy, Evan eventually realized his knowledge, resourcefulness, and ability to perform
tasks previously viewed as intimidating. He allowed himself to engage his work ethic and
make curricular connections between music subjects. Despite initial low self-efficacy,
Evan performed well in his first masterclass performance, music education exam, and
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vocal jury. He felt victorious upon passing his exams and proved his ability to perform
for peers and faculty. His success following these challenges increased his vocal selfefficacy and subject interest in music education, choir, and voice. As a result, he clarified
his career goal as a music educator and affirmed his belief that developing vocal
technique would enhance his teaching skills. Perhaps Evan's most rewarding experience
was learning his ability to confront challenges not previously attempted and for which he
had felt uncertain. He proved to himself he had more knowledge and ability than
previously thought. At the end of the semester, with an improved self-efficacy
perception, Evan felt positive and proud about his music education career goal and vocal
ability.
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CHAPTER VI: LINCOLN

My first impression of Lincoln was very positive. He seemed bright, energetic,
and confident as he walked through the music building hallways. He appeared interested
in every person he approached, and every one seemed equally interested in him.
Lincoln’s case begins with his unique music background as a Christian country
performer in his family’s band. He credited his band mate sister as his role model and
reason to study university music. His university career began with many life changes
including switching majors and surviving a paralyzing health condition. His survival
inspired his dedication to pursue his passion for music and double major in vocal
performance and music education. His self-efficacy was challenged in various ways due
to his double major status and desire for faculty validation. His strong connection to his
vocal teaching assistant provided support, guidance, and friendship as his self-efficacy
fluctuated throughout the semester.
I present Lincoln’s experiences in several sections to illustrate his self-efficacy
beliefs. I first discuss how Lincoln’s family background and past experiences influenced
his vocal self-efficacy beliefs, career goals, and initial perceptions of teaching assistant,
Fiona, and choir director, Dr. Emory. Secondly, I discuss Lincoln’s pre-jury self-efficacy
developments. These events included his socialization in the vocal performance program,
validation experiences, music education entrance exam, new pedagogical perspectives, as
well as the accumulated pressure he experienced the week before juries. Following these
developments, I discuss Lincoln’s jury outcome.
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For further analysis, I examine how Lincoln’s search for validation influenced his
self-efficacy perception. I highlight how Lincoln’s key relationships, voice faculty
validation and failure to pass the music education entrance exam influenced his vocal
self-efficacy, music education self-efficacy, career goals and perspective as a double
major. In the concluding section, I summarize my interpretations of Lincoln’s selfefficacy.
Background
Lincoln grew up in a family with an older sister, a younger sister, a mother from
England and father from the United States. Lincoln had very close relationships with his
mother and older sister. His older sister, who was his role model, inspired Lincoln's
motivation for success. "My older sister is pretty much good at everything. Not even just
good, she is excellent at everything. She’s my role model for sure" (Lincoln, Interview 1,
March 1, 2012). Lincoln regarded his sister as his mentor and best friend.
I look up to her for pretty much everything. I value her now as more like my best
friend too, which is pretty cool that I can ask her questions about what she’s doing
and how she’s doing it, and how I can change and do something better, you know.
(Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Lincoln trusted his sister's feedback on his vocal performance. Although she was not
classically trained, he trusted her ability to listen and offer constructive feedback.
Lincoln, perhaps, trusted his sister and mother more than himself. When I asked
Lincoln how he would make an important life decision, he said:
First I would tell my mom and sister because those are the people that I value
their opinion the most. Then I would obviously take into account—well pretty
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much any answer they give me, like whatever they think I should do is probably
what I will wind up doing, whether or not I think that is the best decision for me
at the time. I kind of live off the philosophy that I’m living in my life, so I see it
from just a very limited point of view, but they are watching my life, so since they
are able to see everything I’m a part of and everything that I’m capable of, and
they are my family and love me unconditionally. They have my best interest at
heart. Since I only have my interest at heart, and they have my whole future’s
interest at heart, I feel that their opinion is kind of more valid than mine.
(Interview 3, April 19, 2012)
Lincoln trusted his mother and sister's opinions more than his own, even if not feel
emotionally satisfied with their conclusions. He believed they were able to have a
"macro" perspective of his best interest while he was satisfied with his "micro"
perspective of his life.
Lincoln's family influenced his musical aspirations. Although he had a "strained"
relationship with his father, he appreciated that his father taught him and his siblings
music skills when they were children. While Lincoln acknowledged his father as his first
music teacher, he believed his older sister inspired his vocal interest: "My [older] sister is
the first to influence me in singing. My dad wanted me to play guitar because he’s a good
guitar player, but she is the first person to influence me vocally" (Interview 1, March 1,
2012). Lincoln enjoyed singing more than playing guitar, and since he had a more
harmonious relationship with his older sister than his father, he proudly acknowledged
his sister as his greatest vocal inspiration.
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Lincoln's first vocal solo experiences occurred when he was a teenager. Lincoln,
his father, and siblings formed a Christian Country band when he was in high school.
Lincoln recalled his experience: "It was a lot of fun. My younger sister plays the bass
guitar. My sister plays piano and sings, and I play guitar and sing. My dad plays guitar,
and then we had a drummer" (Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Lincoln said his family felt
comfortable and confident performing together at county fairs, which increased his vocal
self-efficacy and interest in pursuing vocal performance as a career.
Career Decision
After enjoying his family band experience and discovering his vocal passion,
Lincoln decided to pursue a vocal performance degree. Once accepted into the
performance program, during his freshman year he decided music was not a practical
career choice and changed his major to business.
While pursuing his business degree, Lincoln experienced serious health problems.
"It was a nerve disease. I was hospitalized and paralyzed. I was in a wheelchair for a
while. It was a pretty big deal, but we got through all of that, thank goodness" (Lincoln,
Interview 3, April 19, 2012). Lincoln received three daylong IV treatments in the hospital
every two weeks. As his condition improved, he received treatments in less frequent
intervals until he no longer needed them. To prevent future paralysis episodes, Lincoln
was placed on a strict diet that eliminated wheat, flour, barely, and rye. His condition
necessitates monitoring his diet "with a fine tooth comb" for the rest of his life.
Lincoln felt humbled by his health condition. He described how his life and selfperception changed after his health episode:
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I live at home and I have ever since, so that’s been nice. I used to work. I
probably worked thirty hours a week. I couldn’t work when I got sick because
there wasn’t time. I wasn’t even in school then. That was difficult. That was
certainly a huge life change because I got a job when I turned sixteen. I became
fully dependent on my parents. When I turned 16, from then on, I hadn’t been. I
paid all my own bills since then, so that was a huge change. I was in a wheelchair
for a while...I had to have my mom push me around campus and that was largely
humbling experience for me because that’s not something most people have to go
through. It certainly changed a lot about who I am, and, well, who I am now and
who I was is a totally different person. (Lincoln, Interview 3, April 19, 2012)
Humbled by his experience, Lincoln adopted a positive self-perception and viewed his
survival and recovery as an opportunity to experience newfound respect and appreciation
for life.
Following his recovery and revelation, Lincoln re-entered the music program, this
time as a double major in vocal performance and music education. He explained: "I was
performance when I first auditioned my freshmen year. I had to re-audition and they
decided to place me back in education, and I decided to add performance" (Lincoln,
Interview 1, March 1, 2012). When he re-auditioned, Lincoln told the voice faculty he did
not wish to pursue an opera career. He believed this was why their determinant for
placing him in music education rather than performance. "I’m not anticipating being an
opera star or singing in operas for my career," he said in our first interview, "so then they
thought education would be a better fit for me." Lincoln was not worried about the
additional course requirements for the dual major. "To be honest, it’s not a big deal to
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add performance. There aren’t that many classes to add." By placing him in music
education instead of performance, the voice faculty made a significant decision for him—
a decision he was willing to accept.
Although not interested in an opera career at the time of his re-entry audition,
Lincoln remained indecisive regarding specific music education career goals. Referring
to that time, Lincoln said, "I didn't really know how music would play out in my life"
(Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Lincoln admitted he chose music education
because he believed it "a safe bet" for a future career. He believed his Introduction to
Music Education course confirmed his career decision to teach: "I am definitely sure I
would like to be teaching in some capacity: k-12 or higher education. I’m not exactly sure
yet." Although Lincoln did not yet know the kind of teaching career he wanted, he was
committed to the degree plan and optimistic he would discover a suitable teaching career.
Teaching Assistant Relationship
When Lincoln re-entered the music program, he was initially disappointed that he
was assigned to a teaching assistant. He admitted he had not known much about graduate
teaching assistants and had anticipated studying voice with a voice faculty professor.
"But being able to work with Fiona has been a privilege," he stated, "because I think it
has actually kind of eased me into learning from a teacher because I’ve never had that
before" (Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). He perceived Fiona, with her strong
personality, as "a little miniature version of Professor Argon," who was Fiona's voice
teacher. "So I feel like I’m receiving some of the education I would be receiving from
Professor Argon, but in a more relaxed environment working with Fiona" (Lincoln,
Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Since Lincoln never had voice lessons before, he
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appreciated that Fiona’s patience with his limited experience and willingness to teach
university-level voice expectations. He believed Fiona's knowledge and energetic
approach were similar to the instruction he would have received from a voice faculty
member.
Lincoln quickly adjusted to Fiona's "hands on" approach to singing. He was
surprised the first time she touched him, but as he began to understand Fiona's personality
and teaching objectives, he became increasingly comfortable in voice lessons:
I think a lot of it comes down to personality. My very first lesson, I came in, and
Fiona was like, ‘Can I touch you?’ I just looked at her like, ‘What is that
supposed to mean?’ But it was just to put pressure on my stomach to breathe, to
straighten me up, to loosen my jaw, or whatever. She attacks things from a
personal angle anyway. To build that rapport with her is valuable. (Lincoln,
Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Lincoln learned to trust Fiona's "hands on" approach and eventually began to expect it.
"Normally she’s pushing on my stomach to help me breathe or having me stand
differently." He believed Fiona's direct approach helped him easily comprehend vocal
techniques for which he had no prior concept. "She’s really dynamic, and I love that
because I don’t really know how to do things. I’m really a clean slate as voice lessons
go..." He viewed Fiona's vibrant personality an excellent fit for his experience level.
Lincoln claimed his limited vocal technique knowledge did not negatively affect
Fiona's perception of his voice. "She said I have a beautiful voice," Lincoln gushed.
Lincoln explained that Fiona's approval was especially meaningful to him since he was a
"clean slate" and had never had voice lessons. Because Lincoln's lack of experience, he
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said, " . . . she reaffirms the good things and tries to correct in a positive way the things
that I don’t do correctly" (Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Fiona's positive feedback
helped Lincoln feel nurtured and supported in his early classical training and vocal
development.
Lincoln "loved" Fiona and regarded her as a friend and a teacher. He said, "So I
guess I have a special connection with her. For some reason she seems to have taken a
liking to me. I don’t know why, but I certainly love it" (Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1,
2012). In comparison to Fiona's other voice students, Lincoln said, "I’m not exactly sure
what their connection is but I have a fairly unique personality, and so I feel like I get
along easily with a lot of people" (Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012).
I asked Lincoln if he felt his special relationship with Fiona influenced his selfefficacy. He responded:
Absolutely because feeling that they are confident in me—or my T.A. is confident
in me—helps me feel confident in myself; whereas if I feel that the professor
designates me as just another student of theirs, then I have to keep proving
myself, and then I would feel less and less worthy, I think. (Lincoln, Interview 1,
March 1, 2012)
Lincoln believed his close bond with Fiona helped him feel validated and "worthy" as a
performance major. Although he attributed this bond to his "unique personality," Lincoln
believed his relationship with Fiona as essential to vocal self-efficacy.
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Choir Director Relationship
Lincoln admired and respected Dr. Emory, but unlike the special status he
enjoyed in Fiona's studio, Lincoln felt inferior in Dr. Emory's choir. While he enjoyed
choir, his status as a “beginner” caused him to feel unworthy among his peers.
I love choir. I love choir, but it is certainly intimidating to try and audition for her
and solos for Dr. Emory because she’s such an amazing director. She’s won
awards and she’s actually in high demand for teaching in other places, so it’s
actually a big honor to sing for her. That’s how I feel at least. I love how she
directs. When I’m a teacher, hopefully I’ll be able to use some of the techniques
that she uses in her directing but also in how she communicates with each of us as
choral members, but there are so many skilled musicians in there. So I feel like
coming in as a freshman, I mean as a first year in the music program, that I’m
kind of, you know, one of the babies in the program, so I don’t feel entitled in
there yet. (Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)
Observing upperclassmen and Dr. Emory as inspirational role models helped Lincoln
navigate through his self-consciousness as a beginning classical musician. When he felt
insecure as an inexperienced choral freshman, he utilized his vicarious experience of
others to increase his self-efficacy. The more he learned about vocal development, the
more he wanted to increase his self-efficacy and "catch up" to the achievement level of
upperclassmen (Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Recognizing his anxiety as typical
for a freshman choral student in Dr. Emory’s choir, Lincoln looked forward to when he
would no longer be a beginner in the program. He was optimistic rather than self-
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disparaging when comparing himself to skilled peers and faculty, which reflected high
self-efficacy through vicarious experience.
Pre-Jury Developments
Performance Major Socialization
As the semester progressed, Lincoln began socializing with performance major
peers, graduate students, and faculty (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012). Even as
Lincoln gained positive recognition from performance faculty for his performances in the
voice area recital and Opera Scenes, his friendship with Fiona continued to grow. He
joined her and her fellow vocal graduate student friends for coffee and gelato (which
Lincoln's diet did not allow, but he did enjoy the company), and they were comfortable
exchanging text messages. Meanwhile, he became increasingly serious and committed to
his work in lessons. Fiona and his accompanist were unafraid to tease him as a friendly
technique to help relax his driven mindset and muscle tension. The comfortable dynamic
during lessons and additional time socializing were examples of a shared personal
student-teacher connection.
Although Lincoln initially attributed his connection with Fiona to his "unique
personality" (Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012)—insinuating an innate ability to get
along with many people— he later concluded he earned Fiona's validation and extra
attention as compared to his peers.
I’ve heard from a lot of people that Fiona has canceled their lessons or whatever,
but Fiona has never canceled mine, and I think it’s because I make it a priority. I
ask her for extra lessons or I ask for extra tips even when I’m not in a lesson; I
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text her if I’m working on something. I’m like: ‘I'm working on this. What should
I work on here?’ (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
He believed he earned Fiona's special treatment through demonstrating an interest in
singing, taking initiative to text message questions regarding vocal technique, and
revealing how often he practiced. Although their strong connection was one reason he
believed Fiona validated him, he also believed he earned Fiona’s extra attention by
demonstrating commitment, initiative, and dedication to music education.
Validation in Choir
As described in the section Relationship with the Choir Director, perceiving Dr.
Emory and his upperclassmen peers as role models helped Lincoln counterbalance the
initial intimidation he felt as a beginning choral freshman. Observing others' strengths as
inspiration to realize his potential, Lincoln increased his self-efficacy through vicarious
experience. This self-efficacy strategy provided Lincoln a greater sense of security and
belonging than engaging in low self-efficacy beliefs (e.g., inferior and competitive
feelings).
Lincoln achieved choral validation the third week of the study when Dr. Emory
expressed approval during a choral rehearsal. After directing the choir through a difficult
passage, she said, “Lincoln was the only one I heard do this.” Lincoln had been the only
student Dr. Emory addressed by name in the rehearsals I observed. When I brought it up
in our interview later that week, Lincoln said, "Yeah [laughs] She doesn’t ever do that
really" (Lincoln, Interview 3, April 19, 2012). Lincoln further elaborated:
Well, it felt great, but I was sort of embarrassed that she pointed me out, but it felt
great. I felt like it validated—that I have validation, does that make sense? That
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I’m not just a first year choir student, but that what I have to offer is valuable. For
her to say that in front of everybody, that felt pretty good. (Lincoln, Interview 3,
April 19, 2012)
As a first-year choir student, Lincoln desired validation in choir. When Dr. Emory
recognized his musical leadership skills in front of his peers, he felt he achieved that goal.
The Music Education Teacher Exam
Near the end of the semester, Lincoln felt more validated as a performance major
than as an education major. This occurred upon learning he failed the music education
entrance exam, which required sight-singing, error detection, and a speech.
After Opera scenes, I was feeling pretty good. Even Professor Iron said I was
doing a good job, which does not happen, so I was feeling pretty good, but then a
couple of days later that’s when I found out about the music education teacher
exam. All of my emotions were on this roller coaster. I actually contemplated:
Am I in the right area? Should I even bother? I was affirmed in my performance
side, but my education side was not, you know? So I had gone through those
thoughts, but I’m still going to do both. (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
After receiving praise and recognition for his solo vocal performances, Lincoln's failure
to pass the music education exam caused him to reevaluate his abilities and career goals.
He had not anticipated failing the exam.
I was thinking for sure thinking I would pass the sight singing because we had
been singing the Mozart Requiem [in choir]. That is not easy stuff to sight sing.
When I got in there I was just petrified and nervous...I totally botched it, so I
didn’t pass that. (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
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Describing himself as a person who was success-motivated and brought up to believe
“failure was not an option,” Lincoln was naturally discouraged by his failure of the exam
(Lincoln, Interview 3, March 22, 2012). Learning that many music education students did
not pass the exam their freshman year probably helped him decide to continue to pursue
both majors and retake the exam the following year.
New Perspective
Although Lincoln did not relinquish his music education pursuit, he revisited
conflicts between his career goals in music education and music performance. Failure to
pass the music education entrance exam influenced his self-efficacy and perception as an
educator. "A week ago if you asked me if are they mutually exclusive, I would’ve said
'no.' I would’ve said 'music is music is music'" (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012).
Lincoln’s new perspective coincided during the time his education self-efficacy
decreased and vocal performance self-efficacy increased.
He began to question whether solo vocal pedagogy was compatible with choral
singing. As his solo self-efficacy improved, he noticed his newly-developed vocal
technique did not easily transfer to choral singing. He found support among vocal
performance graduate students who shared his belief that the muscular strain he
experienced when singing in choir was detrimental to his solo technique. To avoid
personal accusations against Dr. Emory, Lincoln qualified his criticisms, stating he loved
choir and loved Dr. Emory.
Well, to be honest the only class I’ve had from her is choir. From what I’ve
observed in choir, she manipulates our voices. I think choir is actually really
harmful for classical voice. I say that with love because I love Dr. Emory and I
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actually really love choir. The [vocal performance] grad students that I’ve talked
to also love choir, they just don’t like to sing in them. They like to be a part of
that but they also like performing better. I don’t know if I like performing better
or worse. I’m not in a place to judge that yet, but I know that singing in a
performance setting, singing the way that they’ve taught me to sing, it doesn’t
hurt, but singing the way that Dr. Emory taught me to sing high "a" pianissimo?
That’s outrageous! That doesn’t happen in a performance world. Your larynx goes
up and you tighten up your jaw box to get out the pretty, sweet sound. To sing
classically, you want it to be masked, dark and resonant, and that’s not what you
want in choir. To get the choir voice, you have to manipulate it to where it’s not
good for your voice. (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
Lincoln added that Dr. Emory's demand for no vibrato caused him strain and sacrificed
resonance. He claimed that if he told her that her technical demands caused physical
strain, she would say, "'You're doing it wrong.'" Lincoln said, "And I may be doing it
wrong, but she doesn’t take time in class to teach us how to do it" (Focus Group
Interview, April 30, 2012). Lincoln believed Dr. Emory's vocal expectations unrealistic
and physically harmful.
Lincoln decided he wanted to teach vocal performance, but after experiencing
potentially harmful choral-vocal techniques, he no longer wanted to teach choir.
I think that’s what I would like to do and I don’t know if that falls into any of the
music education slots . . .. I would like to teach on a performance level, I think. I
don’t know that I would necessarily like to teach choir. I think that I would be
able to, but I don’t want to hurt my students, and I think that a lot of the voice
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techniques that we learn in choir, that’s not a proper . . .. (Focus Group Interview,
April 30, 2012)
Since the music education field exclusively promoted choral teaching rather than solo
singing, and upon observing conflicts between the two pedagogical approaches, he
identified his best future career choice as a vocal performance teacher. This decision
reflected his high self-efficacy as a performer as well as his continued desire to teach
music as he saw fit.
Pressure and Burnout
Lincoln regularly practiced for one hour, three to four days per week (Lincoln
Interview 3, April 19, 2012). His self-inflicted pressure to succeed, however, caused him
more frustration than motivation upon failing the music education teacher exam. The
week before juries, Lincoln felt mentally exhausted after completing several timeconsuming class projects and emotionally weary after failing the music education teacher
exam. "I’ve been really tired lately. So to be honest, I’ve been down on myself even, so
my self-efficacy is probably not that great right now" (Focus Group Interview, April 30,
2012). Lincoln described the pressure he experienced.
Personally, I hate pressure. I’m sick of it. You can have all the pressure you want,
but I don't think I do better with pressure. The pressure makes me irritable which
makes me feel like people don’t like me, which makes me feel like I do a poor job
at things. So I think the less pressure there is the more opportunity for success.
(Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
Unlike Sara, who transformed herself from an apathetic self-described procrastinator to
one who lived "like everyday is test day," Lincoln wanted relief from his accumulated
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pressure to succeed (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012). Lincoln defined pressure as
a state of uncertainty and fear of rejection, and believed such pressure made him less
personable and decreased his self-efficacy.
Despite weariness and decreased self-efficacy, Lincoln believed he had
adequately prepared. "Getting ready for juries, I’m kind of gearing up. My music is
mostly memorized with one I’m still working on. I think I’m doing pretty well right now"
(Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012). Since it had been one week since receiving his
music education test results, he had recovered some of his optimism. "If you had asked
me last week I would not have said the same thing [laugh]. Last week was a bad week.
This week I’m feeling pretty good." Although emotionally and mentally fatigued, due to
his prior preparation and practice he believed he would perform the music adequately.
Lincoln explained he was not worried about passing his jury; he was concerned
because his jury would function as his audition for a voice faculty member's studio
placement (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012). His status as a performance major
qualified him to study with a voice faculty member, but there were stipulations: (a) a
faculty member had to have a place opening in his/her studio, and (b) he had to meet the
faculty member's (the one who had an opening) personal vocal performance standards.
Lincoln did not want to be placed in any voice faculty member's studio; he had a favorite
professor in mind:
Professor Argon, I really want to study with her, but I know a lot of people dislike
her . . .. I talked to her and she said that she’d like to take me on as a student, but
that my juries obviously—that puts a lot of pressure on my juries. (Focus Group
Interview, April 30, 2012)
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Professor Argon, who was Fiona's voice professor, would not give Lincoln a definitive
answer. She first wanted to observe Lincoln's progress in juries. Lincoln felt an enormous
amount of pressure to meet Professor Argon's standards. "There are sometimes when I’m
practicing, when I think, 'Oh yeah. If I sing that way for my jury, I’ll be fine.' Then I’m
like, 'Oh gosh, but I need to think about this one a little more'" (Focus Group Interview,
April 30, 2012) The voice faculty never provided any specific criteria for faculty studio
placement. Not knowing exactly what Professor Argon or other voice faculty members
expected from him, Lincoln became anxious, stressed and his self-efficacy fluctuated.
Jury Outcomes
Despite his nervousness and some unexpected last minute adjustments, Lincoln
felt comfortable about his jury performance: "Well I was a little nervous. I was kind of
scatterbrained just because I was trying to prove myself, as I expressed in the other
interview...but I feel like it went well overall" (Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). He
opened his jury with a German piece, and then Dr. Cobalt selected an Italian piece he had
prepared: "That was not my strongest one, but I think they wanted something faster." His
greatest challenge, particularly with the tempo of the second piece, was to perform it with
a new accompanist—his former accompanist had just been accepted to an Opera program
in Switzerland. "I’m really glad he got to go, but it was like two weeks before juries. That
was really tricky for me" (Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). Lincoln and his new
accompanist never had time to solidify tempos. Lincoln said she "raced through the
Italian song," and Dr. Iron commented that it was too fast. Although experiencing some
difficulty singing the Italian text at such a fast tempo, Lincoln believed he sang well
overall.
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Lincoln believed he pleased Fiona and most voice faculty members with his
performance, but did not impress Professor Argon enough to earn a place in her studio
(Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). He noticed Fiona, the two other teaching
assistants, Dr. Cobalt, and Professor Iron watching him the entire time; Professor Argon,
however, "was not looking at me hardly at all." He interpreted Professor Argon's body
language to be her polite rejection. To make matters more difficult, Professor Iron asked
Lincoln with whom he wanted to study.
I don’t know if they normally do that, but that was a huge loaded question for me
because in front of all of them you don’t want to say, ‘Well I don’t want this or
this person, but I would like this.’ So that was tricky. I said that first of all I would
be honored to study with any of them. You’ve kind of got to feed their egos a
little bit. I think they seek validation still from students. Then I said I would really
like to study with Professor Argon. Then Professor Iron asked Professor Argon if
she had any room in her studio, and she said that she wasn’t sure until August—
she wouldn’t know. I was okay with that answer, so he stuck me in a T.A. section
for next year as a placeholder, that way I have my units figured out and all that.
(Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
Lincoln attempted not to offend any faculty members when answering Professor Iron's
question, yet he had the impression the question was merely political. He said: " . . . the
whole thing is political. I mean you walk in and I’m pretty sure they already know who
they are going to pass, and they already have suspicions of who they are not going to
pass." Although Lincoln suspected the faculty made pre-conceived selections, Fiona
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informed him his request for Professor Argon made the other voice faculty members feel
uncomfortable offering him alternative placements.
Yeah, coming out I was a little discouraged because no one said yes right away to
having me in their studio, but it was because they asked and I said Argon and she
didn’t say yes, and so none of the other ones felt like they should chime in yet
because it was still on the table, I guess. (Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
After his jury, Lincoln learned that Professor Argon had never intended accepting him
into her studio (Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). As he waited to discover whether
Professor Argon would accept him, he learned news that discouraged him: a female peer
was awarded a place in Argon's studio after Professor Argon told Lincoln she would not
know of an opening until August. He said, "As time went on, I overheard someone say
she was accepted into Prof. Argon’s studio, so I knew it was just a polite way of saying
no." Lincoln quickly decided to adjust his plans.
I didn’t want to wait till August to know the same answer that I was feeling. I
emailed Professor Iron who I would also really like to study with, and he said he
would be happy to have me in his studio and to contact him next—like a week
before to remind him to add me to his schedule, so I’m in his studio. (Lincoln,
Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
Lincoln was pleased with his initiative to email Professor Iron rather than wait until
August for Professor Argon to reject him. Fiona explained to Lincoln why Professor
Argon rejected him. "Apparently, Professor Argon is not comfortable teaching tenors," he
said (Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). "So I understand that and appreciate her being
honest and not taking me because if she’s not comfortable teaching tenors, then I don’t
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want her teaching me…" Lincoln believed the situation worked out for the best, and he
was not offended by her rejection.
I just, I’m here for the education that will best grow my voice. If she’s not the best
fit for that, then that’s a good choice. She knows that I’m new to all of this. I think
the way that she said ‘no’ was a polite way of doing it. She didn’t just want to say
‘no’ right away. I asked her previously if she would consider me, and she said
she’d love to be my teacher, but she doesn't do well with tenors. She doesn’t teach
them well. (Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
Lincoln believed Professor Argon did not openly reject him because he was a beginner
and she did not want to discourage him. Since Professor Argon rejected Lincoln based on
voice type and not his ability, the experience ultimately did not negatively affect his selfefficacy.
Lincoln did not have his jury sheets with him during our final interview, but he
remembered every comment the jury had written. "Professor Iron said I have a lovely
light, lyric voice. The only criticism on his paper was that my Italian was too fast"
(Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). As discussed previously, Lincoln never had time to
address the tempo with his new accompanist beforehand. Professor Argon gave Lincoln
his lowest grade, a B+. "[She] said that although I did it [Strauss] well it was probably too
ambitious." Lincoln did not view the criticism as his fault. "That wasn’t anything I had
control over because Fiona picked my pieces for me." Professor Chrome commented that
the German diction was "a little mechanical." Although Lincoln had not yet taken diction
classes, he said, "At least I know what I can work on." According to Lincoln, Dr. Cobalt
only wrote one comment: "'Thank you so much for your hard work during opera scenes.
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You have a great voice.'” The jury provided Lincoln positive comments, and their minor
criticisms only addressed areas he believed as beyond his control.
Lincoln felt very positive about his vocal self-efficacy the week following his jury
(Lincoln, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). After acknowledging Professor Argon’s apparent
rejection, Lincoln was pleased the jury gave him good grades and comments. He was
excited that he impressed Professor Iron and would be studying with him in the fall. He
was also pleased that Fiona was proud of him. "She told me I should be proud of how I
did. It was the best I ever sung on either of those, so I felt pretty good after that." Lincoln
received an A in voice for the semester.
Validation
To Lincoln, success meant being validated by others, particularly the voice
faculty. Validation meant that others accepted, valued, and recognized him as a vocal
performer. Lincoln had what I label as key relationships to refer to his interpersonal
relationships with mentors—such as his sister and Fiona. Lincoln utilized these key
relationships and faculty approval to confirm his validation. Faculty approval included
his jury/studio placement audition, the music education teacher exam, grades, and faculty
compliments, Lincoln compared each positive and negative faculty response to responses
his peers received. Lincoln continually questioned his self-efficacy until he confirmed
that others validated him. When he experienced validation, Lincoln's self-efficacy
increased. When he failed to achieve validation, his self-efficacy decreased, as noted
through his re-evaluation of music program beliefs and career goals.
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Key Relationships
Lincoln's key relationships with role models fostered his initial confidence to
pursue performance challenges. They also set a precedent for the validation he sought
from faculty. During the course of the study, Lincoln's key relationships included his
relationships with his older sister and with his teaching assistant, Fiona. Lincoln
developed a relationship with Fiona similar to the relationship he had with his older
sister. These personal relationships served multiple purposes. He referred to his sister as
his role model, mentor, and best friend. Since he trusted Fiona and his sister as role
models and mentors, his self-efficacy increased through sources Bandura (1997) labeled
as vicarious experience and verbal persuasion. He credited his sister for his pursuit in
vocal performance and trusted her judgments more than his own. Fiona was his teacher,
friend, mentor and connection into the university music performance circuit. Fiona and
Lincoln's older sister provided Lincoln the care, attention, support, and personal
interaction he desired to feel validated. These key relationships improved his self-efficacy
because they helped him feel supported, and feeling supported increased his confidence
and task enjoyment.
Voice Faculty Validation
Lincoln's jury audition for a faculty studio assignment proved his greatest
validation test as vocal performer. Since Lincoln told the vocal performance faculty
during his reentry audition that he did not want an opera career, they placed him in the
music education program. As soon as he added vocal performance as a second major, he
had to prove himself worthy as a performer to the voice faculty, which would result in a
reevaluation of their prior decision. To prepare for the jury he practiced often and relied
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on Fiona's guidance and support. He nervously tried to anticipate what the voice
faculty—especially Professor Argon— would think of his performance. The anxiety
experienced, upon attempting to predict the faculty's responses, made Lincoln question
his vocal self-efficacy. Since his large practice investment counterbalanced his uncertain
pre-performance self-efficacy, he successfully achieved validation through earning a
placement in Professor Iron's studio.
Although Professor Argon, his first choice, rejected him, he did not interpret her
rejection as a failure. Lincoln believed she rejected him passively (i.e. she told him she
would not know of an opening in her studio until August) to avoid discouraging him as a
singer. He also believed she rejected him for impersonal reasons (i.e. her discomfort
teaching tenors). Since she rejected him based on voice type rather than ability, Lincoln
did not take her rejection personally. Since Lincoln achieved validation according to Dr.
Iron's studio standards, he had reason to believe himself a worthy performer.
Validation in Choir and Music Education
Observing upperclassmen and faculty as inspirational role models and mentors
helped Lincoln navigate through his self-consciousness as a beginning classical musician.
When insecure as an inexperienced choral freshman, he utilized his vicarious experience
of others to increase his self-efficacy. The more he learned about vocal development, the
more he wanted to "catch up" to the achievement level of his junior and senior peers
(Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Early in the study, before feeling validated,
Lincoln strategized to work through insecure feelings. He was optimistic, rather than selfdisparaging, when comparing himself to skilled peers and faculty, which reflected high
self-efficacy through vicarious experience.
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Double Major and Career Goals
There were four issues or events that influenced Lincoln to change career goals:
(a) he believed he had to compromise his solo technique to meet Dr. Emory's choral
expectations; (b) he recognized the music education field promoted choral music
educators rather than solo voice educators; (c) he failed his music education teacher test
(i.e., he did not feel "validated" in music education), and (d) his exam failure coincided
with the praise and increased validation he received as a vocal performer. Lincoln
described each issue or event in the focus group interview one week before his jury,
including specific changes regarding music education and performance aspirations upon
failing the music education teacher exam. Following this crucial turning point, Lincoln
evaluated how each event influenced his self-efficacy, music program beliefs, and career
goals.
Lincoln initially pursued a double major in music education and vocal
performance because he believed the two departmental objectives were congruent with
his career goals. He sought validation from the faculties of both departments. After
achieving positive recognition as a vocal performer and failing his music education exam,
he re-examined his beliefs and decided he had concerns with the performance and music
education departments. He decided he would no longer pursue a choral conducting career
if he had to utilize Dr. Emory's potentially harmful vocal techniques. Instead, he
considered a future career as a vocal performance teacher. He noted, however, that the
music education field promoted choral ensemble educators and did not typically endorse
solo performance teachers. He observed the vocal performance faculty were primarily
interested in launching opera performance careers, a career pursuit he believed was
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unrealistic and unattainable. He decided his purpose was to continue pursuing both
degrees and influence the voice faculty to observe the connection between music
education teaching skills and vocal performance.
Although Lincoln said his newfound purpose was to convince the voice faculty to
recognize music education's importance, he never mentioned a desire to make an
impression in the music education field. I noted that Lincoln did not have key
relationships in the music education area as he did with Fiona in vocal performance. At
that point, however, he had only taken one music education class. We, therefore, have no
way of knowing whether greater socialization in music education would have increased
his self-efficacy in music education as it did in the performance program.
Conclusion
Lincoln is an interesting study of self-efficacy based on validation. A survivor of
a horrendous nerve disease that at one time paralyzed him; Lincoln recovered with
focused energy on attaining a double major in music performance and music education.
For Lincoln, validation was the key to success. Using his upbeat, amiable personality as a
way to relate to professors and peers, Lincoln achieved his sought-after validation in
vocal performance. Because he primarily focused on validation as a vocal performer, he
was unprepared for his important music education entry exam. While the impact of this
failure affected Lincoln's validation as a music education major, it also resulted in the
reflections Lincoln offered as to the contrasts, comparisons, and conflicts between the
music performance department and music education department. Armed with new ideas
for combing vocal performance and music education objectives, Lincoln hoped to forge a
new path between the two departments. This new path may continue to challenge
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Lincoln's vocal performance and music education self-efficacies and potentially validate
his curricular views between the two fields.
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CHAPTER VII: FRANK

When I met Frank, he was a nineteen-year-old music education freshman in his
second semester studying voice with graduate teaching assistant, Felix. Both of Frank's
parents were immigrant fieldworkers. His father was a truck driver in the field, and his
mother quit fieldwork fourteen years earlier to care for Frank and his sisters.
Frank’s case begins with a high school choir director who challenged and
believed in him, male family members who encouraged him, and family arguments about
his decision to major in music education. Frank enjoyed his self-efficacy challenges. He
noted his progress after each lesson, felt inspired by choral peers, focused on specific
practice goals, and was excited about future career goals. He endured challenges toward
the end of the semester, such as (a) not passing the music education entrance exam; (b)
cracking his voice during his jury; (c) witnessing unexpected faculty behavior during his
jury performance, and (d) receiving the jury’s criticism of his repertoire selections.
Although not completely successful in these events, Frank—satisfied with his progress—
maintained a high self-efficacy perception.
I present Frank’s experiences in the following sections, using his voice to
illustrate his self-efficacy beliefs. First I discuss how Frank's background and past
experiences influenced his career goals, self-efficacy beliefs, and perceptions of teaching
assistant, Felix, and choir director, Dr. Emory. Secondly, I discuss Frank’s pre-jury
developments. These events and descriptions included Frank’s masterclass performances,
the music education entrance exam, failure perceptions, practice routine, peer
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perceptions, and self-efficacy tactics. Following these developments, I discuss Frank’s
jury experience and outcome.
For further analysis, I examine how Frank’s memory and mentors influenced his
self-efficacy perception. I discuss several emergent themes to illustrate connections
between Frank’s memory, mentors, and self-efficacy development. These themes
included progression, family history, risk-taking, persistence and resilience, the role of
memory, practice and patience, as well as Frank’s positive view of others. In the
concluding section, I summarize my interpretations of Frank’s self-efficacy.
Background
Frank’s first music education experience was his participation in middle school
choir. Upon enjoying the experience, he decided to continue choral singing in high
school. After experiencing a health issue, however, Frank had to withdraw from school
his freshman year.
I had minor epileptic attacks. I had asthma, breathing really hard, I would pass
out. I wouldn’t wake up until maybe the next day. When I would wake up I
wouldn’t remember what happened. It slowly started coming back. (Frank,
Interview 1, March 2, 2012)
During this time, Frank experienced epileptic seizures as frequently as three times a
week. Although Frank never fully recovered from his health condition, his symptoms
occurred infrequently enough for him to re-enter school and the choral program his
sophomore year. When he returned to school, Frank mistakenly enrolled in the advanced
choir. After recognizing his error and feeling "lost" for a few days, he approached his
choir director to address his concerns.
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I said, ‘Hey, you know what? I’m a beginner. I think I got placed in the wrong
class’ He’s like, ‘Well if you want to stay in choir, there is no way you can go to
the other choir because it’s so full. Either you work, or you drop the class. If you
want to work, I’ll be willing to work with you but you’re going to have to put in
some extra time.’ He’s like, ‘You’re not going to get by with regular class time.’
(Frank, Interview 1, March 2, 2012)
Frank accepted the choir director's challenge and invested extra study time in the choral
room everyday until six p.m. Frank highlighted his choir director’s commitment and
attitude to his profession and students.
He was more than a teacher, he was not on the side of being a friend, but he was
willing to go way more than an ordinary teacher would. School would start at
seven thirty, he would open the choir room at six a.m., and he was there during
lunch—both lunches. Classes would end at three thirty but he would always have
the choir room open until six p.m., so he was like, if you’re here for any questions
or drill any rhythms. (Frank, Interview 1, March 2, 2012)
Frank was impressed by his choir director’s willingness to work extra hours, extending
help to any student in need of tutoring or practice. His example inspired Frank’s work
ethic and desire to pursue music education.
Career Decision
Using his middle school choir teacher as a role model, Frank was attentive to the
teacher’s teaching style. While the choir director's time investment and passion
influenced his decision to become a music educator, Frank was equally fascinated by the
way his choir director taught theory and music concepts. Frank said: "He really explained
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everything in full detail. He’s not just telling you, 'play this.' He’s explaining what’s
behind it" (Frank, Interview 1, March 2, 2012). Fascinated by "the challenge" that music
had to offer, he said he wanted to succeed in music and prove to his friends—as the choir
director had proven to him—that choir was not an "easy" subject.
Before proving anything to his friends, Frank’s first challenge would be to prove
to his family that music was a worthwhile endeavor. Frank's choir teacher helped Frank
dismiss cultural stereotypes, but his mother and sisters were not as easily persuaded.
When Frank proposed his decision to major in music education, they voiced their
resistance.
My oldest sister, she’s a nurse, and she immediately along with my second oldest
sister—she’s a business major--was like, ‘Are you crazy?’ And my mother too!
They were like, ‘Are you crazy? You’re not going to make enough money.’ I
think they didn’t even expect me to make it into the program. They were like,
‘No. We don’t think you’re going to make it so . . ..’ (Frank, Interview 1, March
2, 2012)
Frank's mother and sisters tried to change his mind as they expressed their collective
concerns that a music career would result in poverty rather than financial success. In
desperation, they tried to make his decision for him. Frank recalled other careers he was
told to pursue.
They started seriously pushing me to look into other careers. Like, they were like,
‘Oh at least do Criminal Justice, or go for nursing or applied sciences or be an
auto mechanic or something that you will have a job in because music, you know,
you have to be very good if you want to do performance. If you want to be a
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teacher,’ they said, ‘look at the outlook. Look at what happened to your choir
director. He got fired.’ They immediately didn't like the idea at all. (Frank,
Interview 1, March 2, 2012)
Frank's mother and sisters referred to Frank's high school teacher—the person who most
strongly influenced Frank's musical self-efficacy and career aspirations—as an example
of someone who had been fired. They were concerned Frank would suffer financial
instability and low job security if he chose music education or music performance career
paths.
Conversely, Frank's father was one of his few family members who supported his
decision. Frank explained how his father persuaded his mother to change her view.
My dad on the other hand, he was really supportive. He was like, ‘You know you
should really try it!’ My mom got really frustrated and mad because he was
motivating me to go into it. He’s like, ‘No let him do it. If he doesn’t make it, at
least he’s going to have the satisfaction that he tried.’ He’s the one who supports
me the most right now. My mom has gotten to the idea of ‘okay this is what he
really wants to do.’ (Frank, Interview 1, March 2, 2012)
Frank's father had personally experienced lost opportunity. When he was Frank's age, he
successfully performed as a soccer game commentator. According to Frank: "He was
good. He had 'the voice,' we would say" (Frank, Interview 1, March 2, 2012). He had
dreamed of becoming a radio narrator, but was unable to pursue it due to Frank's
grandfather's untimely death. Frank's father had to work full time to support Frank's
grandmother and uncles. Because Frank's father understood firsthand the pain of a lost
dream, he stood staunchly behind Frank, and encouraged him to follow his aspirations.
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Frank had a plan for his future career goals. First, he wanted to graduate and teach
high school choir for a few years, then he would eventually enroll in graduate school and
earn a Ph.D. His ultimate goal was to teach university level music education courses. He
said, "Yeah! It sounds crazy, but a PhD.! I think we have to take it step by step. I really
want to first start with high school students because that first director I had, he really
inspired me" (Frank, Interview 1, March 2, 2012). Although Frank had long-term
aspirations, he never forgot how his musical journey began.
Self-Efficacy
Frank recalled his first self-efficacy vocal experiences as a teenager performing
Mexican folk and pop music at family birthday parties. Frank recalled two occasions his
uncle strongly influenced his self-efficacy perception.
When I first started singing for them, it was like birthday parties. My uncle was
like, ‘Wow. Are you considering going into it?’ I’m like, ‘Yeah, I think so.’ He’s
like, ‘Give it a shot!’ Besides performing in school, I first started performing in
front of them two years ago. From there, it kind of built up. Now every time we
have a little gathering, they’re like, ‘Hey, did you bring your guitar?’ (Frank,
Interview 1, March 2, 2012)
Frank's self-efficacy increased incrementally as he performed at family events.
Eventually, Frank’s family expected and encouraged his performances, which also
increased his self-efficacy.
Frank's uncle not only influenced Frank's performance confidence, he also helped
him understand how his self-efficacy affected his ability to sing high notes.
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At first when I would get up there, I guess the pressure was “Oh, maybe when it
gets to the high note I won’t hit it.” And then I wouldn’t hit it. Then my uncle
would tell me, ‘Hey, you’re scared of that? You need to just think you’re going to
hit it.’ (Frank, Interview 1, March 2, 2012)
Following this example, Frank shared his connection between his uncle's advice and
instruction received from Felix.
I think that’s really what happens because last semester for my first master class
the first piece I performed, I think it had a high f. I was like, ‘I’m not going to get
it. I’m not going to get it.’ What I did was that my throat tensed up. I didn’t hit it.
My voice even cracked. What Felix was telling me was, ‘You need to think
positive that you can hit it because you’ve been hitting it in your lessons, so it’s
just the stage fright.’ (Frank, Interview 1, March 2, 2012)
Felix specifically addressed Frank’s self-efficacy when he helped him sing a high note in
masterclass. Frank made the connection that Felix provided him similar advice that his
uncle provided him beforehand. He also recognized the university masterclass as a new,
unfamiliar setting that contributed to low self-efficacy.
And again, I think that was it because it was the first time performing outside my
confidence circle. I would perform for friends, and coming to college and not
knowing everybody, it was kind of intimidating. By the time I got to my jury last
semester, I opened with that same piece. I was like, ‘I’m going to hit it. I’m going
to hit it.’ I did! And it was really, really nice! I even turned and looked around at
Felix, and he was like, [excitedly whispers]’Yes!’ (Frank, Interview 1, March 2,
2012)
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Frank acutely recalled how his self-efficacy affected past performances. He experienced
throat tension when his self-efficacy was low and positive results when his self-efficacy
was high. When he performed for his first university masterclass, Frank realized his selfefficacy was low, not because the vocal task had changed; it was low because his
audience had changed. Frank observed that, like his uncle, Felix attributed Frank's
tension to stage fright, and not to Frank's ability. He quoted Felix as saying "...it's just the
stage fright," discrediting the stage fright as a valid indicator of ability (Frank, Interview
1, March 2, 2012). Frank knew he had the ability since, as Felix had said, he had sung the
high note several times before. This perspective helped him remember that to succeed, he
had to change his thinking from "I'm not going to get it" to "I'm going to hit it."
Frank described his self-efficacy as a trait he progressively improved with
intention and experience. He was able to remember how his uncle's advice and
encouragement helped him improve his self-efficacy when he first began performing for
his family, and he remembered how he utilized the same advice when he first began
performing in the university masterclass. He related new anxieties to past ones and
applied past solutions to new experiences.
Teaching Assistant Relationship
Frank did not know Felix was a graduate teaching assistant until someone in choir
told him. "So I was like, 'professor…' He said, 'No. He’s a T.A.'" (Frank, Interview 1,
March 2, 2012). Frank decided he did not mind being taught by a teaching assistant. "I
didn’t mind at all because I said if they are appointing him to be a T.A. then he knows his
job; he knows what he’s doing, so I shouldn’t worry." Frank acknowledged the title of
teaching assistant as a reflection of Felix's knowledge and competence.
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Frank trusted Felix's instruction and said he felt "happy" with him. He was excited
by the new information Felix introduced in each lesson.
On an academic level I feel really good because every time I get something out of
the lesson, every single time: whether it’s support for breath, vowel placement or
how I should approach a phrase, so I feel pretty good. (Frank, Interview 1, March
2, 2012)
Frank’s innate optimism and enthusiasm were evident as he noted always leaving lessons
with "some new concept to play with" in his daily practice sessions.
I asked Frank to describe his self-efficacy in voice lessons. He responded: "I
always try to go in and say, 'I’m going to give it my best shot.' And of course, if I’ve
practiced the material, which I often do, I’m pretty confident about it and I’m open to
everything" (Frank, Interview 2, March 4, 2012). Frank’s voice lesson preparation
influenced his self-efficacy perception. Since he consistently practiced the music before
his lessons, he felt confident in his ability to do his best. He was also receptive to Felix's
instruction, knowing his instructor's feedback would inform future practice objectives. He
further added, "I feel like every time I go in there, I get a little bit better. [Since] the
beginning of the semester [smiles and chuckles]—yeah!" (Interview 1, March 2, 2012).
As Frank observed his personal progression, he recalled his performance in the beginning
of the semester and laughed knowing how much he had improved. Since Frank observed
his steady, incremental improvement following each lesson, he expected his progression
to continue indefinitely. Through practice preparation, positive self-evaluation, and trust
in his voice instructor, Frank increased his self-efficacy before and following each voice
lesson.
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Choir Director Relationship
Frank felt pressured by Dr. Emory's high sight-reading expectations, technical
demands, and her belief that all choral students should be "leaders, not followers." Frank
described himself as a "follower" in choir since he had little former sight-reading
experience and was unfamiliar with the repertoire.
If we’re working on the same piece, well I’m a little more confident. But if we’re
on sight singing, I’m kind of backing off a little bit. Cause I’m like, ‘okay, I think
I’m not going to make this, so I’m first just going to first hear how it sounds.’
And then I try it. For the first time we sight read, I hold a little back. I’m listening
to the accompaniment. I’m trying to see for complex rhythms when the beat
comes. (Frank Interview 3, March 26, 2012)
Frank did his best to listen for cues when sight-reading unfamiliar music, especially
complex rhythms, yet he did not feel confident. He did not want to be exposed as a
follower, and he felt particularly uncomfortable that Dr. Emory placed him in the center
on the risers, right in front of her. He believed, however, that Dr. Emory's intention was
to do "...what she thinks is going to work for the whole group, not for individuals" (Focus
Group Interview, April 30, 2012). For this reason, he accepted that she challenged him
and thought of him as a follower, even though he felt uncomfortable perceiving himself
as one.
According to Frank, Dr. Emory and Felix observed the same technical issues in
Frank's voice, but had different conclusions regarding voice type. When describing Dr.
Emory's perception of his voice, he said, "I think she would tell me that I would need
more consistency in my upper register…I think that she knows I’m good on the lower
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register. She would tell me to work more on the higher one" (Frank, Interview 2, March
4, 2012). Frank provided more detail when he described Felix's perception of his voice.
He thinks that I’m making that shift from a Baritone to a tenor, so he’s told me
specifically I need to work more on the higher register, and on the placement for
certain vowels. In the higher register vowels, the [a] one is one of the ones I have
a harder time with once it gets up to g and a. He knows my middle range is good,
but he would tell me more breath consistency and placement on the higher
register. (Frank, Interview 2, March 4, 2012)
Frank noted that both Dr. Emory and Felix agreed he needed more consistency in his
upper register. Frank did observe one difference: "I think Felix thinks of me more as a
tenor and Dr. Emory more as a bass." I said, "Wow! That’s a big difference!" Frank
agreed, "Yes! That’s a huge difference. I think Dr. Emory thinks of me more as a bass
than as a tenor. Felix thinks I’m a young baritone switching to tenor" (Frank, Interview 2,
March 4, 2012). Although Frank continued singing bass in choir, he trusted Felix's
perception, which later increased his self-efficacy singing tenor repertoire at his jury.
Pre-Jury Developments
Frank performed for Felix's studio class more often than any other participant I
observed. He was always well-groomed and dressed in slacks, suit coats, and buttoneddown shirts for his studio performances. Determined and focused, Frank practiced in a
concerted effort to perform as well as possible. The effort I observed was consistent with
how he described success as a singer: "I feel success not when they—well, I do feel it
when they tell me, 'oh you did a good job,' but when I feel I gave it all my best" (Frank,
Interview 3, March 26, 2012). He explained why he referred to his own sense of effort
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rather than others' opinions: "Because sometimes, you know, a person’s opinion might be
way different than the one you’re expecting." Felix and his peers noted his progress and
often advised him to relax his body. Frank listened to every person's feedback, but was
most concerned with Felix’s comments. "I do listen to my classmates, but I’m looking for
Felix’s opinion or Dr. Emory’s. That usually lets me know when I’ve completed
something." Frank knew he succeeded when he felt he did his best and his instructor’s
approval confirmed his belief.
Frank’s perception of failure reflected his resilient attitude and behavior. He
described how his father's advice influenced his current beliefs regarding failure.
He would tell me, ‘Give it your best even if you don’t succeed at least you gave it
your best. Failure is an option, but don’t . . ..’ He didn’t put it as in it’s a really
bad thing, but he neither encouraged me to just give up. He would always push
me towards success. I guess since I started academic life, it’s been success,
success straight forward until I’ve gone to college here, you know, for the first
time I’ve gotten f’s whatever on tests, all that. I feel like failure not only tells you
what you need to work on in order to succeed, and sometimes you need failure in
order to succeed. (Frank, Interview 3, March 26, 2012)
Frank tried to do his best work, and although he received his first f’s in his university
courses, he believed the lessons he would learn from his mistakes would help him
succeed. He took responsibility for his failures and applied newfound knowledge to his
progress as a musician.
Frank had a methodical approach to his practice sessions. He practiced singing
most evenings or right after his Wednesday lessons. Following a ten-minute warm-up, he
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would spend 30 minutes reviewing a piece or an hour or more when practicing a new
piece. Sometimes he lost track of time, yet he always addressed specific vocal objectives
in his music (e.g. placement on specific pitches, resonance, etc.). He typically addressed
the same techniques for two days and tried a new approach on the third. If something he
tried did not work, he would wait until his lesson for Felix's instruction. He attributed his
methodical approach to Felix's practice guidelines.
He’s told me, ‘you need to take it section by section.” The current piece, I have
some rhythmic issues, he’s like, ‘Okay you need to go over this. This much of a
chunk repeat it repeat it repeat it, until you have it solid you don’t need to look at
music. And then we move on after that, go on after that. Once you get that other
piece put it together. If you feel good, then go on.’ (Frank, Interview 3, March 26,
2012)
Since Frank focused on very specific vocal technique objectives, he said that Felix would
often criticize him for not practicing musical details, such as rhythmic accuracy. Unlike
Evan and Sara, Frank recalled the specific details Felix addressed and attempted to
incorporate this feedback in subsequent practice routines.
Frank described his pragmatic attitude regarding practice. He appreciated that his
instructors challenged him with their high musical expectations, yet he said "...but mostly
it relies on the person to be like, 'Okay, you need to do this; you need to do this.'" (Frank,
Interview 3, March 26, 2012). He attributed his performance results to the amount of
effort he put forth over a period of time: "if you don’t practice enough it’s not going to
get any better. It’s not going to happen overnight." Frank recognized patience as an
important component of week-to-week practice expectations: "Patience, it comes with
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time, repeating something over and over again until you get it to your full satisfaction. I
see time, a lot, a lot, a lot of time and practicing" (Frank, Interview 3, March 26, 2012).
Frank’s approach was methodical, valuing individual effort, persistence and patience as
he developed his vocal technique.
Similar to Lincoln, Frank utilized vicarious experience when observing advanced
singers, and both felt intimidated and inspired when singing with advanced choral peers.
There were two singers in his section he secretly admired. While he said he did not try to
sound like them, he aspired "to work as hard as they do in rehearsal" (Frank, Interview 3,
March 26, 2012). Sitting next to one of the two motivated Frank to be vigilant.
When I turn and look at him I think, ‘Okay, I need to pick it up.’ I can’t drag
because he knows. He knows when I’m do something wrong. He doesn’t tell me
anything he turns and looks at me. He doesn’t give me a dirty look. He just turns
around. (Frank, Interview 3, March 26, 2012)
Rather than allow the experience to decrease his self-efficacy, Frank worked to improve
and match his peer's skill level.
The week prior to juries, Frank cracked on a high note during his studio class
performance. He had already sung a piece in the class, but since there was time left over
and it was his last chance to perform before juries, he eagerly volunteered to perform his
most difficult piece. The technically challenging coloratura piece ended with a high
cadenza. Frank laboriously sang through the aria's main sections, but he could not
successfully sing the ending high note.
Despite his difficulty with his high cadenza, Frank felt optimistic about his
upcoming jury. "For juries, my music is pretty set," he said. "I just need to practice one
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specific piece with my accompanist. It’s just an issue of getting the flow with the
accompaniment. I feel pretty good about it" (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012). In
the focus group interview, Frank reflected on his current self-efficacy as well as his vocal
development since the beginning of the semester and since high school.
I felt that since the beginning of the semester and year, I’ve progressed so
much...Sometimes I underestimate my ability. I say, ‘I can’t do it. I can't do it,’
but after each time—after every lesson, I kind of test it. I test my skill when I go
into a lesson and come out. ‘Okay, this is what I need to work on.’ I feel like I’ve
progressed a lot since high school, but like Lincoln said this last week was really
tough. (Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
When in doubt, Frank chose to "test" his low self-efficacy beliefs during voice lessons.
Utilizing Felix's guidance, Frank managed to succeed with vocal challenges and thus
prove his low self-efficacy beliefs inaccurate. Following lessons, he replaced his initial "I
can't do it" thought with renewed focus and practice goals. This experience expanded his
awareness of his ability and progression. Since Frank challenged his low self-efficacy
beliefs and, as a result, observed his progression over time, he felt optimistic he would
have a successful jury.
Jury Outcomes
Frank had some concerns before his jury, but believed he had properly prepared.
He came down with a minor virus a few days before his jury and was not sure whether
that would prevent him from executing his high notes. He claimed he was not "super
nervous," but regarding the coloratura piece he had sung in studio class the week before,
he told himself, “Okay you need to be aware there are different notes in this run” (Frank,
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Interview 4, May 10, 2012). Rather than focusing on high notes or coloratura passages,
Frank said, "Just trying to remember my entrances; that’s what I was most concerned
about." While he had several concerns, he claimed no single issue overwhelmed him.
Frank noted his strengths and challenges during the jury performance. He opened
with his Spanish piece, which he had performed more than once in studio class. Since
Spanish was his first language, he felt comfortable with his diction and emotionally
connected to the poetry. For this piece, Frank remarked, "I incorporated a little more of
stage presence, and I kind of moved a little bit, but it was not like nervous ticks; [it was]
kind of like what they do in an opera" (Frank, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). Professor Iron
selected the difficult coloratura aria for Frank's second piece. Frank said, “I was like [in
my mind], 'please don’t choose that one! Please don’t choose that one!'” Frank believed
Professor Iron selected the piece because the fast tempo contrasted the slow, lyrical
Spanish piece. Frank did not feel a strong emotional connection to the second piece. He
explained he only "had an idea" about it, but "didn’t have time to look up the actual
meaning." Frank recalled his performance: “The entrances: I didn’t miss them. The notes
in the runs were really solid. Everything was pretty good except the last g. My voice
cracked, literally. It was just like 'uh.'”
Frank noticed faculty members behave in unsettling ways during his jury. "When
I went in, I hadn’t even finished introducing myself, Professor Iron was filling out the
add/drop form, and then I think he started filling out some comments. I’m not sure"
(Frank, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). Frank said that while observing Professor Iron's
inattentiveness to him, he remembered Sara's focus group comments about the voice
faculty not caring for music education majors. When he began singing, he noticed the
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three teaching assistants attentively observing him. Fiona turned to smile and nod at Felix
each time Frank "did something good." Frank said, "But then towards—I guess it was the
middle section of the song— Dr. Cobalt started talking to Professor Chrome, and she
started laughing." In his own words, Frank described the situation he witnessed.
Dr. Cobalt was like [speaking softly] ‘Hey, you know this kind of voice. Hey . . ..’
And then Professor Chrome was trying to whisper, trying to tell her like, ‘later.’ I
don’t know what he said, but she started laughing. It wasn’t like a giggle. It was
like a full out laugh, and I was like, ‘Okay.’ (Frank, Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
Although surprised by Dr. Cobalt's behavior, Frank said it did not affect his performance.
He said he only thought to himself, “Whoa that’s a little disrespectful” (Frank, Interview
4, May 10, 2012). When I asked Frank if he was offended, he responded, "No, I wasn’t
offended. I just thought it was unprofessional." He said, “Kind of what Sara said, that
they don't care about the ed. students, but when it comes to the performance majors,
they’re like, 'Oh my God! You’d better be quiet for this performance.'” I asked Frank why
he was not offended, considering he felt slighted as a music education major. He smiled
and defended Dr. Cobalt:
Well, I mean it happens, but—I mean, sometimes there’s something—at some
point you remember something funny or, cause it has happened to me during a
lecture, but I didn't take it too much personally. I was just like, ‘Okay, that was a
little bit unprofessional.’ Then I told Sara. I mentioned it to her. She was like,
‘Whoa. That’s rude.’ Yeah, I didn’t let it get to me. (Frank, Interview 4, May 10,
2012)
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Frank chose not to feel offended or take Dr. Cobalt's behavior personally. He instead
considered reasons or excuses for what might be construed as rude behavior.
One faculty member Frank admired during his jury was Professor Argon. Lincoln
recalled that Professor Argon never looked at him during his jury. Frank, however, said
that Professor Argon appeared warmly engaged throughout his performance, and this was
not the first time Frank noticed Argon's interest in him. He said, "When I first came down
here to do my audition for the School of Music, I felt that again she was the only one who
was paying attention" (Frank, Interview 4, May 10, 2012). He recalled, "She would nod
and smile and even again sway with the music." Frank said that if he could select a
faculty member voice instructor, it would be her. "I think I would learn a lot from her,"
he said, "I think that just by the few times—even though we never talked—I feel like we
set a kind of a respect barrier. Cause, like I said, she pays attention." He mentioned a
performance major friend who studied with Argon and stated learning "so much" from
her. For this jury, Frank said, " . . . besides Felix and the T.A.s, she was the only one
paying attention." Although he had never spoken with Professor Argon, he believed her
attentiveness, good reputation, and respectful non-verbal behavior meant she would suit
him well as his teacher.
Frank received compliments, constructive criticism, and serious concerns from
the jury. Professor Chrome was the one professor who was seriously concerned about
Frank's approach to high notes. Frank read Professor Chrome’s jury comments during our
final interview.
Intonation: Can you find a lower baritone key in the [Spanish piece]? Your top
notes need to find their correct place in your passaggio. You can’t sing them open
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in chest. This is major. You can damage your instrument if you don’t fix this
problem. This is major. (Frank, Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
Professor Chrome suggested Frank was potentially damaging his voice and should
consider lower keys as well as a much more careful approach to high notes (Frank,
Interview 4, May 10, 2012). He gave Frank a B-, his lowest grade. Although Dr. Cobalt
appeared more amused than attentive during Frank's jury, she offered him compliments
and useful comments. She described him as an “energetic baritone." She advised him to
address his breath support and not "drive" or force his voice. She wrote, "I like the
passion you show for your singing,” and suggested that he “perhaps try something very
intimate or internal next semester to work on lighter timbre options. French maybe?”
(Frank, Interview 4, May 10, 2012) Frank was impressed by her final suggestion, which
he had not expected, “Wow. French.” Professor Argon gave Frank a B+ and described
him as a “young baritone with bass potential. Bass-baritone." She added, "Good pitch.
Good energy. Good musical approach. Careful swaying side to side. Each phrase you
shift your weight." Professor Iron also gave Frank a B+. He wrote that Frank had "a good
instrument," yet, like Professor Chrome, he also did not approve of Frank's approach to
his upper register. "Keep working for a better approach to your upper notes. They sound
shouted." Unlike Cobalt and Argon, Iron did not think Frank sang musically. He wrote:
"We need more nuance in your singing, also more contrast and dynamics. Everything was
the same volume. Stage presence: mechanical.” While Frank received some compliments
and constructive criticism, each jury member observed Frank strained in his upper
register, and most described him as a young baritone or bass-baritone.
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Frank was surprised the jury described him as a young baritone or bass-baritone.
Before his jury, Frank predicted he would sing his coloratura aria successfully, and
although he cracked at the end, he believed he performed it better than he had in the final
studio masterclass. He believed his illness might have been why he strained in his upper
register, but strongly considered the jury's description of him a bass-baritone.
Well, I’m thinking more like baritone-bass because I’ve been singing bass ever
since high school. I don’t know. Maybe a baritone, but Felix told me ‘You’re a
tenor.’ I’m not sure about that one. Cause Lincoln’s voice is really, really, really
light, and I feel like mine’s a little bit heavy, and Lincoln gets up to a g like
nothing. So, I don’t know. (Frank, Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
Frank had trusted Felix's assessment that he was a tenor, but after reading the jury's
comments, he reconsidered his voice type. He thought about Lincoln who he believed
sounded much more like a tenor than he did. He was inclined to believe the jury based on
his own observations, but did not want to disregard Felix, whom he trusted and respected.
Despite the unexpected criticisms, Frank retained high vocal self-efficacy and
confidence in Felix as his teacher. Frank described his jury experience: "I feel not too
good. Not too bad. Kind of in the middle, but that’s something I’ll work for" (Frank,
Interview 4, May 10, 2012). He felt motivated to continue his development and decided
to follow Lincoln's example and double major in vocal performance. Like Lincoln, Frank
did not pass his music education teacher exam. He decided that if did not pass the exam
the following year, he would switch majors from music education to vocal performance.
He explained: "There is nothing else I want to do in college. I could go for engineering or
something like that, but I really want to stay in the music area." I asked Frank to clarify if
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he meant he would choose music performance as a "backup plan" to music education, and
he explained:
I don’t want to use it as a back up because before I came in here, I was planning
on doing both, but I thought I wasn't good enough to do performance. Now as I’ve
progressed, and with what Felix told me, and also I’ve heard a couple other
students tell me, ‘Why don't you try out for performance?’ I’m like: ‘I don’t feel
too comfortable for it.’ They’re like, ‘Just give it a shot.’ A performance student
sat in our very first master class. That’s when I sang, and she was like, ‘you’ve
got potential.’ She’s heard me a couple of other times, and she was like, ‘You
should definitely try.’ Then I heard someone else from choir who asked me, ‘Are
you also a double major?’ I’m like, ‘No, I’m education.’ They’re like, ‘You could
try it. Even if you don't’ make it, at least you won’t have that doubt anymore.’
Now that I’ve progressed a little bit more and with the output that Felix gave me,
I think I might be competent at least. (Frank, Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
Frank’s peers encouraged him to "give it a shot" in vocal performance, giving him the
same advice his father provided when first deciding to pursue a music degree. Frank also
had high self-efficacy as a prospective performance major because he observed his recent
vocal progress. Frank attributed his progress to Felix's guidance, and he trusted Felix's
opinion that he could succeed as a performer. "Well, if Felix tells me I could do it, then I
think I have a pretty good chance." Following his jury, Felix told Frank he could
audition for the performance program after one more semester of study. Frank could then
address the strain in his upper register. Frank trusted Felix and believed he would
continue developing his voice successfully.
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I asked Frank if anything in the jury's attitude towards him as a music education
major motivated him to pursue a second major in vocal performance. He said the voice
faculty did not influence his decision. He did, however, explain his beliefs about vocal
performance and music education and how he wanted to inspire the voice faculty to adopt
his view.
They motivate me to become better because—I’m not saying they have this
ideology of ‘oh performance students are better than ed.’ I just want them to see
that sometimes ed. students can be as good as performance majors are, not just
because they’re educators. In fact, it goes around, but I think that educators have
to be at the same level performance, if not better, in order to teach. Because
you’re going to be a vocal teacher, you need to be pretty good at singing in order
to portray for your students and be kind of like a role model. I do feel that this
motivates me in some way, not in the way that I want the whole faculty to know
my name. No, I just want to show them that ed. students can be as good as
performance majors. (Frank, Interview 4, May 10, 2012)
Frank arrived at what he believed a valid conclusion: that music education majors should
be as valued as performance majors.
Progression and Memory
Frank's memory became a crucial component of his self-efficacy development.
When Frank recalled his family history and past accomplishments, he connected detailed
self-efficacy experiences with contextual, overarching themes and future goals. Frank's
descriptions— which included micro and macro past, present, and future perspectives—
inspired his sense of purpose, work ethic, and thus increased his self-efficacy. Within this
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framework, emergent themes included (a) risk-taking, (b) persistent practice, (c)
resilience, and (d) the willingness to accept guidance and constructive criticism. In the
following sections, I will discuss how Frank's memory of recent and distant past events
influenced his self-efficacy perception and future goals.
To Frank, success meant progression. His success model evolved from the male
mentors in his life: his father, uncle, high school choral teacher, and Felix. These mentors
exhibited purpose, belief in progression, and inspired Frank to surpass personal
expectations. Frank had empowering musical and aesthetic experiences when he
encountering challenges in high school and university voice lessons. Grateful for these
experiences, Frank pursued a music education degree so that he could become a role
model who inspired others to transcend their limiting beliefs.
Early in the study, Frank described his future goals in a sequential progression.
Frank's plan was first to teach high school choir. He would eventually go back to school,
and earn a Ph.D. to teach university level music education. He had an overarching vision
of his future goals, yet maintained a practical mindset and approached one task at a time.
Family History and Risk-Taking
Frank perceived his music career goals in a broader context than just his own life.
He observed his dream within the context of his family history. Frank's father grew up in
a low socio-economic class that precluded expectations of university degrees. His father
immigrated to the United States from another country, and after finding a job as a truck
driver, worked hard to support his family. Through hard work, persistence, and patience,
his family achieved the unexpected; they became U.S. citizens and provided their
children educations and opportunities to pursue degrees. Rising from poverty and
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pursuing the proverbial American dream, Frank's family influenced his dedication to
pursue his music degree goals.
Frank's father and uncle advised Frank to take risks. They encouraged Frank to
"give it a shot," and inspired him to follow his dreams (Frank, Interview 1, March 2,
2012). His father, speaking from personal experience of failed dreams due to poverty,
taught Frank not to be afraid to fail. Frank's ability to relate his life story within the
contextual view of his family's history ignited his risk-taking courage and, thus, increased
his self-efficacy.
Persistence and Resilience
Frank's father influenced Frank's resilient attitude towards failure. Since Frank’s
father was unable to pursue his career goal, Frank learned not to take his own
opportunities for granted. His father taught him that he must continuously work towards
long-term goals. Knowing his father’s background story and advice to “keep on going,”
Frank perceived his development within a large progressive context (longitudinal time
frame) that required his resilient response to failures (Frank, Interview 3, March 26,
2012).
Although Frank valued resilience, he considered changing his music education
career plans when his self-efficacy changed. His vocal self-efficacy remained high
throughout the study as he noted his continual improvement and received positive
feedback from peers. He considered adding a performance major or changing his major
from music education to vocal performance if he failed the music education entrance test
the following year. He said that vocal performance would be another way he could
continue music studies if he did not succeed as a music education major. Although
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changing his major and career focus following failure might not reflect a resilient
attitude, pursuing vocal performance was consistent with his overarching goal of
pursuing a music degree.
The Role of Memory
When Frank described past experiences, he recalled specific quotes of his inner
dialogue, his father's statements, and other people's verbal encouragement or verbal
persuasion. While all four participants quoted past dialogue or past thoughts when
recalling past events, Frank did so more frequently than the other three participants. He
often utilized this mindset to affirm his beliefs and motivation. When he restated inner
dialogue and his mentors' advice, he clarified how his thoughts affected his actions, and
thus provided examples of how his self-efficacy affected his experiences.
Frank internalized his uncle’s and Felix's advice as his own inner dialogue to
improve his self-efficacy. Although I cannot attest to the reliability or accuracy of Frank's
memory, he clearly utilized interpretations of others' self-efficacy advice to strengthen his
self-awareness and his self-efficacy in new performance situations.
Frank's memory additionally affected his self-efficacy because he was able to
observe his present challenges within the context of his overall progression.
Remembering his nervousness when singing high notes in front of his family, Frank also
remembered and applied his uncle's advice to help him overcome the fear in that situation
and in similar ones, such as when he performed for Felix and the jury. He overcame the
new, unfamiliar challenges of university singing by comparing it to the way he used to
feel nervous singing for his family. Remembering his ability to overcome past obstacles
helped Frank feel confident that he could surmount present and future challenges. Frank
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did not feel discouraged that he had "to work on [his voice] more" because he recalled
how much he had progressed since the beginning of the semester. He utilized his memory
of his past skill level as a positive self-efficacy marker of his current success and
potential.
Practice and Patience
Frank's memory was a constant tool that helped him respond directly to current
challenges and goals. He utilized his memory of Felix's specific feedback to clarify and
improve his practice objectives. Frank consistently followed a scheduled practice routine
and held himself accountable for meeting Felix's objectives. Although focused on
achieving specific goals, Frank was realistic and patient regarding the amount of time and
effort needed for skill development. Through his detailed memory and patient attitude,
Frank set practice expectations based on time and effort.
Positive Perspective
Frank had an unfailingly positive view of others. He demonstrated the “altruism
effect” in which students attribute their successes to instructors or family members, but
do not attribute their failures to the same people (Vispoel & Austin, 1995). Frank never
expressed cynicism towards his mother and sisters when he described how they rejected
his decision to major in Music Education and called him "crazy" (Frank, Interview 1,
March 2, 2012). He described Felix as a much stricter voice instructor than Sara and
Evan did. He recalled Felix's critical feedback, yet believed he had improved as a result.
He trusted Felix even after the voice faculty disagreed with his assessment regarding his
voice type. Another example included Frank’s admiration for his high school teacher who
challenged him to spend extra hours rehearsing after school. He noted how Professor
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Argon attentively responded to his jury performance and believed Dr. Cobalt's disruptive
behavior was not meant to offend him.
While he agreed the voice faculty acted differently towards music education
majors than vocal performance majors, he never questioned their intentions. Refraining
from recriminations or indignant accusations and perhaps projecting his own wellmeaning personality traits upon others, Frank chose instead to look for high standards and
good intentions among the faculty. With this same frame of mind, Frank appreciated the
people who challenged him because he believed the challenges supported and enhanced
his development.
Conclusion
Frank utilized memory to observe his progression and determine his objectives.
Because he remembered exactly how much he had progressed over time, he felt
motivated to progress further. A comparable analogy is a mountain climber who
recognizes that the higher he climbs, the greater his view. The climber can appreciate the
midpoint view as he looks down at the terrain covered, yet can also look up to the high
mountaintop and observe how much further he must climb to reach the summit and his
goals. Through keen memory, clear vision, and goals, Frank appreciated how much he
had progressed over time yet never lost his focus and always respected the need for
continued effort and direction.
Like a resilient mountaineer who endured painful stumbles and falls, Frank
persevered through failures and pitfalls. If Frank ever felt discouraged or frustrated, he
never outwardly expressed it. Instead, he seemed to perceive each obstacle as a teachable
moment—a challenge he would eventually surmount. He observed role models as
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climbers who had crossed similar terrain and offered him support along the way. His
memory functioned as evidence that he could succeed at challenges. He noted his
improvement since the beginning of the semester and recognized he could continue
improving and progressing. His high self-efficacy progression was a testimony to his
resilience, patience, and earnest. Through these attributes, he aspired to reach new heights
and views that would inspire others who wished to follow a similar progression. Standing
among his peers, Frank joyfully smiled with a gleam in his eyes, "We did it! First year of
college!"
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CHAPTER XIII: CROSS CASE THEMES

Self-efficacy findings and developments in this study included cross-case themes
that will be discussed in this chapter. Cross-case themes are divided into 3 sections: (a)
the four self-efficacy sources (mastery experiences, verbal persuasion, vicarious
experiences, and physiological experiences), (b) task influence, and (c) other influences.
Sub-themes associated with each section will also be examined in this chapter. Mastery
experiences included past music experiences and performance events that occurred
during the study. Verbal persuasion pertained to teacher feedback influence, including
contrasting feedback perceptions, feedback amount, immediacy, and comprehension.
Memory will be discussed as a key feature in both mastery experience and verbal
persuasion. Vicarious experiences included modeled behavior and peer comparison,
while physiological experience was related to sensory perception versus sound
perception. Subthemes associated with task influence include choral singing and solo
singing compatibility, practice approach, and vocal technique challenges. Other
influences included teacher-student dynamics and voice faculty influence.
Self-Efficacy Sources
Mastery Experiences
Consistent with Bandura’s (1997) findings, mastery experiences strongly
influenced participants’ self-efficacy perceptions. Participants cited past pre-university
mastery experiences that influenced their self-efficacy perceptions such as sight-reading
ability, vocal technique, and solo performance. Mastery experiences that occurred during
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the study also significantly influenced self-efficacy perceptions such as solo auditions,
masterclass performances, the music education entrance exam, and jury exams.
Participant familiarity with staff notation also influenced self-efficacy levels
during the course of this study. Sara's background, which included family singing and
secondary education choral singing, increased her self-efficacy in both lessons and choir.
She was a confident sight-reader and music learner. Dissimilarly, Evan, Lincoln and
Frank had limited background experience reading staff notation, and believed they were
not adequately prepared for university level sight-reading. Evan, for example, described
limited knowledge of notation, but believed he possessed excellent aural skills. Early in
the study, he predicted this asset would help him develop other musical skills. He utilized
his aural self-efficacy perception when studying scores as he prepared for the music
education entrance exam.
It is interesting to note that although each participant had distinct music
backgrounds, each experienced solo and group performance experiences prior to their
university enrollment. Sara and Frank had sung in choir, but also had performed as
soloists in choir or family gatherings. Evan and Lincoln had both performed in bands,
which included individual as well as group effort. Lincoln, like Frank and Sara, described
prior family solo singing experiences. Sara, Lincoln, and Frank cited moderately-high to
high vocal self-efficacy levels based on their adolescent performance experiences. Evan
described himself as a follower both in his high school rock band experience and in his
university choral experience; however, this did not negatively impact his self-efficacy
since he associated his being a follower with being a good choral singer. Participants’
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adolescent experiences likely influenced their vocal performance and musical selfefficacies at the university level.
Mastery experiences also influenced participants’ self-efficacy perceptions related
to vocal technique. Lincoln and Evan had background music experiences performing in
bands, but neither had sung in choir or been exposed to classical technique, and both
cited challenges transitioning from other vocal genres to classical singing techniques. In
contrast, Sara and Frank, who had secondary education choral backgrounds, cited minor
difficulty.
Bringing with them influential past experiences, the participants added new
mastery experiences during this study that substantially influenced their self-efficacy
perceptions, including auditions, juries, performances and the music education entrance
exam. With few exceptions, self-efficacy levels fluctuated before and after these events.
For example, Sara was not confident she would earn the choral solo before she
auditioned. Her self-efficacy increased when she exceeded her low expectations and
received the solo, fluctuated again before her performance, and increased following her
successful performance. Evan’s self-efficacy also fluctuated throughout the semester,
beginning with low efficacy perceptions that increased following his first masterclass
performance and jury. His improved self-efficacy from these experiences solidified his
decision to pursue a music education career. Another example of fluctuating self-efficacy
was Lincoln’s high self-efficacy before taking the music education entrance exam,
decreases following the exam results, and increases following jury outcomes. Although
Frank’s self-efficacy descriptions were the most stable of all participants, he (similar to
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Lincoln) considered different music degree plans after failing the music education
entrance exam.
As noted above, while the four participants displayed varying mastery
experiences and self-efficacy perceptions, three of the four participants believed past
experiences did not fully prepare them for university-level classical singing, and choral
sight-reading. Nonetheless, participants were committed to their music degree plans and
career goals. Wilson and Ann (2009) found that self-efficacy did not determine the
decision to join music programs, while other researchers proposed that high self-efficacy
predicted career choices (Rickels et al., 2009). Schmidt and Andrews (1996) found the
transition to university music programs challenged individuals who were successful high
school performers. In this study, participants’ mastery experiences resulted in both
challenging and empowering self-efficacy perceptions. While lack of formal experience
prior to university enrollment challenged three participants (Evan, Lincoln, and Frank),
mastery experiences before and during the study impacted their self-efficacy perceptions
and career goals.
Verbal Persuasion
Bandura (1997) described verbal persuasion as a less reliable self-efficacy source
than mastery experience. For verbal persuasion to be effective, the individual must trust
the person who provides the feedback. In this study, participant self-efficacy levels
depended on several feedback variables. Categories of verbal persuasion included choir
director feedback and teaching assistant feedback. Teaching assistant feedback influences
included feedback amount, immediacy, comprehension, and appropriate goals. Examples
will be described in further detail.
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Teaching assistants’ feedback influenced Evan’s, Lincoln’s, and Frank's selfefficacies more than Dr. Emory’s feedback. These three participants noted conflicting
feedback between their teaching assistants’ and Dr. Emory's voice type assessments or
technique instructions. Participants likely trusted their teaching assistant’s perceptions
because their voice instructors knew their voices more intimately than Dr. Emory. While
Dr. Emory influenced Sara's self-efficacy more than her teaching assistant, she also had a
longer history and stronger personal connection with Dr. Emory than with Felix. Sara
also preferred and prioritized choral singing over solo singing partly because it was her
goal to become a choral music educator and she did not want to be a “diva.” Lincoln, in
contrast, prioritized solo performing over choral singing to gain the voice faculty's
validation. In the following sections, I discuss how the teaching assistants and choir
director influenced participants’ self-efficacies.
Dr. Emory's influence. Sara’s choral solo episode illustrated how Dr. Emory’s
verbal persuasion influenced her self-efficacy perception. Dr. Emory’s feedback
increased Sara’s self-efficacy when she requested Sara audition for the choral solo. Sara
did not initially believe she had time to prepare a successful audition, yet Dr. Emory’s
verbal persuasion influenced her to commit and practice. Sara also recalled Dr. Emory’s
statement that if Sara chose to have high self-efficacy rather than doubt, she could
succeed. Sara believed this statement increased her self-efficacy and helped her achieve a
successful performance. Conversely, Dr. Emory’s verbal feedback also temporarily
decreased Sara’s self-efficacy. She related that Dr. Emory vividly remembered her from
her high school honor choir, evidence that Dr. Emory held high expectations of Sara.
Sara claimed these factors decreased her self-efficacy, causing her to make rehearsal
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mistakes she normally would not have made. Sara’s examples confirmed that Dr.
Emory's verbal persuasion both increased and decreased her self-efficacy.
Dr. Emory’s feedback initially increased Lincoln’s self-efficacy when she
recognized his effort during a choral rehearsal. He said he felt validated by the
experience. Near the end of the semester, however, he became increasingly critical of Dr.
Emory's feedback, eventually resenting that she never explained how to execute the
techniques she required. He said he could not perform such tasks satisfactorily and
attempting to do so would compromise his vocal health and the solo technique he was
striving to develop. Based on his new knowledge of vocal pedagogy, Lincoln began to
mistrust Dr. Emory’s feedback.
As discussed in both cases, Evan and Frank thought Dr. Emory misjudged their
voice types and placed them in the wrong sections. She placed Evan, who Felix and the
vocal jury believed was a tenor, in the bass section. Evan believed the only reason Dr.
Emory accepted him into the choir was because "she needed a bass." She also placed
Frank in the bass section even though both Frank and Felix had believed he was a tenor.
To Dr. Emory's credit, however, the voice faculty also believed Frank was a baritone.
Although both participants trusted Felix's opinion more than Dr. Emory's, neither
participant confronted Dr. Emory on the matter.
All four participants assimilated Dr. Emory’s feedback, a finding consistent with
other research in which the choir director’s communication skills influenced self-efficacy
levels. Sara’s case exemplified Hendricks’ (2009) finding that high self-efficacy students
were sensitive to director’s positive and negative feedback. Evan, Lincoln, and Frank’s
distrust of Dr. Emory was consistent with Hirshorn’s (2011) study in which lack of
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communication between male participants and their choir director influenced choral selfefficacy and engagement. Although the participants in this study differed in choral selfefficacy perceptions and trust in Dr. Emory, all were aware she had high expectations of
personal accountability. The consistent perception of high expectations and personal
accountability contrasts the following findings in teaching assistant feedback and selfefficacy perception.
Teaching assistant feedback. Sara, Evan, and Frank trusted Felix even though
each had contrasting feedback and self-efficacy perceptions. Sara and Evan stated Felix
provided “general” feedback of their progress. Evan said he would benefit from practice
guidelines, and Sara believed she would benefit from more critical feedback. Frank,
conversely, recalled Felix providing him critical feedback and specific practice
guidelines. Although Sara and Evan thought they would have made greater progress had
Felix's expectations been higher, both participants viewed him as knowledgeable and
appreciated his relaxed personality. Frank also appreciated his teaching style. This was
the case even after the jury disagreed with Felix's assessment of Frank as a tenor;
however, Frank remained faithful to Felix’s assessment. Despite their varying opinions,
self-efficacy levels, and feedback perceptions, the three participants wanted to continue
studying with Felix following juries because each trusted Felix’s feedback and
appreciated his teaching style.
Lincoln also trusted his teaching assistant's feedback, stating Fiona told him she
liked his voice, and this assurance was important for his self-efficacy perception. Later in
the study, he discussed having higher expectations for himself than those Fiona had
expressed. He said: "not because Fiona lacks pressure in my lessons, but I think I push
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myself more because I’m not entirely sure what they’re (the Voice faculty) expecting"
(Focus Group Interview, April 30, 2012). He employed a strong work ethic and high
expectations to address unknown faculty expectations. Since his jury also functioned as a
studio placement audition, he believed achieving the voice faculty’s positive feedback
would serve as an important validation and verbal persuasion source. Regardless of
perceived expectation differences, Fiona’s feedback increased his self-efficacy when
preparing for the jury.
The amount of teacher-student interaction affected the amount of feedback
participants received. Student initiative and lesson length affected how much participants
interacted with their voice instructors. Lincoln had the advantage of one-hour lessons,
and frequently interacted with Fiona outside of lessons. Sara and Lincoln both took
initiative, requesting extra lessons and sending questions through text-message
exchanges. Although participants did not always rely on additional feedback, feedback
amount and frequency increased verbal persuasion as a self-efficacy source.
Instructor feedback affected participants’ ability to comprehend and experience
vocal concepts. Following instruction, participants' self-efficacy perceptions developed in
two ways: (a) the participant’s ability to comprehend the vocal concept, and (b) whether
the participant felt challenged when experiencing the concept objective. Participants’
concept comprehension and sense of challenge caused their self-efficacies to increase,
decrease, or stay the same. Frank and Lincoln understood their instructors’ concept
descriptions, yet felt challenged when attempting to execute concept objectives. Both
Frank and Lincoln's self-efficacy perceptions steadily increased when performance goals
appropriately matched their comprehension and skill levels. Sara felt appropriately
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challenged when analyzing concepts Felix described, but since she did not feel
experientially challenged enough to practice concepts (with exception to her choral solo),
her vocal self-efficacy remained high and neither increased nor decreased. Evan did not
initially understand concepts, which influenced him to question whether Felix's
objectives or goals were attainable. This, in turn, decreased his self-efficacy and
increased self-consciousness. He, however, utilized Felix's verbal encouragement in
combination with his own experimentation and self-analysis. These examples highlight
the importance that feedback match the student’s cognitive and developmental stage
(Custodero, 2002).
Teacher feedback as a verbal persuasion source produced complex self-efficacy
results. The fact that three participants working with Felix appreciated his personality and
trusted his feedback is evidence that they believed he was knowledgeable and had their
best interests in mind. Sara and Evan, who interpreted his feedback as general and
relaxed, had dissimilar self-efficacy perceptions. Their self-efficacy perceptions also
differed from Frank, who perceived Felix’s feedback as strict and specific. Lincoln
approved of Fiona’s feedback yet also believed he set higher expectations for his
performance than she did. As found in other research (Duke & Henninger, 1998), there
was no clear relationship between self-efficacy perception and teacher feedback
perception. The fact that all participants stated approval of their teachers’ feedback
despite minor criticisms, contrasting interpretations, and self-efficacy perceptions is
evidence that all participants took responsibility for solo performance behaviors. This
finding is consistent with what Visopoel and Austin (1995) described as “the altruism
effect,” in which students take responsibility and do not blame others for their
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performance outcomes.
Relationships between self-efficacy, feedback amount, immediate feedback, task
comprehension, and appropriate goals were similar to flow theory findings in music
education. Custodero (2002) asserted that music educators enhance student engagement
through providing “developmentally appropriate content and delivery” (p. 8). Custodero
discussed these implications in relation to Csikszentmihalyi's flow theory requirements:
attainable goals, immediate feedback, merging of action and awareness, control,
concentration, and loss of self-consciousness. Similar to Custodero’s findings, when
teaching assistants provided immediate feedback and appropriate goals—which
participants were able to comprehend and execute with some degree of facility—Lincoln
and Frank increased their self-efficacy perceptions through accessing concentration and
control. Evan believed Felix’s vocal objectives exceeded his comprehension and skill
level, while Sara did not experience difficulties. Consequently, the nature and amount of
teacher feedback significantly influenced participants’ self-efficacy perceptions.
Memory Influence on Mastery Experience and Verbal Persuasion
The impact of memory was a key feature in mastery experience and verbal
persuasion for all four participants. Memories of family feedback influenced self-efficacy
perceptions and stabilized career goals. Frank and Sara cited memories of family
influence more frequently than Evan and Lincoln. On more than one occasion, Sara
answered vocal self-efficacy questions by citing her parent’s descriptions of her high
vocal ability. Frank’s memory of feedback from family members and mastery
experiences motivated his efforts and self-efficacy perception. Frank did not have more
past performance experiences or successes than his fellow participants, but he described
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his memories of verbal feedback, performance success, and progression more often than
the other three participants. He utilized memory to observe his progression and increase
his self-efficacy when he encountered new performance goals and experiences, such as
singing in studio masterclasses. Having no choral experience before university
enrollment, Evan and Lincoln discussed their lack of experience and uncertain career
goals more often than Sara and Frank. Memory of verbal persuasion from family
members and mastery experiences appeared to stabilize participants’ career goals and
progressions. Rather than relating self-efficacy levels to ever-changing daily or weekly
experiences, memory provided a large framework from which to reference verbal
persuasion and mastery experiences for enhanced self-efficacy preservation.
Vicarious Experience
Similar to verbal persuasion, Bandura (1997) stated that vicarious experience is a
less reliable self-efficacy source than mastery experiences. Vicarious experience in this
study was examined as modeled behavior. A person’s ability to perceive oneself
achieving modeled behavior depends on the degree of perceived similarities and trust in
the model (Schunk et al., 1997). Vicarious experience is possible when students trust and
relate to the teacher or peer demonstrating the modeled behavior.
Peer Perceptions
Peer perception was an avenue in which vicarious experience influenced selfefficacy perception. Participants discussed how all music students shared low selfefficacy stress prior to juries. All four peers discussed shared stress and empathy among
music students.
PI: Do people thrive on the last-minute pressure to get by?
Participants: Oh yes. Yes.
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Evan: Everybody procrastinates.
Lincoln: Well, I don’t know if it’s even procrastinating, I think it’s just like that’s
when the hardest work happens: at the very end.
Sara: Or like the pressure to succeed is greatest at the end.
Frank: I feel that too.
Sara: Everyone is scrambling, but there are the select few that come into the jury
and are like, “eh, whatever. It’s a jury.” But trust me, as flabbergasting as it
sounds, most people that I speak to are freaking out actively [laughs]. (Focus
Group Interview, April 30, 2012)
This conversation took place during the week before juries when participants were
perhaps experiencing more pressure—and lower self-efficacy levels—than any other time
in the study. Fluctuating self-efficacy levels are not uncommon (Bandura, 1997). While
participants expressed empathy for the pressure they and their peers experienced, there
were three different interpretations of that pressure. Evan stated that all students
procrastinated. Lincoln suggested that students struggled because of high motivation
rather than incapability and procrastination. Sara reframed Lincoln’s response as
“pressure to succeed,” implying discomfort from high expectations. I could not determine
whether Lincoln’s positive description of students’ high motivation reflected a high selfefficacy perception or determination to maintain or safeguard a positive perception. Sara
and Evan’s descriptions of peer procrastination and pressure indicated low self-efficacy
perceptions.
Participants also referred to peer perceptions when describing themselves as
choral followers or leaders. Their ability to relate to choral peers influenced their
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vicarious experience as a self-efficacy source. Evan, Frank and Lincoln viewed
themselves as less skilled than their upperclassmen peers. Lincoln and Frank observed
peers as role models, while Evan's peer observations increased his uncertainty and led
him to hide his voice in choir. Since Frank and Lincoln were able to utilize vicarious
experience—observing their potential when comparing themselves to peers—their selfefficacies consequently increased. Evan, who felt unable to relate to peers with superior
abilities, refrained from peer comparison since it perhaps reinforced a low self-efficacy
perception.
Vicarious experience effectively influenced self-efficacy perceptions when
participants related and trusted modeled behavior. As in the case of Lincoln and Frank,
observing trusted and relatable models increased their effort and motivation to succeed.
Unlike Lincoln and Frank, Evan did not relate to his peers’ modeled behavior and his
self-efficacy decreased. Other researchers have found that when compared to low selfefficacy students, high self-efficacy students were encouraged watching other students
succeed (Hendricks, 2009; Schunk et al., 1987). Thus, the ability to relate to peer models
and mentors influences one’s self-efficacy perception.
Physiological Experiences
Physiological conditions that influenced participants' self-efficacies included the
sensation versus sound approach to singing. Both teaching assistants emphasized that
students should guide their vocal technique by sensation rather than by the way they
heard their voices. Maudale (2001) provided the background of this technique as first
described by vocal pedagogue, Giovanni Lamperti:
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Perhaps what Lamperti referred to when he said, ‘Do not listen to yourself sing!
Feel yourself sing!’ is the need to use the body, that is, bone conduction, in
singing. In fact it is Lamperti who gives us the best definition of bone conduction
in statements like ‘the more ringing the sound of vibration in the bones of the
head and mouth, the better the production of tone’ (p. 8)
All participants agreed this approach was new and different from any prior voice lessons
they had experienced. Sara found value in learning not to use her ear as a guide. After
listening to a recording of her choral solo, she said "...it sounded a lot different than I
thought it sounded" (Sara, Interview 3). Lincoln recognized how this technique was
necessary to develop his "mature," full voice.
I always sing according to what I hear, so that was different to feel resonance in
my head rather than like hearing the sound. Fiona said in my lesson that it sounds
pretty but it doesn’t sound mature, and it’s because there is not enough support in
it. So that’s something I’m working on is trying to get out of the hearing vs.
feeling thing. I’m still trying to figure all of that out (Lincoln, Interview 3, April
19, 2012).
Lincoln thought that when using his ear as a guide rather than sensation, he tended to
neglect his breath support and sacrifice resonance. He struggled as he adjusted to this
method since he habitually used his ear. Evan felt unable to change his focus to sensation
rather than sound: "It’s really hard. It’s really hard to do. I’m always focused on how it
sounds. That’s my problem. I can’t let go of the pitch during my whole singing setup.
Yeah, it’s hard to do" (Evan, Interview 3, March 22, 2012). Frank spoke about ways in
which he tried to "feel" resonance, but he did not think it was an issue for his vocal self-
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efficacy. "I look for it and if I can’t feel it, I don’t worry too much unless he tells me to
look for this look, then I do concentrate if I don’t feel it" (Frank, Interview 3, March 26,
2012). Sara, Evan, and Lincoln cited that the transition from a sound-approach to a
sensation-approach challenged their vocal concepts and self-efficacy perceptions.
While listening is less reliable than sensing vocal tone, there are challenges
associated with learning sensory perception. Singers may experience sensation differently
from one another depending on slight physiological differences (Ware, 1998). The way a
voice teacher senses tone may be slightly different than how his student senses tone.
Miller (2004) addressed psychological, developmental and pedagogical aspects of this
issue.
Because the psyche of each singer is a distinct entity, singing sensation is
uniquely individual. It cannot be imposed on any singer, but must evolve as an
individual, proprioceptive matter. Attempting to transfer a teacher's sensations to
the student almost always results in technical complications. (p. 68)
Miller (2004) further explained that while sensory perception is the most “identifiable,”
“repeatable,” and “freedom-inducing” approach to tonal balance, it must be juxtaposed
with the two less reliable or available measures: sight and sound. Miller recommended
audio and video feedback to increase sight and sound awareness. Gaunt (2007) found that
teachers utilized audio and video feedback to enhance studentsʼ sensory perception
awareness and thus increase self-efficacy. These findings reinforce the importance that
students trust their teacherʼs knowledge as well as their own experience to increase vocal
self-efficacy.
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Task Influence
Solo Singing and Choral Singing Compatibility
The participants debated about the connection and compatibility between choral
and solo singing. Frank said he was able to apply each technique Felix taught him to
choral singing. Lincoln disliked the solo techniques Dr. Emory applied to choral singing
objectives, explaining that many vocal performance majors do not enjoy choral singing
because it compromises their solo techniques. Sara believed as advanced choral
members, they were expected to know how to sing prior to auditioning for the ensemble.
She agreed with Lincoln that from a technical standpoint, singing in a choir was different
than singing a solo aria. Evan had difficulty understanding vocal concepts in both solo
singing and choir. He, however, felt more confident singing in choir because singing with
others gave him a sound reference point (which was a sense of support) he lacked when
singing solos. All four agreed they would benefit from a choral vocal pedagogy course to
address these differences.
Perceived conflicts between choral and solo technique have been found in other
research (Bragg, 2013; Ferrell, 2010) when some voice instructors privately expressed
concern that their students were learning problematic techniques in choir. One difference
existing between the two types of singing included straight tone production required in
choral singing and rejected in solo singing. Another difference was the development of
upper partials opera singers are encouraged to develop for increased resonance. These
upper partials consequently cause timbre distinctions that can impede ensemble-blending
choir directors often desire. In another study, acoustic measures indicated that opera
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singers utilized similar timbre mechanisms for choral and solo singing (Reid, Davis,
Oates, Cabrera, Ternstrom, Black, & Chapman, 2007). Vibrato rates were not measured.
Perception of Task Difficulty and Practice Approach
As discussed, participants’ cognitive and developmental stages influenced their
mastery experiences and teacher feedback interpretations. Participants had different
perceptions of task difficulty in relation to vocal technique, notation, and sight-reading
ability. The four self-efficacy sources influenced these perceptions, yet each participant’s
unique personality also influenced perceptions and behaviors. Relationships between
participant’s self-efficacy perceptions and practice approaches were unique to each case.
Music reading skills influenced self-efficacy perceptions and practice approaches.
Sara relied on her high sight-reading self-efficacy as an excuse not to practice voice
lesson repertoire. Since Felix always allowed the participants to use music in lessons, she
entered lessons believing she could sight read the music to his satisfaction. Sara’s high
self-efficacy as a choral singer was evident when she described choral music as "easy."
Even though her choral solo challenged her technical skills, her ability to learn the music
the hour before her audition is evidence of her sight-reading fluency. Evan, who had the
least experience sight-reading, took time to practice choral music with a CD. He also
mentioned occasionally watching YouTube video performances of his repertoire. Frank,
who occasionally struggled with sight-reading rhythms, also took extra time to practice
choral music and solo repertoire. Both Evan and Frank said they often listened to the
music or choral peers thus acquiring self-assurance before singing. Participants utilized
listening skills to compensate for lack of sight-reading skills.
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Technique challenges in choir affected all four participants' choral self-efficacies.
Although Sara had no difficulty singing within the ensemble, she invested extra practice
time to execute technically demanding coloratura passages in her choral solo. Frank and
Evan, whom Dr. Emory placed in the bass section, struggled to sing in a different
tessitura and range than their voice lesson repertoire. Although Lincoln was correctly
placed in the tenor section, he described the technical demands of range and dynamics as
"outrageous" and believed he had to compromise technique standards to meet Dr.
Emory's expectations.
Vocal technique in lessons influenced participants' solo self-efficacies to varying
degrees. Lincoln and Frank described specific vocal techniques and practice approaches.
Lincoln, for example, attended to breath support, which he believed he needed to
improve. Frank focused on singing in his upper range without straining his voice. The
two cited specific techniques and strategies they remembered from voice lessons and
applied these to practice sessions. Clark (2013) similarly found that students with high
self-efficacy demonstrated organization skills and high order thinking skills. Similar to
Austin and Vispoel’s (1992) strategy attribution findings, attention to detail and practice
strategy influenced self-efficacy in both cases.
In contrast to Lincoln and Frank, Sara and Evan provided general lesson
descriptions and admitted procrastinating practicing voice repertoire for lessons.
Although their behaviors and lesson descriptions were similar, their self-efficacy
perceptions differed. Sara mentally "conceptualized" Felix's technical descriptions, which
she believed allowed her to practice without actually singing. Since she claimed she did
not value solo singing she enjoyed her “conceptualized” approach. Since Evan struggled
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to understand Felix's technique descriptions, he often avoided practice sessions and felt
uncertain about his vocal ability. Although these two participants avoided practicing for
different reasons, both cases were consistent with Bandura’s (1997) assertions of task
value and task avoidance. Sara’s case supported other researchers’ assertions that
individuals do not invest effort if they believe the task is not worthwhile (Bandura, 1997;
Sitchivitsa, 2007; Austin, 1991). Evan’s behavior illustrated how individuals with low
self-efficacy avoid tasks.
In contrast to their procrastination behaviors, both Sara and Evan demonstrated
increased effort and achievement when experiencing the pressure of deadlines and
performance exams. Sara’s self-efficacy increased following her successful choral solo
audition, solo performance, and jury. Evan’s self-efficacy increased following his passing
the music education entrance exam, first studio performance, and jury. Both participants
increased effort the weeks prior to these events, and both experienced self-efficacy
increases following successful outcomes.
Similar behaviors between Frank and Lincoln and between Sara and Evan did not
necessarily correspond to similar self-efficacy perceptions. Frank and Lincoln, who
attended to technique and skill development, demonstrated learning goal orientations.
Sara and Evan, who often avoided tasks until they perceived external pressure,
demonstrated extrinsic motivation and performance avoidance orientations. Sara and
Evan, however, had different self-efficacy perceptions from one another when
performing. Ritchie and Williamon (2011) similarly asserted that students have selfefficacy distinctions between music learning and performing. There were exceptions to
examples listed above, such as Lincoln’s preoccupation with faculty validation
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(demonstrating external motivation) and Evan’s decision to explore strategic practice
approaches (demonstrating learning goal orientation). Varied practice interests and
behaviors throughout the study corresponded to Vispoel and Austin’s (1995) study in
which participants had varied and complex perceptions of critical incidents. While
positive performance results increased self-efficacy perceptions in all four cases,
relationships between goal orientations and self-efficacy were inconclusive.
Other Influences
As discussed above, verbal persuasion and vicarious experience influence
depended on the participant’s ability to trust and relate to the person providing feedback
or modeled behavior. In the following section, I will discuss how relationship dynamics
influenced each participant’s self-efficacy perception. Relationships with teaching
assistants and perceptions of voice faculty members influenced participants’ sense of
support. Resulting behaviors included feeling comfortable asking for extra help, textmessaging questions, as well as each participant’s increased and decreased effort.
Perceptions of support influenced behaviors in different ways, yet all four participants
valued faculty and teaching assistant support as a self-efficacy factor.
Teaching Assistant Relationships
Each participant recognized well-defined teacher-student roles in voice lessons.
There were, however, varying levels of ambiguity in those roles outside the classroom
that influenced participants' self-efficacies. Knowing the teaching assistants were voice
students as well as instructors, Sara and Lincoln felt they could personally relate to their
instructors (e.g. we are both voice students). Perceiving their instructors as fellow voice
students, Sara and Lincoln noted that they felt supported during lessons. As discussed in
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the teacher feedback section above, both Sara and Lincoln took initiative text messaging
their teaching assistants questions and asking for additional lessons. Evan and Frank, who
learned much later than the others that Felix was a teaching assistant and not a faculty
member, continued to perceive Felix solely as an instructor rather than as a fellow
student. The perception of teaching assistants as fellow peers as well as instructors rather
than solely instructors increased student initiative, which is an indication of high selfefficacy (Bandura,1997).
Dynamic between Fiona and Lincoln. Lincoln and Fiona’s dynamic was the
most interpersonal teacher-student relationship during the study. Like his perception of
his sister, Lincoln perceived Fiona as a friend, mentor and role model. Lincoln utilized
his personal connection with Fiona to enhance his vocal development. He said Fiona
offered him special treatment (i.e. extra lessons compared to peers) because he
demonstrated more commitment than his peers (i.e. he practiced consistently and intently
and frequently asked Fiona technique questions). Fiona's jovial, friendly qualities and
focused intention as a teacher provided Lincoln the instruction and personal validation he
desired. It is important to note that Lincoln and Fiona carefully observed teacher-student
boundaries while maintaining a friendship.
Differences with their teaching assistant voice instructors notwithstanding, all
four participants were generally satisfied with their assigned instructors. Despite previous
criticism of Cindy—her former teaching assistant voice instructor—Sara said, "Our
T.A.’s rock!” (Sara, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Lincoln was the one participant whose
self-efficacy decreased as a result of teaching assistant assignment. Since he believed the
assignment meant the faculty did not yet validate him as a performance major, Lincoln
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was initially disappointed that he was assigned a teaching assistant. He later felt good
about the assignment once he established a connection with Fiona, describing her as "a
mini Professor Argon" (Lincoln, Interview 1, March 1, 2012). Although he believed he
received similar instruction from Fiona as he would from a voice faculty member, he was
determined to earn placement in Professor Argon's studio. He effectively utilized Fiona’s
support to increase his self-efficacy and ultimately earned placement in Professor Iron’s
studio.
Voice Faculty Influence
While only Lincoln’s self-efficacy decreased when the voice faculty assigned him
to a teaching assistant, all four participants' believed the voice faculty had lower
expectations of education majors than performance majors. This affected participants’
self-efficacies in different ways. Sara procrastinated because she believed no one cared,
and her lack of preparation ultimately decreased her self-efficacy just before juries. She
claimed she did not care about the voice faculty, but believed she had to prove she could
succeed for herself and Felix. Evan said he should not be expected to perform at the same
standard as performance majors who received hour-long lessons. For this reason, he
claimed his self-efficacy was higher than it would be if he were a performance major.
Frank was initially skeptical that the voice faculty treated music educators differently,
and was surprised when his jury experience proved otherwise. While his jury experience
did not decrease his self-efficacy, he wanted to prove to the voice faculty that he could be
both an accomplished performer and music educator in future juries. As a double major,
Lincoln believed he had more to prove to the jury than those who pursued only one
major. Since juries are performance exams, the participants felt pressured to prove
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themselves to some degree. While participants may have experienced this pressure in
different degrees, each believed the voice faculty preference for performance majors
negatively influenced their self-efficacies.
Two reasons underscored participants' belief that the voice faculty valued music
education majors less than performance majors: (a) the thirty-minute lessons music
education majors received in contrast to one hour lessons vocal performance majors
received (this pertained to all participants except Lincoln who received a one-hour lesson
as a double major), and (b) the voice faculty's disengaged or disinterested body language
during juries. These two factors influenced participants’ motivation, effort, and
perceptions of task value.
Although participants’ perceptions of voice faculty influenced each participant
differently, participants believed one-hour lessons would (a) allow greater depth and
breadth of vocal pedagogy, which would benefit their music education career goals and
(b) demonstrate the voice faculty valued music education majors. Custodero (2002)
asserted that music students require “prolonged duration” for adequate skill development
and flow experiences. Participants believed longer lessons would enhance their vocal
developments, increase self-efficacy perceptions, and signify validation from the voice
faculty. Participants valued their vocal developments, yet they believed their shortened
half-hour lessons signified that the voice faculty did not value their developments as
much as they did.
Although participants revealed awareness of their performance errors (such as
cracked high notes, inaccurate rhythms and tempos), they often described success or task
value when they observed non-verbal teacher feedback. Participants noted several
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examples of non-verbal communication during juries. Examples included faculty and
teaching assistant eye contact, smiles, nods and thumbs-up gestures. Participants also
described non-verbal feedback as a form of rejection. Examples included jury
performances in which faculty members failed to make eye contact, looked down,
slouched, whispered, and laughed. Evan was the one participant who did not cite teacher
feedback to indicate success, referring instead to his own self-evaluation to determine
whether he succeeded. Sara, who only perceived negative non-verbal feedback, said the
voice faculty decreased her interest and motivation. Lincoln and Frank, who perceived
both negative and positive non-verbal feedback, said they felt motivated to increase effort
and represent music education majors as worthy vocalists.
Trust and ability to relate to others generated a sense of support that enhanced the
effectiveness of the four self-efficacy sources and provided a foundation for efficacious
behavior. Faculty and teacher-student dynamics influenced participants’ perception of
individual validation and task value. These findings correspond to earlier studies in which
self-efficacy perceptions were influenced by social integration and perceived support
(Lucas, 2011; Sitchivitsa, 2007). Depending on each individual case, resulting behavior
included initiative interacting with instructors, socialization, as well as increased or
decreased practice effort. Participants perceived themselves as representing music
education or vocal performance programs, which incidentally influenced their beliefs that
individual efforts corresponded or contributed to collective perceptions. Ultimately,
participants wanted confirmation that the instructors and faculty valued their efforts,
resulting in equal respect and lesson lengths as their performance major peers.
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CHAPTER IX: CONCLUSIONS

In this qualitative case study of four undergraduate music education students, I
examined how specific social dynamics and events influenced self-efficacy, task value
perceptions, and resulting career goals. The overall conclusions of this study were that
social dynamics and events influenced participant self-efficacy perceptions to varying
degrees and either fine-tuned or reinforced participant career goals. In this final chapter, I
will summarize each participant’s self-efficacy and career goal trajectory as noted during
the study and discuss the impact of applied instructors, faculty and peer relationships.
Following this summary, I provide implications and suggestions for future research.
Participants’ Self-Efficacies and Career Goals
Self-efficacy perceptions, influenced by mastery experiences and social dynamics,
did not drastically change participant career goals, rather, self-efficacy results refined
career goal specifics. Evan, Lincoln, and Frank remained in music education throughout
the study, yet all three increased their task value for solo performance. Lincoln and
Frank, in particular, wanted to become performance-oriented educators following juries.
Evan became a much more efficacious performer, discussing summer goals to refine his
performance skills. Sara maintained her preference for choral singing and music
education despite her impassioned experiences as a choral soloist. Other researchers have
also noted the value all music majors place on performance tasks (Austin et al., 2012;
Roberts, 1991). Participants’ strong desire to strengthen performance skills also accounts
for speculations that performance value is a dominant influence in music programs
(Austin et al., 2012; Woodford, 2002).
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Evan's case was particularly compelling in that his self-assessment of mastery
experiences increased his self-efficacy perception more than the external feedback he
received, and this ultimately solidified his music education career goal. Examples
included his music education peer teaching experiences and first studio masterclass
performance. His sense of achievement and increased self-efficacy resulted from
transcending his anxieties by performing in front of peers and faculty, surpassing his
expectations, and inferring task value. It is possible external feedback influenced Evan’s
self-efficacy perception. In certain instances, Evan’s interactions with Dr. Emory and
Felix decreased his self-efficacy perception. He consequently resorted to performance
avoidance behaviors, such as hiding behind choral peers and procrastinating practice
sessions. His work ethic increased, however, when he valued and recognized that his
musical skills increased his competence as an aspiring music educator. Thus, Evan’s selfefficacy increased when he self-evaluated his performance success and decreased when
he evaluated his self-efficacy perception based on external feedback. Since mastery
experience events occurred during the end of the semester, i.e. the music education exam,
his masterclass performance, and jury, his case concluded with increased self-efficacy
and a solidified music education career goal.
Unlike Evan’s fluctuating self-efficacy perception, Frank’s self-efficacy
perception was continuously positive and progressive throughout the study despite
obstacles such as failure to pass the music education entrance exam and cracked high
notes during his final masterclass performance and jury. Teaching assistant and faculty
feedback influenced his self-efficacy perception, but since he withheld negative
judgments of others, he concluded that all feedback, including criticism, was intended to
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enhance his development. Utilizing his memory to track and affirm his self-efficacy,
Frank continuously referenced his distant and recent past vocal progression, recalling
encouraging remarks from peers, family, and faculty. Frank's self-efficacy as a music
educator did not decrease following his failure to pass the music education entrance
exam, but his increased vocal self-efficacy influenced him to reconsider his future
options. He considered either double majoring in music education and performance or
changing his major to vocal performance depending on whether or not he failed the
entrance exam the following year. Notably, Frank did not appear discouraged by this
prospect of changing his future plans.
Sara, in contrast, maintained her career goal as a music educator despite her
emotionally intense and successful experiences preparing and performing her choral solo
and jury. Her career interest in music education and choral directing, however, reflected
her preference for choral music and belief in accountability to others. In the choral
setting, Sara saw all members as responsible to each other and to the group as a whole.
Although she argued against a department-wide attitude that "those who can, perform;
those who can't, teach," she utilized her primary interest in choral music and
accountability to others to rationalize her complacent attitude about solo singing and
practicing. As an example, she rarely practiced solo singing because she did not want a
solo career and believed other people did not care about her solo performance. Her one
exception was her choral solo that she spent time and energy practicing to please her
choral role model, Dr. Emory. Believing Dr. Emory had high expectations and cared
about her performance success, Sara became determined to succeed. Although Dr. Emory
influenced Sara’s self-efficacy, it was unclear whether Dr. Emory (or Sara’s self-
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efficacy) influenced her career goal. She said the only reason she majored music
education was to please her father. Sara’s reasoning implied no known relationship
between her self-efficacy experiences and her career goal in this case study.
Although Lincoln’s self-efficacy and career goals fluctuated, he committed to
high performance standards, which he affirmed through exam results as well as peer and
faculty validation. Validation he received from Fiona and other performance majors
increased his vocal self-efficacy and preference for solo singing. As his solo self-efficacy
increased, his choral self-efficacy decreased since he perceived choral and solo
techniques as incompatible. When his self-efficacy fluctuated (decreased following his
music education entrance exam and increased post opera scenes and juries), he became
more interested in teaching solo singing rather than choral singing. Eventually, despite
perceived discrepancies between music education and solo performance objectives,
Lincoln’s ultimate goal was to excel in performance and education, a decision that
motivated Evan and Frank to consider similar career goals. As his solo self-efficacy
increased, Lincoln became more interested in integrating vocal performance into his
music education career goal.
As reported in other studies (Austin et al., 2012; Lucas, 2011; Mills, 2010;
Sichivitsa, 2003, 2007), applied instructors, other music faculty, and peers strongly
influenced self-efficacy perceptions, motivation, and career goals. While the choir
director was influential, especially in Sara’s case, the teaching assistants were more
influential on participants’ vocal self-efficacies. Since applied instructors usually interact
more personally and more frequently with students than the choir director, it is logical
that the influence they impart is prominent. Peers also provided rich vicarious
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experiences, often resulting in each participant’s skill perception, motivation and
empathy. Given the social dynamics and events that influenced participant vocal selfefficacy and music education career goals, the following implications and suggestions for
future research will further address social dynamics and self-efficacy strategies in applied
lessons and music education programs.
Implications and Suggestions for Future Research
The current study had broad and specific implications for music programs,
applied instructors and choral directors. For music programs, I will discuss departmental
social dynamics that impacted self-efficacy perceptions and career goals, such as faculty
communication and applied instructor influence. For applied instructors, I will discuss
self-efficacy implications and future research suggestions related to task value, practice
guidelines, and mastery experiences. Faculty communication, distal subgoals, mentorship
options, student leadership opportunities, and curriculum connections are suggested
solutions to these topics. To highlight findings rarely addressed in self-efficacy research,
I will discuss how the impact of non-verbal feedback, memory and flow theory could be
examined in future music education studies.
Socialization influences, such as peer influence, teacher-student relationships, and
perceived conflicts between choral and vocal faculty assessments impacted participants’
self-efficacy perceptions. Bandura (1997) stated that the self is socially constructed;
individuals contribute to but do not ultimately determine what happens to them.
University music programs, which are often isolated within university campuses, can
generate community among faculty and students (Burland & Pitts, 2007). Such
communities may provide resources and support for student self-efficacy perceptions.
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Although ultimately the student’s decision whether to practice, investigate concepts, or
seek guidance, the quality of relationships and communication strongly influenced selfefficacy perceptions in this study.
Greater communication between choral faculty and voice faculty could clarify
program competency requirements and resolve ambiguities between choral and solo
singing objectives. Conflicting instruction between solo voice instructors and choral
directors in this study and other research supports the need for greater communication
within music programs (Ferrell, 2010; Bragg, 2013). Such conflicts remain a sensitive
topic as performance and music education majors in many music programs interact as
peers during choir, theory, and other music courses. In this case study, music education
participants compared their thirty-minute voice lessons to the one- hour lessons
performance majors received and perceived this discrepancy as evidence they were held
to a lower standard than performance majors. The unspoken attitude that music education
majors have lower competency requirements than performance majors may be addressed
through faculty communication and curriculum evaluation. Choral directors, for example,
could consider addressing technical similarities and differences between solo and choral
pedagogy and the reasoning supporting the curricula. Music education vocal students
could then clarify how applied lesson content would benefit them as music educators and
diminish the perceived dichotomy between educators and performers.
For three of four participants in this study, teaching assistants had a greater
influence on vocal self-efficacy perceptions than the choir director or music education
faculty. Applied music teachers have been noted as the most influential instructors on
music majors and their career choices (Austin et al., 2012). In this study, the teaching
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assistant status did not negate the instructor's influence. Some participants perceived
teaching assistants as instructors and fellow students, which may have, in fact, enhanced
verbal persuasion and vicarious experiences. Furthermore, trusting and relating to their
teaching assistants increased student initiative, a quality associated with high selfefficacy (Bandura, 1997).
The amount of personal interaction between teaching assistants and participants
had a noticeable effect on self-efficacy and career choice; however, this type of
mentorship occurred exclusively within the performance arena. The most comparable
music education relationships occur between student teachers and their cooperating
teachers, yet these relationships are not established until the undergraduate's final
semester. To resolve this issue, music education programs may consider exploring
socialization opportunities. One solution would be to assign music education teaching
assistant or upperclassmen mentors to freshmen and sophomore students.
Self-efficacy is influenced by whether the individual perceives a task as valuable
or worthwhile (Bandura, 1997; Lucas, 2011). Researchers have noted that music
education career goals reflected higher task value for teaching than self-efficacy for
teaching (Parkes & Jones; 2012). In this case study, participant task value affected
motivation and self-efficacy perceptions. Participants described positive outlooks when
they made connections between practice objectives and career goals. In the focus group
interview, participants voiced their need to perceive relevance between applied voice and
music education curriculum. One solution would be for music education undergraduates
to volunteer to provide private or group lessons to secondary school music students. This
could also serve as a university music education recruitment tool and provide
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opportunities for music education students to utilize solo techniques in secondary
education settings.
Participant perceptions of practice guidelines and expectations either obscured or
enhanced motivation, goal setting, and practice strategy. Practice routine, self-regulation
and strategy use were important influences on self-efficacy perception in this study,
similar to other research (Bouffard & Bouch, 1991; Clark, 2013; Oare, 2012; Zimmerman
& Pons, 1990). Although voice lessons partly functioned as a lesson on how to practice,
participants such as Evan did not always comprehend concepts or know how to transfer
voice lesson strategies to practice sessions. Proximal subgoals (short-term goals) could be
utilized to assess the student's cognitive and experiential comprehension, which would
enable applied instructors to provide attainable goals and developmentally appropriate
feedback. Proximal subgoal influence on self-efficacy has been valued in general
education research (Bandura & Schunk, 1981). Distal and proximal subgoals may offer
further opportunities for building self- and practice strategy development in music
lessons. Resource material, such as program or course handbooks regarding practice
expectations, goal setting, and strategy implementation may further encourage students to
identify their self-efficacy perceptions and strategize their workloads.
Mastery experiences such as leadership opportunities, peer teaching, program
examinations, and solo performances were important self-efficacy factors in this case
study. While participants felt challenged to meet performance criteria, each participant’s
self-efficacy increased when experiencing a sense of autonomy and personal
accountability. Applied instructors may wish to explore further means to provide frequent
mastery experience opportunities. Students may audio or video record a practice session
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to assess practice strategies. A small portion of a voice lesson could be designated for the
student to demonstrate practice approaches or perform self-guided warm-ups and
exercises, which would provide assessment of accountability and autonomy development.
This could be studied or explored as a shifting-process goal strategy, in which students
model practice behaviors with teacher guidance until achieving automaticity
(Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 1999). Given the importance of mastery experiences in this
study as well as other research (Martin, 2012; Schmidt, 2007), applied instructors and
choral conductors should provide students frequent solo and peer teach opportunities
within their studios and ensembles. Since self-efficacy is incremental (Schmidt, 2007),
the frequency of such experiences may enhance self-efficacy perceptions.
An important finding in this study was the influence of non-verbal feedback on
self-efficacy perception, an insight worth considering in all music fields. All four
participants in this study were acutely aware of body language exhibited by their applied
instructors and faculty during juries and choir, resulting in various interpretations and
discussions among the students. Music instructors should be mindful that their body
language and attentiveness (or inattentiveness) might influence student self-perceptions.
While researchers have examined the role of teacher feedback as a verbal persuasion
source (Duke & Henniger, 1998; Schmidt, 1995), in this research, the voice faculty’s
nonverbal behaviors seemed to impact participant self-efficacy. Researchers may further
examine the impact of non-verbal feedback on self-efficacy perception.
Two other unique findings were memory and flow theory in relation to selfefficacy. Since memory played a significant role in one participant's self-efficacy
preservation and goal setting, applied and choral faculty may wish to engage student self-
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reflection of recent and distant past mastery experiences. Researchers have utilized and
encouraged video, audio and written records to enhance student’s self-regulation during
practice sessions (Ali, 2010; Madsen, 2004). With such data, researchers may uncover the
influences of memory on self-efficacy and goal setting. Given the connections between
flow theory components and self-efficacy feedback findings in this study, future research
may address flow theory and self-efficacy sources. This would be particularly useful for
promoting student engagement, which has been positively correlated to self-efficacy
(Rosevear, 2010; Hedden, 2007; Schmidt, 2007).
The current study examined four participants' self-efficacy perceptions and career
goals and illuminated musical self-efficacy implications related to practice goals, selfregulation, strategy, memory, teacher influence, socialization, and feedback. Student
perceptions of intrinsic and extrinsic influences together with the impact of the university
setting offered valuable and unique perspectives of student self-efficacy. These findings
indicate the delicate balance between concept comprehension, experiential ability, and
socialization influences. Socialization influence encompassed many facets within a music
program as well as family settings. An important focal point was the need for studentteacher relationships that foster appropriate goals, feedback, and autonomy development.
Though the participants were music education majors, music education faculty and
courses were not examined as sources of self-efficacy influence. Therefore, researchers
may consider investigating those individuals as part of future inquiry. While further
research is encouraged in all areas, self-efficacy awareness in music major curricula
enhances teaching methodology that support individual student development, increases
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communication between faculty and students and ultimately provides educators
invaluable resources.
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APPENDIX A: CONSENT FORM
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APPENDIX B: EMAIL AND IN-PERSON RECRUITMENT FORM
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. INTERVIEW 1
• What is your background in music?
• How do you feel about your self-efficacy in singing, choir, voice lessons?
• How would you describe your relationship with your voice instructor?
• What are your career goals?
• What are your beliefs about teacher’s role in student’s self-efficacy?
• How do you feel about being assigned to a T.A. instead of a professor?
2. INTERVIEW 2
• Last Voice lesson
Nerves/performance anxiety
• Do you get nervous when you perform?
• Do you feel that nerves hurt you or help you to perform better?
Technique
• What is your greatest strength as a singer?
• What area do you feel you have to work on the most?
• Which approaches do you feel are most affective for learning vocal technique
(e.g. kinesthetic, visual, verbal, etc.)
Emotion/expression
• How important is it that you are emotionally connected to the piece in order to
sing well?
• Do you feel that the emotional connection is easy for you?
Teacher Perceptions
• How does Dr. Emory perceive your voice?
• How does Felix perceive your voice?
• Do you trust compliments? (peers, instructors, family)
3. INTERVIEW 3
• Last voice lesson
Practice
• Do you have a typical practice routine?
• Do you feel that it is important that your teacher holds you accountable for
practice or should you only hold yourself accountable?
• Do you feel like the outcome matches the amount of effort you put forth?
• What does patience mean to you? Are you a patient person?
• Do you consider yourself a process-oriented person or are you someone who
expects a lot from yourself in the moment?
Lifestyle
• What are your energy levels like day to day?
• Do your lifestyle habits (i.e. stress levels, social relationships, diet, sleep) affect
your ability?
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If you have to make an important life decision, what is your process for how you
arrive at that decision?
The Meaning of Success in Singing
• Are there any singers that you aspire to sound like?
• In singing there is an emphasis on “feeling” the tone to guide technique instead of
using your ear as a guide. Was that a difficult adjustment? How does that effect
you?
• How do you know when you are successful as a singer?
• How do you feel about failure? Has it been an option for you? Do you feel “safe”
to fail?
• In choir Dr. Emory said: “You are accountable,” and “no followers, only leaders.”
Do you feel like a follower or a leader?
•

FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW (Before Juries)
1. How you feel about your self-efficacy in singing today, and how has this study—
reflecting on your se—possibly influenced it?
2. General impressions of peers in the department? Lifestyle, attitudes, etc.
3. Do you all feel like you need pressure and stress to do your best?
4. As an ed major—of course, different case for Lincoln—do you feel like being an
ed major you have more to prove at juries or it’s a little more relaxed for you.
5. What about Dr. Emory as model and knowledge base for vocal technique and
modeling?
6. Explain how you understand the technique in your voice lessons to transfer to a
choral lesson?
7. Let us pretend that you are going to build a music department with a music ed
degree and performance degree, how would you solve these problems? What are
your ideal solutions to these issues?
8. Do you feel like you put more pressure on yourself to do well or do your
teachers?
9. Do you feel that your relationship with your TA is serving you?
10. How do you fit in among your peers in the program as far as your abilities? Do
you feel like you are at the level of your peers as far as their ability?
11. Since juries are next week, describe your self-efficacy right now.
FINAL INTERIVEW (After Juries)
• How was your jury?
• How did the jury respond to you (e.g. facial expressions, body language,
comments, etc.)?
• Relationship with accompanist.
• Did your accompanist give you a sense of ease in the jury?
• Did you do as you expected to do?
• Jury comments
• Did you feel a strong connection to your songs?
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APPENDIX D: CODING SAMPLE

Evan Interview 1
E.: Sophomore, vocal music education. I sort of got put into it without knowing what was
going on. My parents live in [another state]. I lived in the north for 14 years. Sang in a
rock band. We covered a whole bunch of Black Sabbath songs, metal, and wrote our own
stuff. I loved being in a band. [adolescent experience; rock band; extracurricular activity;
informal music training]
PI: How old?
E: I’m 19.
PI: 2nd year, but first year in voice?
E: Yes. I didn’t know what I was doing until now. I still don’t know what I’m doing.
[uncertainty]
PI: So you haven’t had any voice lessons ever before?
E: Here and there, but nobody I stuck with. I had lessons in a lot of other instruments.
[past experiences; non-commitment]
PI: (Self-efficacy definition explained). How do you feel about your own self-efficacy in
singing?
E: Um, I know I have a lot to learn. I know I don’t really have any idea what I’m doing
real, with correct vocal technique. I’ve sung for a long time. I’ve always loved it, but I
never did it correctly, I don’t think. It’s really hard actually. My lessons are sort of
frustrating. Not for me, I think, for me and Felix. It’s hard to kick those habits of singing
badly. How do I feel about it? I know I can do it. I have the talent I think. I have the ear. I
think it’s going to take a lot of work to get me to sing with correct technique. [task
difficulty; task/technique comprehension; habits; effort; high self-efficacy beliefs=aural
skills, talent=internal-ability; low self-efficacy belief=high effort; frustration for teacher]
PI: Singing on the spot right now?
E: Depending on the song. It probably wouldn’t be too pretty. I don’t know. I mean, I
don’t know. [Low self-efficacy; uncertainty]
PI: How do you feel in lessons vs. choir?
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E: I’m pretty tentative in choir cause I know I’m new and stuff. I’m a new baritone and I
don't have any range really. I try to cover or just try to blend really well with everybody,
so I don't stand out. That’s the last thing I want, right? So I’ll sing in falsetto a lot in choir
sometimes, or soft singing. Fake singing sometimes. That’s bad. Dr. Emory gets on me
for that. [uncertainty; unfamiliarity; low self-efficacy=range, beginner; hiding; following;
“fake singing,” self-criticism; teacher criticism]
PI: Fake singing?
E: Well, she has me singing as bass right now. I’m not a bass, I don’t think, and neither
does Felix. There are parts that are just like way way down there. I either have to try and
not sound good, and sound throaty and growly or just not, and often I don’t. [conflictdisagreement; self-assessment; technique; discomfort]
PI: Do you feel comfortable with Dr. Emory?
E: It’s not even Dr. Emory in that class. I think it’s everyone else. I know they are all
good musicians and all probably earned their spot in that choir. I don’t know if I earned
my spot. I went in one day and auditioned for her, and she said, “Okay, I need a
baritone.” That’s not how she said it, but that was sort of the vibe. I’m lucky to be getting
in on this. I should treat it like that…I think it’s really everybody else around me. Cause
your voice influences everyone else’s so much. If your singing a pitch that’s flat, you’re
going to screw everyone else over. In that choir people like…if you’re off at all, they’re
like “wait a sec, what are you doing…” It’s not usually me, but I’ve seen other people.
[peer comparison; uncertainty; worthiness (“earned my spot”), luck (external-success
attribution), peer influence, peer judgment; evaluation;]
PI: Do you feel like you’re more comfortable singing in voice lessons in choir?
E: I think I’m really good at choir. I blend really well with people. It’s harder when it’s
just my voice I’m hearing. I’m pretty comfortable singing with Felix. I think he’s good.
[positive perception of choral singing; working with others; collective efficacy; task
difficulty; teacher comfort; teacher trust]
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APPENDIX E: THEMES AND CODES-OUTLINE

•

Success meaning/standards for success
o Accountability to others
§ Caring
§ Choir director approval
§ T.A. approval
§ “in-groups” and “out-groups”
o Surpassing uncertainty
§ Doing something never attempted
§ Passing tests and receiving passing grades
o Validation
§ Key relationships
§ Faculty approval
§ Compliments
o Progression
§ Observing macro and micro views of improvement
§ Setting long and short-term goals
§ Memory

•

Mastery experience
o Adolescence
§ Music training/performance experiences
§ Teacher influence/support
§ Family influence/support
o University experiences
§ Auditions
§ Music Education Entrance Exam
§ Performances
§ Juries
Verbal persuasion
o Teacher feedback
§ Encouragement
§ Criticism
§ Expectation
§ Accountability
§ Structure
§ Immediacy
§ Task difficulty
§ Conceptual understanding
§ Attainable goals
o Family influence
§ Memory
Vicarious Experience

•

•
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•

•

§ Peer comparison
§ Peer empathy
§ Followers vs. leaders
§ T.A. modeling
Task Influence
o Choral vs. Solo technique
o Conceptual understanding vs. Experiential understanding
o Practice Approach
§ Procrastination
§ Goal setting
Socialization Influence
o Teacher-student relationship
§ Time investment
• Student initiation/Teacher responsiveness
• Text-messaging
• Extra lessons
• Spending time socializing (e.g., coffee, gelato)
• Nervousness
§ Trust of teacher knowledge and assessment
• Expectation
o Friendliness/joking
o Perception as follower vs. leaders
§ Voice Faculty
• Validation
o Lesson length
o Nonverbal feedback
§ Emotion/mood
§ Facial expression
§ Body language
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